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LEGAL NOTICE
This report was prepared as an account of Government sponsored work. Neither the United
States, nor the Commission, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission:

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or implied, with respect to the accu-
racy, completeness, or usefulness of the information contained in this report, or that the use
of any information, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report may not infringe
Privately owned rights; or

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or for damages resulting from the
use of any information, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report.

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the Commission" includes any em-
ployee or contractor of the Commission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee of such contractor prepares,
disseminates, or provides access to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor.

This report has been reproduced directly from the best
available copy.

This report consists of 5 parts, total price $15. 00
Available from the Office of Technical Services, Depart-
ment of Commerce, Washington 25, D. C. Printed in USA.
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NOT ICE

Although the work reported in this document was conducted for
the Commission, and has been accepted as fulfilling the terms of the
contracts between the AEC and the authors, it should be noted that:

1. The designs and costs are predicated upon successful com-
pletion of certain research and development. Research and
development results different from that assumed by the au-
thors may markedly affect the estimated costs and the perfor-
mance of the units. Also, since their technical assumptions
as yet remain unproven, the Commission cannot entirely sup-
port the conclusions of the studies.

2. The extent and cost of research and development required and
the time required to accomplish it are sufficiently uncertain
to make it doubtful that construction of each of the plants
could be started by July 1960 (one of the conditions set by the
AEC for this study).

3. The basis for the cost estimates made by the several contrac-
tors are not completely consistent. Therefore, any economic
assumptions of an absolute or comparative nature, should be
appropriately qualified.

The Commission staff has prepared an analysis of the four design
studies, TID 8504, and to the extent feasible, undertaken to adjust the
cost data in the several studies so they may more readily be compared
with each other.
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Foreword

This study is one of four initiated in 1958 by the Division of Reactor De-

velopment, U. S. Atomic Energy Commission, to assess the feasibility of power
generation through the use of certain types of nuclear reactors.

These studies are available from the Office of Technical Services, U. S.
Department of Commerce, Washington 25, D. C., as indicated below:

TID-8500 BOILING WATER REACTOR STUDY (Parts 1-3), Ebasco Services
Incorporated and General Electric Company, April 1959, price $5. 25

Part 1-306 MW Power Reactor Conceptual Design (previously
available as IDO-24030, Vols. 1 and 2).

Part 2-Separate Studies (previously available as IDO-24030,
Separate Studies 1 through 10).

Part 3-306 MW Coal-fired Installation (previously available as
IDO-24031).

TID-8501 ORGANIC COOLED REACTOR STUDY (Parts 1-5), Bechtel Cor-
poration and Atomics International, April 1959, price $15. 00

Part 1-Summary of Study (previously available as BCPI-1,
Vol. 1).

Part 2-300 MW Power Plant Conceptual Design (previously
available as BC PI-1, Vol. 2).

Part 3-Reactor Concept Evaluation (previously available as
BCPI-1, Vol. 3).

Part 4-75 MW Power Plant Conceptual Design (previously avail-
able as BC PI-1, Vol. 4).

Part 5-300 MW Coal-fired Power Plant Comparison Study (pre-

viously available as BCPI-1).

TID-8502 ADVANCED PRESSURIZED WATER REACTOR STUDY (Parts 1-
3), Stone and Webster Engineering Corporation and Combustion
Engineering, Inc., April 1959, price $10. 75

Part 1- Phase I Report (previously available as SW-1, Vol. 1).
Part 2-Appendixes to Phase I Report (previously available as

SW-1, Vol. 2).
Part 3-235 MW Coal-fired Generating Plant (previously available

as SW-1).



TID-8503 HEAVY WATER MODERATED POWER REACTOR PLANT (Parts
1 and 2), Sargent & Lundy, Engineers and Nuclear Development

Corporation of America, January 1959, price $11. 25

Part 1-Design Study (previously available as SL-1565, Vols.
1-3 and Addendum 1).

Part 2-Preliminary Design of the Prototype Plant (previously
available as SL-1581, Vols. 1-3).

TID-8504 AEC SUMMARY AND EVALUATION REPORT OF FOUR POWER
REACTOR DESIGN STUDIES, Division of Reactor Development,
U. S. Atomic Energy Commission, May 1959, price .60 cents
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INTRODUCTION

Bechtel Corporation and Atomics International Division of North

American Aviation, Inc. , working together as contractor and subcon-

tractor, respectively, for the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, have

carried out an evaluation and conceptual design study of organic cooled

nuclear power stations.

The purpose of the AEC program, which encompasses studies

of pressurized and boiling water reactors as well, is to

"explore what would constitute the most economical nuclear

power station over the next five to ten years, consistent with

(1) present status of reactor technology, (2) projected power

requirements, (3) characteristics of available generating

equipment, and (4) possibility of initiation of construction

by a private or public organization of a reactor of each

type in July 1960 in the United States or abroad."

The program is divided into two parts, Phase I and Phase II.

One task under Phase I for the organic cooled reactor study is the

following:

"Evaluate various design possibilities and concept variations

of the basic concept including parameters within each varia-

tion to determine the specific reactor concept and size most

likely to result in the most economic reactor that can bc

built starting construction in July 1960. "

This volume constitutes the final report on this task under

Phasc I of the program.

In order to arrive at the most economic concept and size of

organic cooled reactor consistent with the objectives of the study,
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various studies were carried out including:

1. Assessment of the status of organic cooling technology

and fuel elements for organic cooled reactor.

2. Analysis of steam cycles, determination of availability

of desired turbine-generator equipment, and review of unit sizes in

terms of expected utility practice and the specific conditions estab-

lished for the study.

3. Technical and economic evaluation and comparison of

various concepts embodying organic cooling - the principal variant

being the moderator.

The graphite moderated concept was considered in more detail

even after selection of the organic moderated (and cooled) concept as

the reference design because it appeared to have economics very close

to those of the organic moderated reactor as well as unique future

potential for incorporation of nuclear superheating of the steam.

In all of the studies, two paramount considerations were (a) to

develop system designs within the bounds set by the Commission, and

(b) to achieve the lowest power costs for organic cooled reactor plants

by use of the most advanced design possible (based on technology cur-

rently available with such development work as may be undertaken on

a schedule consistent with possible initiation of construction in July

1960) and by applying where possible common, tested, accepted and

available components.

A guidance committee of senior Bechtel and Atomics Inter-

national technical management personnel participated in formulating

the decisions and recommendations required in the studies. These

were reviewed at intervals with the technical and management staff

of the AEC.
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I. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A. PURPOSE

The purpose of this volume is to present the results of design

studies to (a) select the optimum-sized electric power station utiliz-

ing an organic cooled nuclear reactor, and (b) to evaluate and optimize

the various reactor concepts, with special attention to selection of the

moderator, consistent with the basic design criteria established by the

AEC.

B. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

A 300 emw unit capacity was selected as the basis for design

studies although the organic cooled reactor is considered to have a

thermal capability considerably in excess of this unit rating. The

results of the reactor evaluation studies have shown that several or-

ganic cooled reactor concepts have attractive features and offer poten-

tial for low cost nuclear power plants. The distinguishing features of

low pressure primary coolant system, moderate superheat capability,

negligible chemical reactions of the coolant with uranium, water,

aluminum and carbon steel plus the use of standard components high-

light each of these several concepts.

Although they were not selected for the reference design, the

results of these studies have shown that (a) large graphite moderated

organic cooled reactor plants can be built and operated with resulting

low total power costs. With advanced designs, such reactors can alsc

offer a very attractive means of producing nuclear superheat and over-

all thermal efficiencies greater than 40%, (b) heavy water moderated-

organic cooled reactors can be designed to operate with low fuel costs

utilizing either slightly enriched or natural uranium as reactor fuel,

and (c) zirconium hydride moderated organic cooled reactors have the

potential of compact cores with good fuel economics.
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Of the various concepts examined, the organic moderated and

cooled reactor system has the potential for the lowest total power cost.

In addition, the organic moderated and cooled system resulted .n the

simplest design, and would require the least research and develop-

ment effort. This concept would benefit the most from future antici-

pated reductions in coolar.t make-up cost. It was concluded therefore,

that the conceptual design effort should be directed at an advanced

organic cooled and moderr:ted reactor system with the following

features.

The reactor would Be of the tank type with a core of the close

packed lattice design. T-ee coolant would flow up through the core and

heat transfer in the hottest channels would be by subcooled (nucleate)

boiling. The spent fuel handling would be through a transfer tube con-

necting the reactor tank with the fuel storage pool, and reactor control

would be by cruciform rc.s actuated from below the reactor core.

The two principal technological advances incorporated into the

reactor design are (1) ut .zation of nucleate boiling in the hot channels;

subcooled (nucleate) boiLng, tests utilizing OMRE coolant with 30%

high boiler compound at-conditions equal to OMCR design limits have

shown that the heat trarrfer coefficient follows established correla-

tions. There has not bErn sufficient time to develop complete fouling

data in the subcooled bo.iLng range, but current tests conducted under

the advanced OMR progrr n are demonstrating results comparable to

forced convective cooled Systems; and (2) the use of sintered aluminum

powder (SAP) as the fuel padding material. In regard to SAP, it has

been successfully fabrica. d into a variety of objects, including fuel

element cladding shapes; % elded and hot pressed tube closures have

been made and tested sat Lkactorily, porosity tests performed, com-

patability tests with UO2 .ccessfully completed, and stability under

irradiation demonstrated o be superior to 304 SS.

A definitive development program on sintered aluminum powder
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as fuel cladding material including fabrication techniques and :teat

transfer tests should yield necessary data for the reactor in time to

meet construction schedules.

The conceptual design study should be based on use of uranium

oxide pellets encased in extended surface rods of sintered aluminum

powder (SAP) as fuel elements. Such a core permits the substitution

of metal alloy fuel if warranted by subsequent experience. It is to be

noted that organic coolants are chemically compatible with either

uranium oxide or uranium metal, and evaluation studies show that

there was no significant thermal performance advantage of on: over

the other. Thus, the selection of the optimum fuel material for an

organic reactor should be based on the most economic fuel cycle.

Utilizing present day radiation damage limitations of 5 - 10,000 mwd/ton

average for metal alloy fuel and 10 - 20, 000 mwd/ton average for

uranium oxide fuels, and their respective fabrication cost estimates,

the economics of the two fuel cycles are shown to be comparable. If

further experience demonstrates that metal fuel is more economical,

the fuel loading can be changed without reducing the reactor raLting or

temperature levels.

C. UNIT CAPACITY SELECTION

A unit rating of 300 emw net was adopted as the size most nearly

meeting the various criteria furnished by the AEC for the reference

plant. The primary considerations leading to this selection are:

1. Extensive discussions with turbine manufacturers confirm

that, for the probable OCR steam conditions, a 300 emw unit will be

the maximum size that can be made available, based on press nt and

near future turbine design technology.

2. Trends in the utility industry continue in the direction of

constructing larger units as markets and load centers grow and
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competitive pressure increases to reduce generating costs. Units of

300 emw rating will be increasingly attractive in the near future and

may be expected to constitute a significant fraction of the total major

plant capacity construction planned for that period.

3. Considered judgement indicates that a single organic-cooled

reactor is capable of supplying the required heat for a 300 em\v unit

with attractive steam parameters. This opinion is based on OMRE

and advanced OMR experience that has demonstrated the absence of

severe technological problems.

4. The emphasis on minimum generation cost logically and

historically leads to selection of large units to take advantage of

economies inherent in large pieces of equipment and to distribute

construction and operating costs over the maximum output of clectri-

cal power.

D. REACTOR SELECTION

The following results are based on studies conducted during the

first several weeks on the Phase I program.

An evaluation study of various organic cooled reactors was made

to determine the system which offers the greatest potential for produc-

ing low cost nuclear power. The ground rules used were to consider

systems consistent with "start of construction" by July 1960 by either

a private or public utility.

Seven possible moderators were considered with different fuel

elements, reactor configurations and either "subcooled boilin';" or

"forced convection" as the principal heat transfer means. Survey

nuclear and heat transfer calculations were conducted to dote :mine

the relative size for reactors of 1000 tmw capability and layouts were

made to assess the principal design problems. Estimates of the
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differences in capital, operating and fuel costs were made to indicate

variations in the cost of power from the different systems examined.

The many reactor types studied were evaluated primarily from

the point of view of incremental costs, although factors such as tech-

nical status, required development program, and feasibility from the

standpoint of start of construction in July 1960, were necessarily con-

sidered. A summary of design features of the principal reactor type

is presented in Table .14. The comparative most data applicable to

the various reactQr type-sestudied is presented in Figure 1-1. The

costs developed for Figure 1-1 include the plant capital cost at 14%,

the fuel cycle cost, organic makeup, organic inventory, moderator

inventory, moderator ;makeup and operation and maintenance. All

capital costs were developed using as a base case $110/ekw for the.

organic moderated reactor including steam generation, and $70/ekw

for the turbo-generator system. The incremental differences from

these values were estimated in each case. The cross-hatched area

represents the band of uncertainty in the comparative power cost for

each reactor concept, with the maximum and minimum expected cost

being the respective extreme of the Gross-hatched area.

It can be seen from the figure that the OMR concept is judged

to have the lowest power cost of any of the systems studied with the

graphite moderated-organic cooled reactor concept rated as a very

close second.

Of all the various reactor types studied, none is sufficiently

advanced in technology to be constructed without a concurrent research

and development program. The degree of development required is

necessarily dependent upon the specific reactor type and it has not been

possible to evaluate the scope of the required effort in detail. It is,

however, generally true that the greaer the similarity to present

experience, the smaller will be tre required magnitude of the research

and do elopment.pr.ogram. Oh this basis, the various organic-cooled



TABLE 1-1

SUMMARY OF ORGANIC COOLED REACTOR SYSTEMS

Gross Electrical Output (emw)

Net Electrical Output (emw)

Reactor Thermal Power (tmw)

Reference Fuel

Initial Enrichment %
Core Size ft

Fuel Inventory (Kg U)

Initial Conversion Ratio

Specific Power ttw/Kg .U

Anticipated Avg Burnup mwd/mt

Estimated Fuel Cycle Cost mills/kwh

Avg ;Comr aive Power Cos mills/kwh

ZrH
Moderated
Reactor

300

288

941

U0
2

~2.3

11.7 D x 12.6

38,000

(V 0.5

24.5

15,000

2.83

7.V6

Graphite
Moderated
Reactor

300

285

937

U02

~1.8

20x20x20

46,000

~i 0.54

20

15,000

2.67

7.80

Organic
Moderated
Reactor.

300

291

9143

U02

2.3

12 x 12

53,000

0.6

18.0

15,000

2.75

7. ho

D2 0 Moderated Reactor

Natural U Enrichei U

300 300

286 286

988 988

U-3.5% Mo U-3.5% Mo

0.71 0.98

24Dx224 24Dx224

225,000 225,000

No.88 0.83

4.5 4.5

4,000 7,000

2.5 2.13

0.23 8.86

a'1-+
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reactor types studied would be rated in the following manner, in

,order of increasing scope of research and development: (1) organic

moderated, (2) graphite moderated, (3) D 2 0 (H 2 0) moderated, (4) Be

and BeO moderated, and (5) the ZrH moderated, and (6) the graphite

moderated core with nuclear steam superheat. On the basis of these

survey studies, the following conclusions with respect to each of the

reactor types studied have evolved:

1. ,The ZrH moderated core can be made compact and with

good neutron economy. The physics of ZrH is unique in comparison

with the other reactors studied in that there is a definite probability

of upgrading the neutron energy as a result of scattering processes.

This causes the energy spectrum to be hard in the moderator region

yielding less parasitic neutron capture and also permits a very flat

power distribution through a fuel element cell. Because of the energy

hardening effect the reactivity worth of conventional poison con-trol

rods is considerably reduced and.either more rods are required or a

poison material with very high epithermal resonances is required.

The problems of degasification of the moderator are not completely

resolved nor is the problem of hydrogen migration within the modera-

tor. The cost associated with the moderator is uncertain and any large

increase would seriously reduce the economic potential of this system.

It is concluded that for a reactor plant of 300 emw there are sufficient

uncertainties not likely to be resolved within a 2-1/2 year develop-

ment period that a ZrH moderated core cannot be confidentally pro-

posed now.

2. The initial effort on the Be and BeO moderated cores indi-

cated there was little economic incentive for pursuing these concepts

further. A power reactor employing these materials in large quan-

tities will not become competitive until the price of Be is significantly

reduced. There is now no reason to expect a large basic price reduc-

tion.
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3. The D20 moderated reactor has the highest power costs of

any of the systems considered except for Be and BeO. This is true

even though the system can operate on a natural uranium fuel cycle.

The fuel selected for the D 20 system, i. e. , U-3. 5% Mo is probably

not the most favorable and operation with a carbide fuel element

should give longer burnup and possibly reduced fuel cycle cost. The

development status of carbide is not, however, considered sufficiently

advanced for inclusion in this study. The inventory write off rate of

11.5% used for the D20 was that established by the AEC. At the 11. 5%

write off rate the D2 0 inventory and makeup charge more than offset

any savings resulting from reduced organic makeup and the fuel cycle.

The largest uncertainty with the D 2 0 system is in the calculations

relating to the reactivity lifetime of the core. The importance of

achieving moderately long burnups with a natural uranium-D2 0 system

is emphasized by the fact that fuel cycle costs can be reduced from 3. 19

mills/kwh at 3000 mwd/mt to 2. 1 mills/kwh at 5000 mwd/mt. The

performance of a D 20 moderated reactor utilizing slightly enriched

uranium, with both metal and oxide fuel elements, was also investi-

gated. The studies indicated a potential savings of approximately

0.4 mills/kwh could be achieved by moderate enrichment. This

still leaves the D20 enriched uranium comparative power cost con-

siderably above that of several of the other systems studies. given

with an extensive calculational effort on an optimized design, it is

concluded that large scale critical experiments would be required and

that operation of a small scale demonstration plant would be desirable.

A D20 moderated organic plant is therefore not now considered

economically attractive under the ground rules within which this sur-

vey was conducted.

4. The light water moderated organic cooled reactor has all

of the design complexity of the D2 0 reactor, but does not suffer from

the large moderator inventory charge. By comparison with the organic

moderated reactor concept, the use of light water as the primary

moderator material is expected to save approximately 0. 5 mills/kwh
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on organic makeup charges. Offsetting this, approximately 0. 2 mills/

kwh is lost due to the unavailability of energy absorbed by the modera-

tor; increased fuel cycle cost would represent another increase in

power cost and additional but unknown cost increases in the capital

expense would be incurred. The economic incentive of utilizing light

water moderation with organic cooling is therefore believed nonexis-

tent. There is also a fundamental design problem, which could not

be resolved during this study, in designing a process tube reactor

with the very tight lattice spacing required with H20.

5. On the basis of early studies, the graphite moderated core

appeared to offer low organic makeup cost, good fuel economics,

overall economics comparable to the OMR, anc the possibility of

nuclear superheat. This system was given some further attention in

Section IV of this volume. (See Sec. I-D)

6. The OMR design.as conceived during this study represents

a significant advance in the concept over all previous design studies

on organic reactor systems. The difficulties associated with obtain-

ing adequate heat transfer rates together with nominal coolant flow

have been resolved by utilizing subcooled (nucleate) boiling, fuel

element burnups have been significantly extended, and the refueling

concept and procedures simplified. The reactor as designed offers

future reductions in power costs not only from increased fuel burnups

but also from improvements in neutron economy (e. g. , replacing the

steel fuel element boxes with SAP reduces fuel costs 0. 3 mills/kwh),

and by reduction in the organic makeup coolant costs, The safety

features of the OMR are well established and stability problems are

not anticipated. The design problems associated with the OMR con-

cept have been well defined and are understood. The magnitude of

the research and development effort is less with this concept than with

any of the others surveyed.
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It is concluded that the organic moderated and cooled reactor,

within the framework of the ground rules under which this study was

conducted, offers the best present potential for economic power. The

major effort conducted within the second portion of this phase of work

was therefore based upon this OMR concept.

E. GRAPHITE MODERATOR STUDY

The early reactor evaluation studies concluded that a graphite

moderated organic cooled reactor (GOCR) could be a close contender

in overall economics to the organic moderated and cooled reactor

plant. Thus, additional evaluation of this concept was done during

the remainder of the Phase I effort. The possibility of using a portion

of this reactor to directly superheat the steam (GOCR-S) was examined.

The approach was to study the incremental differences rather than

optimize a new and independent plant design.

The GOCR and GOCR-S were both sized to the same steam flow

which was used in the other reactor studies. GOCR produces a gross

electrical output of 300 emw. The GOCR-S produces 378 emw gross.

The higher output is attained by the more efficient cycle with the same

steam flow.

GOCR Conclusions:

1. GOCR is 4 to 6 million dollars more expensive to build

than the OMR.

2. The GOCR pumping power requirements are higher.

3. The GOCR fuel costs appear to be almost the same as the

OMR.

4. The organic makeup for the GOCR is approximately 0. 5
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mills/kwh less than for the OM3..

5. An important uncert;.inty in the GOCR is the reactivity

effect of voids in the organic c :olant and experimental data are needed.

6. The separate fuel c} .Lnnel tube concept of the GOCR lends

itself to refueling at partial pc Aver.

GOCR-S Conclusions:

1. The design of a graphite reactor plant which has the steam

piped from the organic heats t external boiler back through fuel channels

in the reactor where the stes.-n is superheated appears to be feasible.

There are two areas of unc. tainty which should be investigated in an

experimental program: (a) he problem of rupture of fuel element

cladding in the superheatin ; section, and (b) the problem of allowable

stress values for tube matt -ials under long-term irradiation in the

reactor.

2. If technical pro>.ems are resolved, the organic coolant

system can be designed t permit conditions of nuclear superheat up

to 1450 psig and 1000 F v =:h or without reheat to 1000 F. This would

result in gross efficienci:; of over 40%. There are factors which

increase fuel costs as st: Lm pressure and temperatures are increased.

These offset some of th ;ain made by high thermal cycle efficiency.

The 850 psig, 900 F ste.. a cycle is tentatively recommended as opti-

mum for such a system
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II. UNIT CAPACITY

To limit the parameters in the organic cooled reactor concept

evaluation to a number manageable in the time available for that eval-

uation, an early determination of the unit capacity range of interest in

the conceptual design was necessary. Studies were undertaken on

fixing probable performance limits of the reactor system, the probable

influence of capacity on total power costs, the experience and plans of

industry relating to unit capacity, and interpretation of trends reflec-

ting the probable importance of various unit capacities in the next five

to ten years. Turbine equipment design limitations played an impor-

tant part in these considerations and the cooperation of major turbine

suppliers contributed to the ultimate selection of unit capacity at

300 emw.

An excerpt from Contract No. AT(11-1)-708 under which this

study was performed reads as follows;

"Purpose:

... the Commission intends to explore what would consti-

tute the most economical nuclear power stations over the next five or

ten years consistent with:

1) present status of reactor technology

2) projected power requirements

3) characteristics of available generating equipment

4) possibility of initiation of construction by a private or

public organization.... in July 1960 in the United States

or abroad."

For the purposes of this study it was assumed that:

1) The most economical nuclear power station would be com-

posed of a number of identical units, each consisting of one

reactor and one turbine-generator, in general conformance

to utility practice.
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2) The reference design would consist of one unit of the ulti-

mate four unit station.

3) The unit capacity should be based upon utility practice and

projected utility system growth in the United States.

4) The 5- to 10-year period specified refers to stations planned

in that period, not necessarily operating.

The problem of selecting the most economical unit capacity was

approached from two points of view:

a) Application within expected utility practice.

b) Technology limitations.

Consideration was first given to the general range of unit capaci-

ties in which primary interest would lie. It is generally known that

total electric power requirements in the United States have been

steadily increasing since the establishment of the industry and are

expected to continue to increase. Table 2-1 indicates that generating

capacity in the United States increased 18% by new construction in

1955-1957. Projected increases in generating capacity through 1975

are presented in Figure 2-1. Power requirement growth is now due

largely to increased population, expanding industrial activity, a higher

standard of living, and the relatively improving competitive position

of electric power compared to other energy sources. The latter factor

is especially impressive when viewed as a remarkably successful at-

tempt to "hold the line" against inflationary pressures consisting of a

steadily rising national cost index in materials and labor. The major

credit for this feat can be attributed to the utility industry's aggressive

attitudes toward the problems of increasing efficiency to offset increas-

ing cost factors. Primarily this has been approached in two ways:

1) Increase cycle efficiencies by use of higher pressure and

temperature stream.
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2) Decrease plant construction, operation and maintenance costs

by going to larger unit sizes and hence more capacity at a

single plant site, within the limits of transmission economics.

Since the temperature of steam produced by an organic-cooled re-

actor system is presently limited by technology and is not subject to

arbitrary upgrading it is apparent that the second approach, that of

increased unit capacity, is of primary importance in guiding our selec-

tion of most economical unit capacity (See Figure 2-2). To conform to

utility practice and experience it is apparent that unit capability of in-

terest for maximum economy lies in the large unit range, and generally

we might expect the large units to be the most economical, within the

limits of technology.

In Figure 2-3, data are presented on the distribution of unit capa-

bilities under new construction in 1958. It can be seen in terms of

both numbers and total capability that the 150-100 emw range is domi-

nant. However, there is marked interest and activity up to and includ-

ing the 30C-349 emw range. Beyond this there is a rather abrupt de-

crease of importance, still in 1958. It can be inferred from Figure 2-4

that unit planning in the period 1960-1965 will show a marked increase

in the direction of larger units over the plans of 1958. Large units now

planned for installation are shown in Table 2-2.

Figure 2-5. where Nucleonics data is plotted, confirms a similar

plant size trend. Accordingly it should be expected that, in terms of

number of units and especially total capability, a plot similar to

Figure 2-3 for, say, 1967would indicate a peak in the 200-350 emw

range. Such a conclusion is generally substantiated by industry sources.

For example, Figure 2"-6 shows the expected increase in sales of tur-

bine units in the 290-340 emw range, as estimated by a major turbine

manufacturer, showing an es=.mated 78 units to be sold by 1967, with

13 units being sold in that year alone as opposed to 4 in 1958.

Consideration was also given to reactor technology in general and

that of the organic cooled reactor in particular. Limitations that

might be imposed by considerations of public hazard, controllability,
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heat removal, equipment size, and fuel element technology were each

considered in terms of the present technology and development possible

to meet the July 1960 start of construction date. No technological

factors were found to limit unit capacities in a multi-loop plant for the

range under consideration. An arbitrary criterion was applied, how-

ever, which defined a plant requiring in excess of four heat transfer

loops as being generally undesirable, on grounds of increased com-

plexity, for construction in the near future. It was further determined

that reactor outlet coolant temperatures of 675 F could be used with

confidence. Thus, limiting steam conditions were established which

for reasonable steam generator surfaces fixed the maximum steam

temperature at 650 F. Turbine manufacturers were approached with

this data to establish the capacity and pressure limits in turbine tech-

nlogy and availability for the designated steam range.

Recognizing the variations in theoretical heat rate and their depend-

ence on turbine state lines, and considering the factors of moisture

extraction, blade length, exhaust annulus, and unit length, it was

determined that a single-shaft machine of 300 emw capability for con-

ditions of 600 psig, 650 TTF represented the most attractive turbine

offering presently available to meet the delivery required by the pro-

ject schedule. Assurance was obtained that at least two major turbine

manufacturers would be prepared to accept a firm delivery order for

the required unit on schedule. It was further determined that no other

component of the system imposed a more limiting criterion on unit

capacity than did the turbine procurement problem.

At this point the following confirming considerations were made:

a) The 300 emw size lay in the upper part of the range of

interest from utility growth considerations, 200-350 emw,

and was consistent with past and current utility practice

to seek minimum power generation cost at maximum size.

Table 2-3 lists United States utilities with a system

capacity of 1000 mw or over. Under an arbitrary standard

often used by large utility companies of limiting new unit
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capacity to 15% of total system capacity, eight of these could

have been interested in a 300 emw unit addition even in 1957.

The number should be considerably greater by 1967.

b) Specific local considerations that might otherwise weigh

against the largest obtainable unit size are absent under the

existing site assumptions. These could include a prudent

limitation to 10-15% of total system capacity in a new unit,

possible excessive investment in new unit capacity compared

to recent local growth history, undesirable increased re-

quirements for spinning reserve, difficulty in obtaining a

suitable major site near the local centers, and. others.

c) Comparison of European trends in unit capacities with those

of the USA indicates that although average unit capacities

there are lower than corresponding USA practice, it can be

reasonably expected that normal growth in the major utilities

by about 1967 will have carried maximum unit capacity in

Europe well past the 300 emw size, therefore, this factor

does not argue against such a selection.

d) There was no evidence resulting from the studies that would

indicate a lower total power generating cost could be obtained

at a lesser unit rating.

In view of all the above factors, the decision was made to direct

design effort of the reactor evaluation and the conceptual design of the

reference plant unit to the 300 emw unit size, found to be the maximum

feasible, with provisions to estimate in a less definite way the eco-

nomics of variations in that size later in the study.
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Table 2-1

SIZE OF UTILITY COMPANIES (1000 mw

Reference: F.P.C.

1957

T.V.A.
Consolidated Edison Co. of N.Y.
Commonwealth Edison Co.
Detroit Edison Co.

Pacific Gas and Electric Co.
Philadelphia Electric Co.
Public Service Electric & Gas Co. (N.J.)
Duke Power Co.

Niagara-Mohawk Power Corp., Inc.
Southern California Edison Company
Appalachian Electric Power Co.
Consumer's Power Co.

The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co.
Wisconsin Electric Power Co.
Ohio Edison Co.
Indiana Kentucky Electric Corp.

Houston Lighting & Power Co.
Georgia Power Co.
The Ohio Power Co.
Ohio Valley Electric Co.

Pennsylvania Power & Light Co.
Union Electric Co.
Duquesne Light Co.

and larger)

x090 mw

3621
3340
2845

2541
2123
2104
2084

1950
1887
1809
1620

1577
1535
l41U
1304

1217
1210
1151
108;:

1060
1050
1040

1955

4110 mw
3621
3163
2325

2321
2123
2066
17541

1535
1224
13X39
1307

1260
1070
1318

900

1062
1085
927
900

928
800
915

1953

1435 mw
2603
2782
1950

1093
1650
1910
1338

1485
909

1404
1066

1160
711
V7v

No Report

705
(u

615
No Report

700
808
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TABLE 2-2

LIST OF 300 MW (& LARGER) UNITS TO BE INSTALLED

(According

Size No. of
Units

500mw
x450
327
325
325
300
300
325
335
340
330
325
325
320
320
300
300
450

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

to Reese, Federal Power Commission
January 28, 1959)

Utility

TVA
Michigan Electric
Commonwealth Edison (Fisk)

"f t

it "1

Union Electric
"t i

Arkansas Power & Light
Consolidated Edison

"t "t

Pennsylvania Power & Light
Philadelphia Elect.

" ':'t

1 Public Service Elect. & Gas
1 "? "t t

1 Cleveland Elect. Illuminating
t t t

1 American Elect. & Power

Schedule Data
for Operation

Oct., 1960
Sept., 1959
Dec., 1958
June, 1961
May, 1959
April, 1961
1963
March, 1961
Fall '59
Spring '61
Jan., 1961
Sept. 1959
Jan., 1960
Sept., 1960
June, 1961
1962
1962
July, 1960

2-13

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9-

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.



TABLE 2-3

Number
of

Utilities

'53 '55 '57
20 31 33

10 10 15

3 4 5

Average Rate of Growth
(mw installed/mw total)
1953-1955 1955-1957

35%

34

22

273001 and larger 0 3 3

25

11

18

Total 33 48 56 Ave. - 30% Ave. - 30%
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System
Installed
Capacity

MW

500-1000

1001-2000

2001-3000

18%



SECTION III

REACTOR SELECTION

Sub-Section Title

INTRODUCTION

REACTOR COMPONENTS

PRELIMINARY EVALUATION

ZIRCONIUM HYDRIDE MODERATOR

HEAVY WATER MODERATOR

Page

3A -1

3B-1

3C-1

3D-1

3E-1

3F-1

3G-1

GRAPHITE MODERATOR

ORGANIC MODERATOR

Title

Zr HYDRIDE MODERATED REACTOR

Zr HYDRIDE MODERATOR REACTOR

FUEL ELEMENT (61 PINS)

REACTOR ASSEMBLY - ELEVATION

Zr HYDRIDE MODERATOR

D20 MODERATED REACTOR (CASE I)

D20 MODERATED REACTOR (CASE II)

D20 MODERATED REACTOR (CASE III)

3-a

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

Plate

3D-1

3D-2

3D-3

3E-1

3E-2

3E-3



Plate

3E-4

3E-5 (2)

3E-5 (1)

3F-1

3F-2

3F-3 (1)

3F-3 (2)

3F-4

D20 MODERATED FUEL ELEMENT

(19 PINS)

D20 MODERATOR-PROCESS TUBE

DETAILS

D20 MODERATOR ORGANIC COOLED

REACTOR

GRAPHITE MODERATED ORGANIC

COOLED REACTOR (PILE)

GRAPHITE MODERATED REACTOR

(CALANDRIA AND CANNED CONCEPT)

GRAPHITE MODERATED ORGANIC

COOLED REACTOR - (PILE CONCEPT)

GRAPHITE MODERATED-PILE PROCESS

TUBE DETAILS

REACTOR SUPERHEAT - FLOW

SYSTEM SCHEMATIC

GRAPHITE MODERATED REACTOR

SEGMENTED FUEL ELEMENT

GRAPHITE MODERATED REACTOR

FUEL ELEMENT (61 PINS)

ORGANIC MODERATED REACTOR

ORGANIC MODERATED REACTOR

ORGANIC MODERATED REACTOR

FUEL ELEMENT (100 PINS)

FUEL HANDLING SYSTEM

OCR ORGANIC MODERATED

REACTOR FUEL ELEMENT CONCEPT

FUEL ELEMENTS CROSS SECTION

ORGANIC MODERATED REACTOR

3-b

3F-5

3F-6

3G-1

3G-2

3G-3

3G-4

3G-5 (1)

3G-5 (2)

Title



A. INTRODUCTION

Organic materials as possible reactor coolants and/or moderators

were first suggested fifteen years ago by Enrico Fermi. In December,

1944, during the Wartime Manhattan Project, Fermi and Szilard filed

one of the first basic patents in the nuclear field which contained the

following:

". .. Diphenyl can also be used as a moderator and

closely resembles light water giving a gain from .2 to

.4 percent in K. With either, a slight enrichment of

the uranium with one of the fissionable isotopes such

as, for example U2 3 3 , U235 94239 will provide a K

sufficiently greater than unity, to enable the construc-

tion of operating reactors..."

However, even with this early suggestion, very little was done

with organics for approximately ten years. This was principally due

to two items: first, it was realized that reactors which utilized

organics for coolants and moderators would require "enriched" urani-

um and secondly, the radiation decomposition rates were not known

and thought to be excessive.

The first general meeting of workers in this field was held at

North American Aviation at Downey, California in August, 1953. The

first significant work was done in the early 1950's. Much of this work

made use of electron accelerators and was a part of general studies on

radiation effects on materials. In this basic work, it was found that

the radiation damage rate of certain organics was not as great as pre-

viously thought.

As a result of design studies, it was recognized that organic

cooled and moderated reactors for power application would have the

following attractive features:

1) Low pressures in the primary system for temperatures in

the range of 600 to 800 F.

2) Compact cores.
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3) No hazardous chemical reactions with coolant, uranium fuel,

or water.

4) Negligible corrosion rates.

5) Standard materials and components for construction (alumi---

num for fuel cladding and low carbon steels for structural

components).

6) Low induced activity in coolant.

7) Fluid moderator -coolant gives large negative temperature

coefficient of reactivity.

8) Relatively high inherent safety.

Thus, it appeared that an organic moderated and cooled reactor

could be designed which would be of simple design, relatively inexpen-

sive to construct, and have inherent safety features. However, certain

limitations of this reactor concept were recognized:

1) Organics slowly decompose at operating temperatures and

under nuclear irradiation. Thus, a purification system and

makeup supply is required.

2) The heat transfer is relatively low compared with water and

liquid metals. Thus, a high surface -to-volume fuel element

design is needed.

3) The temperature limits result in relatively low thermal

efficiency compared with fossil fuel plants (but not with

nuclear plants)

4) Most organics of interest are solid at room temperature.

Thus, the primary system needs some sort of preheating.

The principal unknowns which had to be determined before serious

consideration could be given to the use of organics in large scale

power reactors were (1) the radiation damage rate and (2) fouling char-

acteristics of the material in the combined thermal and radiation

environment of a reactor core.
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Thus, in order to determine the technical feasibility of the organic

reactor concept, a reactor experiment, the OMRE, was authorized by

the United States Atomic Energy Commission in 1955. The reactor

was designed, constructed, and placed into operation by Atomics

International at the National Reactor Testing Station in Arco, Idaho.

The reactor utilizes "fully enriched" uranium in plate form and

clad with stainless steel. The reactor is cooled, moderated, and

reflected with Santpwax O-M (a commercial mixture of ortho- and

meta-terphenyl produced by Monsanto Chemical Company). The

reactor operates at a maximum power of 16,000 kw of heat and dumps

this heat to the atmosphere by means of an airblast heat exchanger.

This reactor experiment was made critical in 1957 and was

followed by a few months of low-power tests and physics measure-

ments. Full-scale operation began in February 1958, and by

January 1, 1959, the unit had logged over 22 million tkw hours of

operation.

Operation of the OMRE has shown that negligible fouling of the

heat transfer surfaces occurs. Also, utilizing the radiation damage

rates as obtained from the OMRE and applying them to suitable power

reactor designs which use organic for both coolant and moderator has

shown the radiolytic damage rate to be in a tolerable range based on

present technology. The pyrolytic damage rate has been shown to be

negligible.

Applications

Design studies have been made of organic reactors for a wide

range of central station power plant sizes in addition to process steam,

central heating plants, and marine propulsion. Presently under design

at Atomics International is a 12,500 kw (electrical) OMR for the City

of Piqua, Ohio, as a part of the United States Atomic Energy Commis-

sion' s Second Power Demonstration Program.
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The first weeks of the organic cooled reactor (OCR) program

were devoted to a broad and intensive survey of systems utilizing

organic fluids as reactor coolants. The object was to evaluate

various combinations of moderator, coolant, and fuel and to make a

selection of the reactor system which offers the greatest potential

for producing low cost nuclear power. The system selected was used

to develop a conceptual design in the remaining portion of Phase I of

the OCR project.

The survey included a variety of core designs employing several

possible moderator materials and a number of nuclear fuels whose

technological status is such that they would be compatible with a

July 1960 construction start date. The moderator materials consid-

ered in this survey were light and heavy water beryllium and

beryllium oxide, zirconium hydride metal and powder, graphite, and

the various polyphenyls.

The nuclear fuels selected for evaluation were slightly enriched

uranium oxide, the various metallic alloys, and unalloyed natural

uranium. Cladding materials considered were sintered-aluminum

powder (SAP - 6% A1203, 94% Al), stainless steel, mild steel, zir-

conium, beryllium, aluminum, and magnesium.

A 300 emw reactor-turbine generated unit was selected as best

fitting within the criteria under which this study was conducted (Sec-

tion II); thus, reactors with a thermal capability approaching 1000 mw

were required. A number of preliminary core designs with both

"open" and "closed" lattices and with vertical and horizontal coolant

flow were studied. The various moderators considered were evalu-

ated utilizing different fuel element configurations, and both nucleate

boiling and forced convection were considered for the reactor heat

transfer mechanism.

The time available for the investigation of such a large variety

of reactor design possibilities necessarily limited the survey to pre-

liminary evaluations of each system. In each case, it is possible
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that the design points selected for comparison are not the optimum

points. However, it is felt that the relative cost positions of the

systems examined are qualitatively correct within the ground rules

under which the study was conducted. In all cases, the reactor con-

cepts which indicated a potential for economical power production

were carried as far into the design stage as time permitted and design

layouts were prepared and studied to allow the examination of mechan-

ical design complexities.

Because a major disadvantage of organics as reactor moderators

is the makeup cost resulting from radiolytic and pyrolytic decomposi-

tion, radiation-stable materials were considered as moderators in

an effort to reduce the organic makeup costs. With a reactor both

cooled and moderated by organics, this makeup c6st is approximately

0. 6 mills/kwhr, which is equivalent to a capital investment of approxi-

mately 8 million dollars written off at a 14% rate for a 300 emw plant.

It is possible that the complexities and additional capital costs incum-

bent with the use of open lattice designs and more expensive moderator

materials might outweigh the savings in organic makeup costs. It was

the purpose of this survey to estimate the pertinent cost factors and

select the most promising reactor system.

Consistent with the intent of the design study, the reactor concepts

are predicated on what is believed to be a reasonable extrapolation in

the basic technology for a start-of-construction date of July 1960.

Reactor components which are not required until the latter stages of

construction may have a 2- to 2-1/2-year development program prior

to manufacture of the prototype components. This encompasses such

items as the fuel elements and control rods. New reactor fuels, e. g.

the uranium carbides, are not considered applicable to this program

because an experimental effort to prove out their burnup capabilities

would probably extend beyond the 2-1/2 year cutoff point. However,

new fuel element geometries and cladding materials are considered,

since, although inpile testing is required, the time scale is signifi-

cantly shorter.
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The organic coolant is based on what is available commercially

today, though this may not necessarily be the material which would

ultimately be used. Large programs are presently underway in the

fields of new coolant technology, inhibitors to control radiation de-

composition, and the synthesis of useful byproduct material. New

developments in any of these fields would significantly reduce the cost

of power from an organic cooled plant.

Each system investigated in the survey was examined over a range

of design conditions in order to select a favorable design point at which

comparisons could be made. For each moderator, a range of lattice

spacings and enrichments were considered for both oxide and metal

fuels. In the case of cores moderated by other than organics, more

latitude was permissible in fuel element design since cooling and

moderating properties were not dependent upon one material. For

this reasonthe open-lattice fuel elements could be designed from

thermal requirements alone. This is not completely true in certain

of the D20 systems which were fueled with natural uranium, since

reasonable reactivity levels must be obtained to achieve economical

fuel-burnup levels. In the case of the all-organic core, both the nu-

clear and thermal performance are much more intimately related

through the moderator-to-fuel ratio existing within the fuel element.

In addition to the major core-parameters, mechanical design fea-

tures were evaluated as time permitted. Various fuel loading and

unloading systems were examined and different control systems were

evaluated. A preliminary evaluation of the effects of reactor design

on the required safety and containment features was carried out. For

all reactor types studied, the gross electrical output was held at

300 emw, the differences in the net electrical output and reactor ther-

mal power reflecting principally the difference in the organic pumping

power.
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B. REACTOR COMPONENTS

1. Organic Cooled Reactor Fuel Elements

In the range of organic cooled reactors studied under this pro-

gram, three different basic types of fuel elements are required. They

are: (1) an element suitable for the organic moderated reactor in

which the fuel-to-organic ratio is dictated primarily for reasons of

core physics and fuel cycle economics; (2) an element for use with the

natural uranium D2 0-moderated reactor, in which case high reactivity

with natural uranium fuel is of major importance; and (3) an element

suitable for enriched uranium reactors which do not use organic as the

moderating material, in which case the fuel-to-organic ratio is set

basically from heat transfer characteristics. A wide variety of fuels

and cladding materials have been considered for application in the

organic cooled reactor. A discussion of the technical status of each is

contained in the following sections. It is not possible, however, to

select a fuel, a cladding, or a fuel element geometry completely in-

dependent of the selection of moderator and reactor configuration.

Fundamentally, the selection of a fuel element for each specific

reactor is made on the basis of minimum overall fuel cycle costs

based on a technology consistent with the July 1960 start-of-construc-

tion date. Factors which enter into the selection, though not of equal

importance for each reactor type, include radiation stability, allow-

able power densities, fabrication costs, reactivity, compatibility with

other core materials, required enrichment, and rate of plutonium

production. It has generally been indicated that low fuel cycle costs

(<3 mills/kwh) for enriched fuels required average burnups in the

order of 8000 mwd/t or more. For natural uranium D20 systems,

such high burnups are not required, and 4000 to 5000 mwd/t, as lim-

ited by core reactivity requirements, may yield overall fuel cycle

costs approaching 2 mills/kwh. A generalized curve of fuel cycle

costs over the range of conditions expected in an organic cooled reac-

tor is given in Figure 3B-1 for both enriched and natural uranium

fuels in the form of UO2 and metal.
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A three-year construction schedule suggests that a develop-

ment program for fuel elements cannot exceed approximately two and

one-half years. Therefore, only fuel materials which are currently

under investia-ation and for which information concerning their radia-

tion stability is now available are considered sufficiently advanced for

use in the reference design. 'The time scale for developing new fuel ele-

ment geometries and cladding materials is significantly shorter than a

program designed to establishe fuel radiation stabilities. Emphasis

has therefore been placed on utilizing fuel elements containing fuels of

an established technology but with new cladding materials and geometric

properties as applicable.

a. Radiation Damage

Based on the July 1960 start-of-construction date, the fuels

which may be considered for the OCR are basically the various urani-

um metallic alloys and the ceramic uranium oxide.

(1) Metal Alloys

The inherent anisotropy of the low-temperature struc-

ture of uranium manifests itself in physical distortion under thermal

cycling and neutron irradiation conditions. Methods of stabilizing un-

alloyed uranium are based on the production of fine-grained, randomly-

oriented structures by heat treatment. As uranium is cooled through

the intermediate temperature range from beta to alpha, the structure

tends to become random as the beta reverts to the low-temperature

alpha. When the rate of formation of nuclei is higher than the rate of

alpha grain growth, a fine-grained product results. A very high rate

of cooling is required to obtain this con'i. In practice, this high

cooling rate is not realized on thick sections of unalloyed uranium

and thereby the grain refinement is very limited.

Other approaches for irradiation and strength stabiliza-

tion in uranium metal have been directed toward low and high alloy

additions Low additions of an alloy, such as Cr, have been made as

a means of grain refinement to inhibit surface wrinkling: small
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additions of Mo increase the creep strength. The dilute alloys,

while showing some improvement in certain properties, still retain

the behavior pattern of unalloyed uranium at increasing temperature

and irradiation exposures. High-alloy additions are made in order to

obtain a crystallographic structure which has isotropic properties as

opposed to the nonuniform properties existent in unalloyed uranium and

uranium-dilute alloys. This distortion in the dilute alloys caused by

thermal effects is greatly affected by prior history, impurity content,

and fabrication, which controls the texture and grain size. The iso-

tropic structure obtained in the higher alloy additions is arrived at

by consideration of those neighboring elements to uranium in the peri-

odic grouping which have compatible crystal structure and atom di-

mensions for solid solution formation, and which by experimentation

have indicated favorable kinetics for the retention of a solid solution.

An alloy of this type is U-10 w/o Mo. This solid solution alloy is

metastable in the sense that it must be properly heat treated to retain

its solid solubility, which is not an equilibrium room temperature

condition.

The phenomenon of swelling is related to burnup and

temperature. An increasing burnup increases the amount of Kr and

Xe, while an increase in temperature increases the mobility of these

gases for agglomeration.

A compilation at AI of irradiation results on some

metallic fuels is indicated in Figure 3B-2. The approximate total

burnups for these fuels are given below:

Total Average
Fuel Burnup

(%)

Unalloyed U 0.5
U-2.5 w/o Mo 0.7
U-10 w/o Mo 0.7 - 2
U-Nb 1
Th-10 w/o U 0.3 - 1
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It should be pointed out that the alloys represented are of different

shapes and specimen sizes, and some have clad restraint. Table

3B-1 contains AI data on dilute U alloys of Zr and 1.2 w/o Mo;

Table 3B-2 concerns a somewhat higher Mo addition of 2.5 w/o Mo.

The effect of heat treatment is readily indicated in

Table 3B-2 by comparing the "as-cast" and "wrought, furnace

cooled from 1560 F" with the "wrought, water quenched from

1560 F"; the latter affects volume changes almost ten-fold. Uranium

alloys with small dilution undergo dimensional changes at burnups of

over 4000 mwd/t and at temperatures less than 750 F. Over

750 F, swelling damage of these alloys limits burnup to about

4000 mwd/t.

Recent published data concerning the radiation stability

of U-10 w/o Mo indicated dimensional stability of this alloy at 1000 F

central temperature and burnups from 10,000 to 20,000 mwd/t

maximum.

There is no known experimental data on compatibility

between U-10 Mo and organic coolants, with or without neutron

irradiation. There is some in-pile experience on the alloys of

U-3.5 w/o Mo and U-3.5 w/o Mo - 0.5 w/o Si. This experience

relates to the cladding failure of an OMR-Piqua element in the OMRE

under conditions where the cladding melted due to a blocking of one of

the cooling channels. The core material was exposed to the organic

coolant at a maximum fuel surface temperature of 750 F. No

catastrophic damage to the fuel wa noted on hot-cell examination.

2. Ceramic Oxide Fuel

In general, UO 2 fuel elements have the advantages of

being chemically inert to organic coolants and exhibit outstanding

resistance to radiation damage at high burnup. The disadvantages

associated with UO fuels are its brittleness and low thermal

conductivity. This latter characteristic usually requires greater

subdivision of oxide fuel compared with metal elements and

consequently higher fabrication costs. The low thermal conductivity
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TABLE 3B-1

EFFECTS OF IRRADIATION ON U-LOW ALLOY FUELS

Measured Central Calc. Surface Burnup Max. Increase in
Specimen Composition Temperature Temperature Total Increase Volume

(NAA-) (wt-%) ( F) ("F) in Dia. ()t
Range Av. Range Av.

15- 3-5 U-1.2 Mo 830-700 756 655-555 598 0.25 9.9 22

15-3-1 U-1.2 Mo 1050-920 972 825-740 763 0.33 13 31

15-4-1 U-1.2 Mo 1245-905 1017 980-715 799 0.22 7.7 6.9

15-4-5 U-1.2 Mo 1130-990 1052 890-775 827 0.22 9.6 7.3

15-3-6 U-2.0 Zr 665-560 605 525-445 480 0.18 4.0 6.5

"Based on chemical analyses of some specimens and heat balance on all specimens.

tBased on density measurements of central sections.



TABLE 3B-2

EFFECTS OF IRRADIATION ON U-2.5 w/o Mo ALLOYS

Maximum BU. Total Atom Burnup Length Diameter Volume
Specimen Metal Temp t AChangeChange Change
No. DC (*F) C(e) (%) (%)

1042-1429
1131-1564
1112-1522
923-1261

874-1193
1042-1429
1112-1522
1063-1461

874-1193
1042-1429
1131-1564
1063-1461

As-Cast, Solid Cylinders

0.48
0.53
0.51
0.42

Wrought, Water Quenched
from 1560 F

0.42
0.51
0.54
0.52

Wrought, Furnace Cooled
from 1560 F

0.42
0.51
0.56
0.52

+1.92
+0.88
+2.48
+0.30

+19.7
+15.7
+16.3
+12.1

+1.93
+1.76
+2.03
+1.04

+0.09
+0.50
+0.18
+1.04

+1.06
+1.5
+2.5
+1.7

+0.13
+0.19
+0.32
+0.06

+2.10
+1.88
+2.84
+2.38

+21.8
+18.7
+21.3
+15.5

+2.19
+2.14
+2.67
+1.16

2a
3b
4c
6a

lb
2c
4a
5b

la
2b
3c
5a

I -

W

bi
1

OD



is partially compensated, however, by the high permissible central

operating temperatures (-4000F). The relatively high burnups to

which UO2 fuel elements may be irradiated without concomitant

dimensional changes has the effect of reducing both the fabrication

and reprocessing costs associated with the fuel cycle. These

various factors have opposite effects upon the economic desirability

of oxide fuel to the extent that each must be fully evaluated in

connection with a specific reactor design.

The data in Table 3B-3 on UO 2 represent burnups in a

range from 1800 mwd/t to 25,000 mwd/t, with calculated central

temperatures from 2318 F to greater than 4982 F. There are no

dimensional changes at the lower burnups and the changes are

slight at burnups of 22,000 mwd/t and 25,000 mwd/t. These data

are based on relatively small test specimens and do not necessarily

predict in-pile behavior of full-scale reactor fuel elements. While

UO2 is isotropic, there is a tendency for decrepitation to occur or

for central melting or sublimation at high burnups. The data in

Table 3B-3 concerning those UO2 specimens where central melting

or sublimation has occurred do not indicate any gross dimensional

changes.

Pressed UO2 pellets have been exposed to Santowax R
2

in static tests at 750 F for 480 hours. A weight gain of 2.6 mg/cm -mo

was indicated. No sign of deterioration was found. It was concluded that

the weight gain was caused by occluded Santowax R.

Gross radial cracking due to the large thermal gradients

in the fuel has been observed but this was not associated with

significant external dimensional changes and does not seriously affect

the conduction of heat in the pellet. Some circumferential cracking,

which would have an adverse effect upon the heat transfer properties

of the pellet, has been noted. However, this phenomenon appears

to be independent of burnup since further cracking beyond the

initial stage was not observed.
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TABLE 3B-3

EFFECTS OF IRRADIATION ON BULK UO 2

(Zircaloy Clad)

Heat Flux Calc. Central Dimensional Changes U0
Specimen BurnupT Tubing Overall

No. Btu/hr-sftTpMwd/t Te F t OD Length Diameter Length Center

5.240

5.239

5.238

5.238

5.249

5.237

5.240

5.238

5.205

5.222

5.224

5.206

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

+0.012

+0.015

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

not melted

not melted

not melted

not melted

not melted

not melted

not melted

not melted

not melted

0.200 hole

0.230 hole

not melted

- ____________I _____________ I__________________ I ________6 _

0

12H

13H

16H

17H

14H

15H

18H

19H

82S

83S

84S

85S

170

300

340

250

220

370

420

300

330

540

600

300

1,800

3,800

4,200

2,700

4,400

10,900

13,500

6,900

14,000

22,000

25,000

12,000

2318

3992

4388

3330

2912

4802

4982

3992

4320

4982

4982

3992

0.402

0.401

0.402

0.401

0.402

0.402

0.400

0.402

0.414

0.414

0.414

0.414

-- 1-



The release of fission gases from oxide fuel pellets at

high burnup is controlled by the diffusion of gases in the oxide

matrix. Since this is the case, the gas release is strongly

dependent upon the density of the fuel compact and upon the

temperature of the fuel material. Experimental evidence indicates

that for fuel densities of about 95% of theoretical and fuel

temperatures below the melting point ('-5000F) the gas released is

limited to less than 3% of that produced as a result of fission. The

effect of this gas release is to build up internal pressure in the fuel

element and to dilute the conducting gas film, thereby causing

higher fuel temperatures and an increase in the percentage of gas

released.

A conclusion which may be drawn from present

irradiation data is that UO 2 fuel elements do not show an inherent

tendency to distort during exposures up to 10,000 mwd/mt or even

higher. Gross cracking of the oxide pellets does occur early in

core life, the transfer of heat deteriorates slowly with exposure,

and there is a release of fission product gases from the oxide which

increases with increasing temperature and decreasing density. If

the design of the fuel element makes adequate allowance for these

effects, it would appear that the fractional rate of failure of oxide

elements in a reactor to burnups of 25,000 mwd/mt or higher will

be reasonably low. Recognizing the above limitations, it is

concluded that oxide fuel elements can be designed for organic

cooled reactors which will yield high burnups and economical

fuel cycles.
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b. Fuel Element Cladding Material for the OCR

The ultimate selection of a fuel cladding material is both a

function of the properties of the clad material and the fuel. If the fuel

possesses adequate strength and does not distort at the burnup levels

anticipated in the reactor, it is sufficient that the cladding materials

restrict the migration of fission product into the coolant and protect

the fuel meat from chemical instabilities.

Properties of the cladding material which are significant

include tensile strength, creep strength, corrosion and erosion resis-

tance to the organic coolant, chemical compatability with the fuel, ease

of fabrication, thermal conductivity, neutron cross section, tempera-

ture limitiations, and cost. Some materials which appear suitable as

a cladding material include stainless steel, mild steel, aluminum,

zirconium, magnesium, beryllium, and sintered aluminum powder

(SA7).

The organic coolant itself imposes restrictions on the per-

missible cladding materials beyond the simple corrosion limitations.

For example, in a core designed to use Santowax R as the coolant and

operate in the subcooled boiling range, the organic will not support a

heat flux higher than approximately 300,cr00 - 5Cr, OCO Btu/hr-ft due to

burnout heat flux limitations. It is therefore necessary, if the thermal

capability of the fuel is to be utilized to the fullest, to increase the

area for heat transfer by using extended surfaces. Thus the cladding

needs to be a material with high thermal conductivity such that extended

surface fuel elements are feasible. Specific limitation on each of the

above materials are as follows:

(1) Stainless Steel

Due to their stability and proven capability, the 300

series austenitic stainless steels arc of greatest interest. As a group

they possess ample strength to serve as a clad and a structural mate-

ra!. Typical properties for type s 304 and 347 stainless steel are

shown in Table 3B-4.
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TABLE 3B-4

STAINLESS STEEL PROPERTIES

Type 304 Type 347
Tempature Yield Tensile 1%i Flow Yield Tensile 1% Flow

(psi) (psi) (10,100 hr) (psi) (psi) (10,000 hr)

room 30,000 80,000 34,000 80,000 -

1000 18,000 55,000 17,1.0 29,000 60,000 19,000

Out-of-pile and in-pile t its of these materials with

organics have demonstrated their corro .on resistance. Specimens

removed from the tests still had their or 'inal luster and had negligi-

ble weight gains. The austenitic stainless steels are not known to

have any chemical reaction with UO 2 . Wit. uranium metal, stainless

steel forms a low melting eutectic at appro: t lately 2000 F, but the

cladding-fuel interface should not exceed 90C ' under conditions in

the OCR reactor.

Stainless steel can be fabricate< 'n a variety of shapes

and sizes by a wide range of techniques. Tube: rom 1/16-inch in

diameter and up can be produced either by extru >n or welding. Wall

thicknesses down to 4.5 mils have been successfu A r fabricated. Plate

is available down to 1 mil in thickness. All conve ional joining pro-

cesses can be used, including fusion welding and b :zing. The thermal

conductivity of stainless steel is approximately 11 1 .. /1r-ft- F in the

temperature range of interest, considerably less tha. that of alumi-

num. The effect of such a low conductivity is to prect'de the use of

extended surface fuel elements. By comparison, the t ermal effec-

tiveness of stainless steel and aluminum fins is respec ively 0.45 and

0.9 for a length/thickness ratio of 2.5:1.

The stainless steels in general possess a ielative high

cross section for neutron capture, the 2200 m/sec macrotcopic
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absorption cross section being 0.229 cm l. The cost of stainless

steel is approximately $5.00 per pound in fabricated shapes.

(2) Zirconium

Corrosion testing of zirconium metal in organics has

shown that zirconium hydride is formed. With the formation of the

hydride, the zirconium rapidly loses ductility and becomes brittle.

For this reason, zirconium even though possessing other desirable

properties, is not considered suitable for use in an organic cooled

reactor. Zirconium alloys, e. g. zircaloy 2, etc., exhibit the same

corrosion behavior as zirconium.

(3) Mild or Low Alloy Steel

Mild or low alloy steels used with organic coolants

behave basically the same as the stainless steels. They possess

satisfactory corrosion-resistance to organic coolants. There is no

apparent chemical instability between mild and low alloy steels with

uranium fuel at the normal temperatures expected in a reactor. How-

ever, this compatability has not been fully investigated. The thermal

conductivity of mild steel is about twice that of stainless steel, allow-

ing reasonably high thermal effectiveness of mild steel cladding with

extended surfaces. The amount of iron employed in a core utilizing

mild steel with extended surface would introduce a considerable

amount of parasitic absorption, resulting in higher initial fuel enrich-

ments and lower conversion ratios than would be obtained using

materials with a lower absorption cross section. Also, the use of

mild steel cladding would require special controlled environments

during fuel handling to prevent corrosion.

(4) Aluminum

While the strength of aluminum is satisfactory at room

temperatures, at elevated temperatures the allowable stress rates

are exceedingly low. Thus, aluminum metals as a group offer poten-

tial as a clad material only if the fuel alloy is structurally sound
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throughout its lifetime. Table 3B-5, compares the strength proper-

ties of alloys 2S and 2024 T4 aluminum.

TABLE 3B-5

STRENGTH PROPERTIES OF ALUMINUM ALLOYS

25 2024 T4

Temperature Yield Tensile 1% Flow Yield Tensile 1% Flow
(psi) (psi) (10,000 hr) (psi) (psi) (10,000 hr)

Room 5,000 13,000 - 46,000 68,000 -

400 (1000 hr) 3,000 6,000 - 27,000 31,000 -

600 (1000 hr) 1,500 2,500 300 5,500 8,000 1,500

Because of the strength consider nations, aluminum is

not considered satisfactory as a cladding mater d1 for a UO2 fuel

element, but it is adequate as a cladding for st ble uranium metal

fuel at moderate burnups. The precipitation-h- dened aluminum

alloys, while possessing higher strengths in the lower temperature

ranges, anneal over a period of time at temper ures above 500 to

600 F with a continuing gradual decrease in all(< 'able stress levels.

Type 25 aluminum has been tested both out-of-1: le and in-pile for

corrosion resistance to the polyphenyl coolants; and in all cases neg-

ligible weight gains were recorded. Subsequent -xamination of the

test specimens indicated no localized attack or : her adverse effects.

When used as a cladding for uran., m metal fuel,

aluminum is pressure bonded to an intermediate Vtyer of nickel which

acts as a diffusion barrier. When used as a clac ng for UO2, alumi-

num tends to reduce UO at elevated temperature : starting at approx-

imately 900 F. When aluminum and UO 2 are intir tely mixed, as in

some test reactor plate-type fuel elements, the al ainum tends to
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reduce the UO2 at temperature around 840 to 930 F. The reaction

rates between the two, when they are not intimately mixed, have not

been established.

Aluminum is one of the most versatile metals with respect

to availability and diversity of fabricated shapes. Joining can be

accomplished by all conventional techniques, including welding and

brazing. The cost of aluminum in fabricated shapes is approximately

$1.00 per pound. The 2200 m/sec macroscopic cross section for

normal 25 aluminum is approximately 0.012 cm~.

The use of aluminum cladding on the fuel elements in an

organic reactor appears to be limited only by the low melting point,

approximately 1220F, the lack of strength at elevated temperatures,

and its chemical behavior with UO2 at elevated temperatures.

(5) Magnesium

Corrosion testing of magnesium in organics resulted in

the formation of magnesium oxide, causing embrittlement and loss of

strength. This oxidation resulted from trace amounts of water which

are carried along with the organic. Since it is believed that water-free

organic cannot be maintained at reasonable cost in a reactor, it is

concluded that magnesium should not be considered for fuel element

cladding at this time.

(6) Beryllium

Beryllium has excellent strength characteristics, but

generally low ductility. Yield strengths over 20,000 psi have been

reported at 1000F and creep strengths of 8000 psi can be obtained with

an elongation of 1% in 10,000 hours. Beryllium can be fabricated into

sheet and tubing by variations of conventional techniques. Twenty-mil

wall tubing has been extruded successfully.

In spite of the attractive physical properties of beryllium,

there are two major drawbacks to its use: (1) the material is toxic and

special precautions are required in handling, and (2) the domestic
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fabricated cost is high, estimated at approximately $100/lb in shapes

suitable for fuel element cladding. In addition, the corrosion behavior

of beryllium has not been determined with organics and a design cannot

now confidently be predicted on its use.

(7) Aluminum-Aluminum Oxide Products

Aluminum-aluminum oxide powde r (sintered aluminum

powder, abbreviated SAP) is of interest in that the elevated tempera-

ture properties are considerably improved over that of conventional

aluminum alloys. The process for producing the material consists of

making a compact of fine aluminum-aluminum oxide powder and

extruding or forging. These pieces then serve as stock for further

fabrication by forging, rolling, drawing, etc. The properties of the

material are a function of the amount of aluminum oxide present.

There are two oxide ranges now undergoing extensive evaluation by

Alcoa; M257 with a nominal Al 0 3 content of 6 to 8%, and M276 with a

content by approximately 11 to 13%. Because alloy M257 possesses

the required strength at reactor operating temperature and is some-

what easier to work due to a higher ductility, it is preferred to alloy

M273; hence the following discussion refers specifically to alloy M257.

The SAP products are characterized by unusually high

strengths above 600F. The strengthening mechanism is probably

similar to the precipitation hardened alloys except that the A12O3 is

insoluble and therefore does not redissolve at elevated temperatures.

Elevated temperature tensile and yield strengths of M257 are com-

pared in Table 3B-6 with several conventional aluminum alloys.

*1. John P. Lyle Jr. , "Aluminum Powder Metallurgy Products,"
Aluminum Company of American Brochure

2. Swiss patents 250118 and 259878
3. E. Gregory and M. J. Grant, "Aluminum Powder Products Com-

pared,1 " Iron Age, Dec. 25, 1952, p. 69
4. John P. Lyle, Jr., "Excellent Products of Aluminum Powder

Metallurgy," Metal Progress, Dec. 1952, p. 109
5. E. Gregory and M. J. Grant, "High Temperature Strength of

Wrought Aluminum Powder Products," Journal of Metals,
Feb. 1954, p. 247

6. E. H. Dix, Jr., "Aluminum Alloys for Elevated Temperature Ser-
vice, " Aeronautical Sciences, Jan. 1956, p. 40
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TABLE 3B-6

TENSILE AND YIELD STRENGTHS

M257 2024 - T4 2618 - T61

Tensile Yield % Flow Tensile Yield 1 Tensile Yield 1%Flow

(psi) (psi) 10,000w (psi) (psi) (10,000 (psi) (psi)1oTemperature 1,000 (1,000 (,) (1,000 (1,000 hr) hr)

F)_ hr) hr) r)_ hr) hr) hr) hr) __r)

400 21,000 18,000 - 31,000 27,000 - 34,000 31,000 -

600 17,000 15,000 8,800 8,000 5,500 1,500 9,000 6,000 1,600

800 12,000 11,000 5,400 1,700 1,100 - 2,600 1,600 -

1000 7,500 7,000 - - - - - -
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NOTE

Irradiation data obtained from Chalk River indicates alloy M257

to be stable to at least a total integrated fast neutron dose of 1. 2 x 1020

nvt. Data at 120 F and 520 F are reported in Table 3B-6A.

TABLE 3B-6A

IRRADIATION STABILITY OF M257*

Yield Strength psi
pre- post-

Temp. F irradiation irradiation

120

520

30, 000

19,000

31,40(

20,000

Elongation %
pre- post-

irradiation irradiation

16 14

No Change

On the basis of these numbers, alloy M257 appears to be at least

as stable as Type 304 SS.

* To be published PR-CM-17 from Chalk River.
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It is seen that the M257 alloys are superior to the best

conventional wrought aluminum alloys above 600F. The modulus of
6 3

elasticity of M257 is 10 x 10 psi, the density 0.099 lb/in , and the

thermal conductivity about 105 Btu/hr-ft-*F. The average coefficient

of thermal expansion of M257 is lower than those for the conventional

aluminum alloys and is 13.6 x 10-6per OF from 68F to 842F. Limited

corrosion tests of M257 in polyphenyls have indicated excellent corro-

sion resistance. Corrosion testing in NaCl and industrial atmospheres

show the M257 to be equal to alloys 1100 and 3003, and superior to

2024-T4 and 6061-T6.

The M257 alloy is expected to be compatible with metallic

uranium and UO2 over the same temperature range as aluminum.

However, due to the increased strength of SAP alloys at elevated tem-

peratures, the upper range of application may be extended into the

region at which a reaction starts to occur with UO2. Preliminary

experimental work with UO -SAP has been encouraging. A recent test

was conducted by Atomics International in which a UO2 sample was

enclosed in SAP alloy M257 using helium as a thermal bonding mate-

rial. The sample was held at 900F for 40 days. Upon examination,

no chemical instabilities were observed between the SAP and the UO2'

Experience with SAP products in Sweden for possible

application as fuel cladding in a gas-cooled reactor project indicated

that SAP products which were produced in Europe containing 11 to

13% A123 was porous to fission gases at high temperatures. SAP

products with lower A123 content have not illustrated the porosity

characteristic of the European produced material. A sample of SAP

alloy M257 produced by Alcoa was tested by Atomics International for

He leakage at 900F. No helium leakage was observed in the mass

spectrometer test.

SAP products have been fabricated in a variety of sizes

as tubes, rod, and plate. Tubing from 6 inches down, with wall

thickness in the range of 3 to 10% of the diameter, have been
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extruded. Sheet material down to a few mils in thickness has been

rolled. Joining of SAP products has been successful by the pressure-

bonding techniques. Spot and seam welds have been successfully made

on commercial pulsed seam welding machines. A metallic bond has

been obtained by swaging. Recent experience at Atomics International

with heli-arc welding indicates that high strength SAP-to-SAP welds

may be obtainable. Normal fusion welding has not previously been

successful with SAP products due to porosity. During the fusion

welding process, the Al203 slags to the surface, leaving a low

strength metallic aluminum region. It is expected a limited

development program would demonstrate successful means of

obtaining satisfactory welds on a commercial basis.

The neutron absorption cross section is approximately the

same for the SAP type alloys as it is for 2S aluminum, the only

difference being the slightly lower density and the presence of oxygen.

The cost of fabricated SAP shapes is now approximately $5.00/lb, but

it is expected that eventually production items will not exceed twice

the cost of aluminum alloys.

c. Summary

The physical properties of the various materials at 800F

are summarized in Table 3B-7. By inspecting the table, it appears

that only four of these materials are technically feasible for use as

fuel element cladding in organic cooled reactors: stainless steel.

mild steel, aluminum, and SAP (M257) products. Of these, only stain-

less steels, mild steel, and M257 are suitable for cladding UO 2,

aluminum not having adequate strength at elevated temperatures.

In comparison with stainless steels and mild steel,

M257 alloy has a significantly lower cross section and higher thermal

conductivity. The higher thermal conductivity permits the efficient

use of extended-surface heat transfer elements, an important

consideration with organic coolants. While the joining problems with

SAP have not yet been completely resolved, the successes with
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TABLE 3B-7

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF VARIOUS MATERIALS AT 800F

S.S. SAP 2024-T4 Carbon

Type Be Zr Type g Aluminum Steel

Tensile Strength (psi)

Yield Strength (psi)

Creep -(17o in
1000 hr psi)

Corrosion Resistance
to Organic Fluids

Absorption Cross
Secti on (cm- 1 at
2200mn/sec)

Conductivity (Btu/hr-
ft- *F)

Coefficient of Thermal
Expansion (in. /in. - F)

Melting Point ( F)

Special Problems

Cost ($/lb)

Compatible with
Fuels

800

600

200

Satis-
factory

0.0115

128

12.3 x

10-6

1220

1.00

Reaction
with U02
at~ 500C

Not Hydrides
tested y

75,000

31,000

21,000

Satis-
factory

0.229

11

10. lx
10-6

2600

5.00

Yes

25

12,000

11,000

5,400

Satis-
factory

0.0113

105

13.6 x
10-6

~ 1200

Joining

5.00*'

Reaction
with UO2
at~ 500C

Oxidizes

~ 1200

1700

1100

Satis-
factory

0.012

14.4 x
10-6

1.00

Reaction
with UOZ2
at 500C

50,000

22,750

19,000

Satis-
factory

0.22

23.5

7.65x
10-6

2795

0.40

I Productinbasis.I_

~Production basis.

Wp

N
N

Toxic
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pressure bonding, swag, ,.:.A iash weldj1ing re such to mostt

ensure that a satisfac; rnr'.elod of producing fuel elemert end closure

welds can be obtain Frcrn ese considerations, SAP ahoy M57

hay been chosen as Iic :'fererscc fuel element cladding material for

UO7 fuels in the OCR study.

For metallic uranium fuels which possess sufficient struc-

tural rigidity throughout the fu,:' cycle that they do not require support.

aluminum appears satisfactory. Not completely resolved, however, is

the question of coolant erosion of the aluminum at high velocities and

under the condition of subcooled boiling, and the behavior of the very

ductile aluminum should the fuel material distort or swell markedly.

There is also some evidence to support the theory that a cladding of

high strength tends to reduce swelling and distortion of uranium-

molybdenum alloys carried to high burnups. Therefore, the SAP

materials as well as aluminum are considered a desirable cladding

for metallic fuels.

In the event that unforeseen development difficulties or an

unavoidable delay in undertaking development effort of the primary

reference fuel element were to delay its availability for use in the first

OCR core, it appears practical and expedient to designate the aluminum

clad, -uranium metal alloy plate-type fuel element presently under

development for other organic reactor projects as the back-up element

to the reference UO2-SAP element proposed.

2. Organic Coolant

The coolant selected for the project is Santowax R. This

coolant was chosen primarily because of its low vapor pressure at

operating temperatures and the attendant increase in safety.

Santowax R is composed of approximately 10% ortho-terphenyl, 60%

meta-terphenyl, and 30% para-terphenyl. This material is available

as a by-product of diphenyl manufacture and is marketed at a competi-

tive price, on the order of 17 cents/lb in spite of its limited production

and market. In addition to low cost considerations, the physical pro-

perties of Santowax R make it attractive as a coolant. The hydrogen
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density is suitable for moderating requirements, it has a relatively

low vapor pressure over the operating temperature range, it has good

thermal conductivity, relatively high flash and fire points, and it

underes only moderate radielytie and pyrnlytit de omp.sition.

Peaempesition of polyphenyl coolants has been studied exten-

Pively for the past several years, which enables a reasonably good

estimate of the damage rate of the coolant in reactor service. For the

operating conditions considered, radiolytic damage is considerably

more important than pyrolytic.

It has been found that the various radiation particles, such

as gamma photons, beta particles, neutrons, and alpha particles,

transfer energy by inter-action with either the electrons or the nuclei

of the atoms. Organic liquids are damaged by all particles or energy

transfer processes which are more energetic than the dissociation

bond energy (4 to 6 ev). Radiation stability studies have been conducted

on diphenyl and Santowax R under various conditions of radiation and

temperature. These data are shown in Figure 3B-2. Note that radio-

lytic damage is independent of temperature and decreases as the high

boiler residue (HBR) content increases. This decrease is attributed

to the lower concentration of the undamaged material.

b. Pyrolytic Damage

As a result of numerous studies on pyrolytic decomposition

of organic materials, the breakdown rate can be estimated by the

equation

P = e( 0 . 0 2 5 T- 3 4 .4 )

where P is the decomposition rate in wt-%/hr, and T is the absolute

temperature in R. It is evident from inspection of this equation that

as the temperature increases, the damage rate increases exponentially.

At an average coolant bulk temperature of 675F, which is the hot-leg
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temperature of the system under consideration, the pyrolytic damage

rate is not important compared to the radiolytic damage rate, amount-

ing to only 0.0023 wt-%/hr.

c. Coolant Makeup Requirements and Costs

The following discussion on coolant makeup rate and costs

are specific for a 1000-tmw OMR. Makeup rates for other moderator

concepts would be somewhat lower than what is discussed here due to

the fact that a smaller fraction of energy is absorbed in the organic.

This is discussed in more detail within the section discussing each

specific reactor.

The coolant makeup rate depends largely on the energy

absorption in the coolant, and to a lesser degree on coolant tempera-

ture. Using a G value of 0.07 molecules of HBR per 100 ev energy
p

absorbed, then for 4% energy absorption in the coolant the radiolytic

damage rate is estimated at 1.064 lb/tmw-hr, equivalent to 24,300lb/

24 hr. Total volume of a typical system is estimated at 105,000 gal,

of which approximately 75,000 gal is at an average bulk temperature

of 675F and 30,000 gal are at 650F. Also, it is estimated that the

entire coolant sees an average surface temperature of 725F approxi-

mately 0.07% of the time. The pyrolytic damage rates are 0.00010

wt-%/hr at 550F, 0.0023 wt-%/hr at 675F, and 0.0067 wt-%/hr at

725F; hence, the total pyrolytic damage is approximately 400 lb/24hr.

From this, the total coolant makeup rate both radiolytic and pyrolytic,

is estimated at 24,700 lb/day or 1030 lb/hr.

Coolant makeup costs can be estimated as follows: Using

17 cents/lb for new coolant cost, the hourly cost for coolant makeup

is $0.17 x 1030 = $175, or 175,000 mills per 291,200 kwh net, equiva-

lent to 175,000/291,200 = 0.60 mills/kwh.

The above cost estimate is based on present technology.

The estimate may be conservative for a plant going into operation in

1963 for the following reasons:
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1) The radiolytic damage rate is based on a G value of 0.07
p

and 4% energy absorption. These values are considered

to be conservative.

2) Preliminary studies on decomposition inhibitors indi-

cate that an appreciable reduction in damage rate is

obtainable with proper materials. Work on this problem

is continuing, and in the event a suitable inhibitor is

obtained this will result in an appreciable reduction in

makeup rate.

3) The cost of new coolant has been taken at $0.17/lb, which

is approximately current market price. It is logical ta

anticipate that as the demand for Santowax R increases

appreciably, manufacturing economics resulting from

quantity production will be passed to the consumer. Also,

as the demand increases, there should evolve a more

competitive market.

d. Toxicology

The toxicology of diphenyl, which is chemically similar to

Santowax R, has been studied extensively by the Mine Safety Appliance

Company. This work indicates that diphenyl is no more toxic than

Dowtherm A, which is used extensively as a heat transfer medium,

and is probably less toxic on the basis of ingestion, contact, and

inhalation. Diphenyl is pharmacologically inert.

Inhalation of large amounts of vapor is difficult because of
*

the low vapor pressure of Santowax R. One reference states that the

maximum safe concentration of diphenyl in air for prolonged exposure

is 50 ppm for rabbits, 1 to 6 ppm for rats, and 1 ppm for mice. As a

basis for design, the maximum safe concentration for prolonged human

exposure has been set at 1 ppm, an easily detectable concentration by

odor.

* Diphenyl and W3 Amino and Nitro Derivatives, Industrial Toxicology.
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e. Flammability and Explosibility Properties

Tests by the Bureau of Mines on Santowax R indicate that

dust clouds containing 0.035 oz/ft3 can be ignited by a hot surface, an

open flame, and a high-voltage electrical discharge. It should be noted

that the spontaneous ignition temperature is approximately 1150F,

which is hundreds of degrees higher than the maximum bulk coolant

temperature or the maximum surface temperature in the organic

cooled reactor design. All systems which contain organic coolant will

be designed to conform with the recommendations of the National

Bureau of Fire Underwriters, and all electrical equipment which could

possibly come in contact with the coolant is designed in accordance

with the National Electrical Code.

The absence of an oxidizing atmosphere within the heat

transfer system eliminates the gas explosion hazard within the piping

systems. A leak from the organic system could produce spontaneous

ignition only if the organic temperature is high enough. The sponta-

neous ignition temperature for paia-terphenyl and diphenyl is approxi-

mately 1000F, which strongly indicates the negligible probability of

spontaneous ignition of Santowax R which might leak from the heat

transfer systems.

f. Physical Properties

For a summary of the complete physical property data,

refer to Volume II of the Organic Cooled Reactor Study Report.

g. Availability of Coolant Materials

The chemical industry here and abroad was recently sur-

veyed to determine the production capacity for polyphenyls. Monsanto

and its British subsidiary are one of the commercial sources of

terphenyls, and the total production is of the order of 10 tons/day.

This appears small when compared to the 14 to 15 tons/day required

by a single 1000 tmw OMR. Considering Santowax R as the optimum

coolant material, it becomes evident that a fairly large expansion of

the terphenyl production capacity could be needed within the next few

years.
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The polyphenyls are manufactured by the pyrolysis of benzene.

There is no shortage of benzene, as can be seen from the production

figures in Table 3B-8. Recently, there has been an oversupply of this

material, resulting in the price dropping from 36 to 31 cents/gal.

TABLE 3B-8

BENZENE PRODUCTION

Location Quantity
(tons/day)

Belgium 30

France 60

Italy 60

Japan 150

Great Britain 500

United States 3500

The most serious problem facing the chemical industry in

connection with supplying terphenyls is created by the relatively larger

fraction of diphenyl produced during the manufacture of terphenyls.

The present plant capacity is geared to the demand for diphenyl,

terphenyl being considered a by-product or waste. There are two

possible solutions of the problem:

1) The process used for polyphenyl manufacture could be

altered to give higher fractions of terphenyl.

2) The reactor coolant material might use mixtures of

diphenyl and terphenyl rather than terphenyl alone.

Monsanto is studying ways of altering their process to give

higher fractions of terphenyl, and favorable results are expected

within the year. Dow has stated that their process could be altered

to give 100% terphenyl. It is too early to know what effect the process

change will have on the cost or quality of the product. The cost is not

expected to increase more t'ian a few cents per pound, allowing for a
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possible lower conversion of the benzene. This could be more than

offset by an improved processing technique.

The time required for the chemical manufacturers to

increase production capacity appears to be less than the time normally

required for reactor construction. Along these lines, the following

information was obtained from Monsanto Chemical Company.

Demand Lead Time to
Demns/d Reach Production

(tons/day) (r
(yr)

14 1/2

70 2

140 2-1/2

It is apparent from the preceding discussion that the chemi-

cal industry can expand production capacity to meet the demand for

polyphenyl coolants. Benzene, the raw material, is universally avail-

able at relatively low cost.

h. Coolant Cost

Several methods for reducing coolant makeup costs have

been suggested. These may be itemized as follows:

1) Use of lower cost feed materials.

2) Use of additives to lower decomposition rate.

3) Use of converted high-boilers.

4) Sale of by-products from the high-boiler residue.

5) Use of stable moderators.

(1) Lower Cost Feed Materials

In general, hydrocarbons which can be separated from

coal-tar or petroleum by distillation techniques cost 5 cents/lb or

less, depending on the purity requirements and plant throughput. The
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cost increases for each processing step used, especially for the

separation of components and the formation of useless by-products.

For example, the lowest possible cost for polyphenyls derived from

benzene can be attained when the pyrolysis product is used without

separation of components.

The question has often been raised as to whether a high

boiling fraction suitable for coolant use could be derived from coal tar

or petroleum. The California Research Corp. has recently started a

research program under AEC sponsorship to find other coolant mate-

rials, The Humble Oil Co. is undertaking privately financed research

to find coolant materials. The naturally occurring high-boiling frac-

tions found in coal-tar or petroleum usually contain considerable

amounts of condensed ring compounds, which can not be separated

easily from the polyphenyls. The condensed ring compounds are

known to foul heat transfer surfaces more readily than the polyphenyls

and actually may be the chief cause of fouling in the irradiated poly-

phenyls. Therefore, a thorough testing of the heat transfer properties

of the naturally-occurring high-boiling fractions found in coal-tar or

petroleum would be just as essential as the decomposition rate study.

At the present time it appears improbable that the poly-

phenyls will be replaced by other high boiling compounds, based on

high-temperature stability and heat transfer considerations.

(2) Use of Additives

It has been observed that the decomposition rate for

polyphenyls sometimes decreases without any change in the high-

boiler concentration. There appears to be two possible explanations.

One possibility is that a component is formed by radiation which tends

to protect the undamaged polyphenyls from radiation decomposition.

The other possibility is that certain components formed by radiation

tend to reverse or arrest the polymerization reaction usually occur-

ring under radiation.

Both Atomics International and the California Research

Corporation are undertaking AEC sponsored research on the use of
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additives to lower decomposition rates. Some compounds already

have been found which lower the decomposition rate. However, insuf-

ficient information is available to make cost analyses. There is also

a possibility that the same compounds will be produced by radiation

in the polyphenyls. Possibly a better understanding of the reaction

mechanism can lead to changes in the coolant processing or purifica-

tion which will lower decomposition rates.

Very little work has been done on studies directed toward

the control 'of the polymerization reaction by shifting. the chemical

equilibria involved. Pressurization of the coolant with the radiolytic

gases or other gases, such as hydrogen, ethane, propane, might

lower the decomposition rate by affecting the chemical equilibria.

The thermodynamic data available for the polyphenyls definitely point

to this possibility.

Analysis of the high-boiler residue from irradiated

terphenyls indicates that a significant fraction consists of condensed

ring compounds. It may be possible to prevent the formation of these

compounds by pressurizing the coolant with aliphatic gases such as

methane, ethane, ethylene, propane, and propylene. The substituted

alkyl-aromatics resulting from the above would be more likely to form

chain-type polymers than the condensed ring type.

It is unlikely that the decomposition rate will ever by zero.

However, it may be possible to lower it by 50% or more by manipula-

tion of the chemical equilibria involved and by adding radiation damage

inhibitors.

(5) Converted High-Boilers

High-boiler residue is formed in the reactor with the

liberation of hydrogen gas. This is a reversible type chemical
*

reaction, and there is considerable evidence in the literature to

* U. S. Patent 2,344,258, issued to Monsanto-Chemical Co. in 1944,
describes amethod for conversion of terphenyls to diphenyl and
benzene. A mixture of terphenyls and hydrogen is passed through a
zone heated to 1200 to 1470F at atmospheric pressure.. Best results are
obtained using 4 to 6 moles of hydrogen per mole of terphyenyl.
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indicate that the high boilers could be hydrocracked back to the lower

polyphenyls.

At the present time, both California Research Corpora-

tion and Monsanto Chemical Company are starting AEC sponsored pro-

grams of study on the conversion of high-boiler residue back to useful

coolant material. It is fully expected that the high-boiler residue will

be hydrocracked back to the lower polyphenyls; however, the optimum

conditions for reaction rate and yield cannot be predicted. It is con-

sidered that the formation of condensed ring-type compounds will

probably limit the yield to something less than 50%, unless the poly-

merization reaction can be controlled to prevent their formation.

Thus, the cost of the conversion process could easily cancel the

savings from lowering the coolant makeup rate. Therefore, it is not

expected that any appreciable savings in coolant makeup costwill be

realized from the conversion of HBR to useful coolant material.

(4) Sale of By-Products

The radiation levels expected in the OCR coolant or

residue will preclude its use in products coming into direct contact

with the consumer without a considerable decay period. However, the

California Research Corporation has recently started an AEC spon-

sored program for studying the possiblity of recovering saleable

products from the HBR. Because of the complexity of the residue

composition, it seems unlikely that the separation of pure material

would be economically feasible unless its unit value is unusually high,

(5) Use of Stable Moderators

The OCR program studied moderators other than organics

for use with organic coolants. The polyphenyl decomposition rate is

proportional to the energy absorption in the coolant, which in turn is

proportional to the quantity of polyphenyl exposed to radioactivity.

With the other moderators, an appreciably smaller quantity of poly-

phenyls would be exposed to radiation with lower energy absorption
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and hence lower decomposition of coolant. The compensated cost

associated with the use of other moderators is treated in detail in

other portions of this report.

(6) Formation of Terphenyl on Site

It is considered that the overall cost of the coolant can

be reduced by installing a polyphenyl manufacturing plant in conjunc-

tion with the reactor plant. This would enable the manufacture of ter-

phenyl from benzene at whatever rate necessary to meet the reactor

requirements. Benzene is available in ample supply almost univer-

sally; hence, the shipment costs for benzene would not be high regard-

less of the reactor site. Some manufacturing economies would be

possible through the use of facilities and services already supplied to

the reactor. Supervision of the terphenyl manufacturing facilities

would be under the reactor facilities staff, and manpower require-

ments could thus be combined to effect further economies. Important

advantages in quality control would also be realized.

3. Heat Transfer

The following limitations were used in the thermal performance

calculations for all cores:

a) A maximum surface temperature of 850F. This limita-

tion is imposed by surface fouling considerations, long-

term cladding strength, and the transient performance

of the core. As the surface temperature is increased,

there is an increasing tendency for the surface to become

fouled due to the thermal decomposition of the organic

coolant. Loop tests at AI with terphenyl mixtures con-

taining high boiler residue indicate that surface fouling

is insignificant with surface temperatures below 900F.

b) A maximum fuel temperature approaching 1ZOOF for

uranium alloy and 4000F for uranium oxide. The 1ZOOF

temperature limitation for uranium alloy is imposed by

the alpha to beta phase change, and hence density change,
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which occurs just above this temperature. The 4000F

temperature limitation for the uranium oxide is imposed

by the melting point of uranium oxide, which is approxi-

mately 5000F. It is undesirable to permit the uranium

oxide to reach the melting point, due to the release of

fission gases which increases the internal pressure of

the fuel pin or plate. The difference between the melting

point of approximately 5000 and 4000 F provides a margin

of safety to allow for the possibility of a greater decrease

in effective thermal conductivity with burnup than has

been allowed for in the calculations.

c) A maximum heat flux of not greater than one-half of the

burnout heat flux. With this ratio of burnout heat flux

to maximum heat flux, the burnout heat flux will not be

reached in any transients with the control or protective

systems in operation.

d) A core pressure drop not exceeding 100 psi. A high-

pressure drop in the core not only increases the pumping

power but also increases the amount of structural mate-

rial in the core. This increase in structural material

requires a greater fuel enrichment and thus higher fuel

cycle costs.

In all open-lattice cores, the heat transfer is effected by

forced convection. In the closed-lattice core, the heat transfer may

be effected by either forced convection, subcooled boiling, or a com-

bination of forced convection and subcooled boiling, with the subcooled

boiling restricted to the high heat flux region of the core.

All heat transfer calculations are based on Santowax R with

30% high-boiler residue as the coolant. It is expected that the reactor

will be operated with 30% high-boiler residue, since data from opera-

tion of the OMRE indicate cnly a very nominal decrease, in the heat

transfer coefficient. In-rile heat tranJfer measurements show'a

similar behavior for Santowax R.
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It has been determined, on the basis of extensive convective

heat transfer data for unirradiated diphenyl, terphenyl mixtures, and

Santowax R flowing in a heated tube, that the heat transfer coefficient

for unirradiated polyphenyl coolants can be expressed by

0.85 0.3
= 

_0.015 (I pE-
k IL k

where

c = specific heat of coolant,

d = tube diameter,

k = thermal conductivity of the coolant,

h = heat transfer coefficient,

v = coolant velocity,

p = absolute viscosity of coolant,

p = density of coolant.

The physical properties of the coolant are taken at bulk coolant tem-

perature. It has been found that when the above expression is used for

organic coolants containing high-boiler residue, it predicts a heat

transfer coefficient that is lower than the measured heat transfer

coefficient. For example, the heat transfer coefficient calculated

from this expression for Santowax R with 30% HBR is 32.5% lower than

for Santowax R with no HBR, whereas experimental data indicate a 10%

lower coefficient. In the present study, therefore, the heat transfer

coefficient.for Santowax R with 30% HBR is calculated from an expres-

sion identical to the above expression, except that the constant 0.015

is more properly taken as 0.020.

For boiling heat transfer calculations, the following expression

proposed by Levyt for nucleate boiling of subcooled liquid is used:

* M. Silberberg and D. Huber, "Heat Transfer Characteristics of Poly-
phenyl Coolants, " AICHE Preprint No. 145, Nuclear Engineering and
Science Conference, Chicago, Ill., March 1958

t S. Levy, "Generalized Correlation of Boiling Heat Transfer, "
ASME Paper No. 58-HT-3, August 1958.
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kcp1  1 h + c(T - T) T

A o-Ts(p, ~ pv)BLj hwfg w

where

A = heat transfer surface area,

BL = a function of pvh ,

c = specific heat of saturated liquid,

h = latent heat of vaporization,

k = thermal conductivity of saturated liquid,

Q = heat flow rate,

Tb = bulk coolant temperature (abs),

Ts = saturation temperature (abs) of coolant,

T = wall surface temperature (abs),
w

P1 = density of saturated liquid

Pv = density of saturated vapor,

o= surface tension of saturated liquid.

In applying this expression, a 25% safety factor was added.

The possibility of obtaining high heat-transfer rates by

nucleate boiling of subcooled organic liquids has been demonstrated
*

by a number of experimental measurements. Heat fluxes in excess

* F. Kreith, and M. Sumrnerfield, "Pressure Drop and Convective

Heat Transfer with Surface Boiling at High Heat Flux: Data for
Aniline, N-Butyl Alcohol and Water, 1949, " Heat Transfer and
Fluid Mechanic Institute, Berkeley, Calif. W. Milich and
E. C. King, "A Two-Fluid Test Loop for Determining Burnout Heat
Flx," Nucleonics, April 1958; K. Sato "Determination of Burnout
Limits of Polyphenyl Coolants, " AGC-AE-32, February 15, 1957,
T. C. Core, "Determination of Burnout Limits of Polyphenyl

Coolants, " IDO-28007, Feb. 14, 1958. P. Griffith, "The
Correlation of Nucleate Boiling Burnout Data, " ASME Paper No.
57-HT-21, August 1957.
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of 1 x 106 Btu/hr-ft2 have been attained with organic fluids. The

feasibility of heat transfer by nucleate boiling of subcooled organic

liquids from the standpoint of surface fouling is currently being investi-

gated at Al. The results to date indicate feasibility. In a current sub-

cooled boiling run which has accumulated over 400 hours of operation,

there has been no significant surface temperature change.

The burnout heat fluxes for Santowax R, and ortho-, meta-

terphenyl mixture, and diphenyl have been experimentally determined.

These data are found to be correlated by the-Griffith correlation.

Using the lower band (-33% of the mean burnout heat flux data) of the

Griffith correlation, burnout heat fluxes for Santowax R with 30% high

boiler compound have been calculated and are shown in Figure 3B-3

for the coolant at 650F. It is seen that the burnout heat flux increases

with Reynolds Number. The burnout heat flux also increases with

pressure up to a pressure of about one-third of the critical pressure.

Further increase in pressure results in a decrease in burnout heat

flux.

In the organic moderated reactor concept, the organic serves

both as the heat transfer medium and the neutron moderator. Because

of the physics of the system, the fuel-to-moderator ratio is fixed, at

approximately 0.3, independent of heat transfer considerations.

Attempting to remove the heat generated within the fuel element

through a normal single-pass forced convection system requires such

high coolant velocities that the total organic flow rate becomes exces-

sive, on the order of 100 x 1061b/hr for a 1000 tmw reactor. At these

flow rates, the pumping power approaches 5% of the gross electrical

production from the plant. To circumvent this problem, two different

solutions are feasible: (1) to accept the high coolant velocities required

for forced convection coolant by going to either an open lattice or a

two pass core in which the cross sectional area available to flow is

reduced; or (2) to allow subcooled boiling in the core, in which case

the flow area remains unaffected, but very lower coolant velocities,

on the order of 9 ft/sec maximum, are satisfactory. A summary of
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the surface heat conditions expected in an organic moderated reactor

core with either forced convection or subcooled boiling is given in

Table 3B-9 below.

TABLE 3B-9

SURFACE HEAT CONDITIONS

Type Core

Max. Coolant Velocity (ft/sec)

Max. Surface Temp. (CF)

System Pressure (psia)

CoreA T, *F

Burnout Heat Flux (Btu/hr-ft)

Core Pressure Drop (psi)

Maximum Heat Flux (Btu/hr-ft2

Ratio of Burnout Heat Flux /
Max. Heat Flux

Sub cooled
Boiling Core

Close Packed

9

850

36

125

310, 000

9

15,000

Forced Convection
Cooled '

Open Lattice

25

850

165

125

500, 000

90

225, 000

2.2

It is seen that the maximum surface heat flux is of the same

order of magnitude for either case, limited by burnout in the case of

subcooled boiling and the core pressure drop in the case of forced

convection. As a first approximation, the power removal limitations

within the fuel itself may therefore by studied independently of the

means of transferring heat from the rod surface to the organic.

The two fuels most suitable for an organic moderated reactor

at the present stage of technology are UO2 and uranium metal alloys.

The UO2 is characterized by a high permissible center temperature,

approximately 4000 F, and a very low thermal conductivity, approxi-

mately 1 Btu/hr-ft-*F. Uranium metal alloys are center-temperature

limited because of the beta phase transformation at approximately

1200 F, but have a relatively high thermal conductivity of 16 Btu/hr-

ft- *F. Therefore, taking rods as a referenced design because of

their well-developed technology, we may compute the maximum

permissible power for both UO2 and uranium metal.
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These results are summarized in Table 3B-10. For completeness, re-

sults for UC rods are also included. Due to the previously determined

limitations on maximum surface heat fluxes, these maximum rod pow-

ers are unobtainable in practice unless an extended surface fuel ele-

ment is utilized. The finning ratio, which is the ratio of the effective

heat transfer surface* required (to be obtained by finning) to the area of

a smooth tube of the diameter listed, for a heat flux of 155,000 Btu/hr-

ft2 , is also given in Table 3B-10. From design considerations, the

maximum value of the finning ratio is approximately 2.5; thus, the allow-

able power for a UO2 rod, a UC rod, or a uranium metal rod is approx-

imately the same when the rod diameter is about 0.35 inch or less. It

is therefore concluded that in an organic reactor, in which the heat

transfer characteristics of the organic coolant restrict the power which

may be removed from the fuel element, that the use of uranium metal

does not offer any significant thermal improvement over that of UO 2 .

Indeed, as the fuel element surface temperature can be raised above the

present value of 850 F, the thermal performance of the UO2 would tend

to surpass that of the metal. It should also be noted that due to the

difference in densities of the UO2 and uranium metal, the specific pow-

er of the UO2 fuel element will be about 1.7 times that of a uranium

metal element. The volumetric power of the two fuel elements will be

approximately the same. Because the economics of UO2 and uranium

metal is approximately the same, and there is no thermal advantage to

either, it was decided to base the design on UO2

Because plate-type UO2 fuel elements are of complex design,

the UO2 fuel element design is based on rod type fuel with extended

surface. For a fixed temperature difference between the cladding

surface and the center of the rod, the power output is virtually inde-

pendent of the rod diameter when the fuel is uranium oxide. Hence,

decreasing the rod diameter increases the specific power. On the

other hand, since the heat flux is limited by burnout consideration or

permissible surface temperature, additional finning is required as

the fuel diameter..is decreased. From the design and nuclear

*An effectiveness of 0.95 for the extended surface was used in the
above table.
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TABLE 3B-10

MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE POWER

UO2  Uranium Metal UC

Rod Dia. Heat Flux Firming Heat Flux Finning Heat Flux Finning

(in.) (Btu/hr-ft2 ) Ratio (Btu/hr-ft2 ) Ratio (Btu/hr-ft 2 ) Ratio

0.2 587,000 4.00 1,300,00.0 8.83 1,250,000 8.50

0.3 391,000 2.66 877,000 5.95 1,160,000 7.88

0.4 294,000 2.00 622,000 4.50 1,085,000 7.37

0.5 285,000 1.60 530,000 3.60 1,020,000 6.93

0.6 196,000 1.33 442,000 3.00 967,000 6.57

0.7 168,000 1.14 378,000 2.57 913,000 6.20

W

1

P



considerations, there is a limit to the amount of finning possible.

Furthermore, where there is a restriction on the coolant-to-fuel ratio,

as in the fuel elements for the open lattice cores, decreasing the fuel

diameter leads to higher core pressure drops since the flow area per

fuel rod decreases. These considerations limit the minimum diameter

of fuel rods to approximately 1/4-inch.

In all cores, the coolant inlet temperature is 550 F and the

coolant outlet temperature is 675 F. These temperatures are based

on a compromise between the amount of extended surface and the

conflict between possible power densities in the reactor core on one

hand and high overall plant thermal efficiency on the other.

4. Moderators

The alternate moderators considered in this study, in addition

to the organic moderator, all possess the inherent advantage of

significantly reducing organic makeup costs. The price which must.

be paid in terms of moderator inventory cost, fuel cycle costs, and

capital cost of required auxiliary systems differs widely, depending

upon the moderator under discussion. Estimates had to be made

concerning the installed cost of each of these moderators. Table 3B-11

presented below contains a summary of these estimates

TABLE 3B-11

UNIT COSTS OF MODERATOR MATERIALS

Annual Fixed

Moderator Unit Cost Charge Rate
($/lb) (% of

initial cost)

Organic 0.17 14

D 2 0 28.0 11.5 (prescribed
by the US AEC)

Graphite <1.0 14

ZrH -12.0 14

Be 100.0 14

BeO 50.0 14

H 2 0 Neg.
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In addition to the costs of the moderators, mechanical complex-

ities introduced by their use as well as the status of technical know-

ledge of their behavior in power reactors must be considered. More

detailed discussions of each moderator and its effect on power cost

will be presented in later sections dealing with each separately.

5. Core Configuration

Considerations which affect the choice of core configuration

are:

a) Kind of moderator material, whether solid or liquid.

b) Need for pressurizing the moderator.

c) Requirements for cooling of the moderator.

d) Core size.

e) Effect of coolant on the core material.

f) Need for accommodation of differential thermal expan-

sions.

The basic configurations studied for this report are:

a) Pile type reactors, using either vertical or horizontal

fuel channels. This design is particularly adapted to

graphite.

b) Tank type of reactor with vertical coolant channels.

c) Pressure-tube reactor, a variation of the pile type of

reactor, in which the moderator may be either a solid or

liquid.

The pile type of reactor with horizontal coolant channels was

selected for the graphite moderated version. This design results in

simplicity of core structure and easy maintenance of repair access in

non-radioactive working areas. The advantages of easy access is

partly offset by the complexity of manifolding.. The tank type of

reactor usually used with liquid moderators has vertical coolant
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channels. Complex manifolding is avoided by using the upper and

lower plenum to serve this function. For a reactor using the same

material for both moderator and coolant, this configuration is the

logical choice.

The pressure-tube reactor with vertical coolant channels is

chosen only when the moderator is a material different from the

coolant. This type of reactor is particularly attractive when a liquid

moderator which operates at a temperature and pressure different

from the coolant is used. Manifolding of coolant flow is by tanks at

either end attached to process tubes. This type of reactor has a

major disadvantage in that the moderator vessel or calandria is trap-

ped between the coolant inlet and outlet tanks. Difficult fabrication

and design problems are inherent in the control and safety rods for

this configuration, since these units must operate in the less accessi-

ble moderator region.

From a design view point, the reactor using a liquid moderator

different from the reactor coolant has inherent problems whose solu-

tions are costly. Unless major savings in other areas such as fuel

costs or operating costs can be realized, this arrangement is a poor

choice.

6. Fuel Handling

Fuel handling is done differently for tank-type, pile-type, and

vertical-pressure-tube reactors. With tank type reactors, the fuel

reloading method may be either of the cask or wet type. The cask

type system requires a large (appr. 50 ton by 35 feet high) refueling

cask with complete remote control and indexing. This system has

the further disadvantage of requiring that the fuel element be removed

from the organic cooling medium during transfer. The wet-type sys-

tem obviates the necessity of removing the element from the coolant

and thus minimize the possibility of melting. The wet type system

also takes advantage of existing shielding material and permits greater

manual control of the refueling operation.
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In operating the wet-type system, the fuel element is raised

until the lower end is free from interference with any core internals

and the upper end is covered by a minimum of 12 feet of organic.

It is then placed on a tilt-table support guide. This support pivots

about its lower end, until the whole assembly is in line with the fuel

element transfer tube.

Proper sequencing of valves allows the fuel element to be

inserted into the transfer tube, which is filled with organic. A solvent

displaces the organic and cleans the fuel element. After the cleaning

cycle is over, water displaces the solvent, and the fuel element is

transferred to a rack in the water storage pool. Only one element can

be transferred at a time. The tube transfer system can be modified

to use a fuel element storage turret. This turret accommodates

several elements before the solvent and water wash cycles are re-

quired.

In the case of the pile-type reactor, a magazine loaded fuel-

handling mechanism may be utilized to feed new fuel in one end of the

process tube; this in turn ejects the spent fuel out the other end. The

spent fuel is collected into a spent-fuel thimble washed and transferred

to the storage pool.

In the case of the vertical pressure-tube reactors, fuel may

be handled by either an organic-cooled mobile cask or the transfer

tube method.

7. Control and Safety Rods and Drives

To choose a drive for control and safety rods for a reactor,, its

location with respect to the core must be considered. For tank type

reactors, the control rod drive mechanism may be mounted on top of

the loadingface, above the core within the reactor coolant, or under

the reactor vessel. Since all access to the reactor cores of this type

is from the top, either of the top locations inhibit the degree of acces-

sibility. In the first case, drives must be removed from the reactor
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for access to the core, and in the second case, space allotted for the

mechanisms is restricted. With top-mounted drives, inadvertent

damage to the mechanism by fuel handling or maintenance operations

is possible.

Considering the fuel handling scheme proposed, drives located

under the reactor in a sub-pile room are preferred for the tank type

cores. Connections to the control and safety rods pass through the

lower head of the pressure vessel. This location keeps the working

floor of the building clear of obstructions and allows refueling with-

out removal of the rod drive units. Accidental damage to the mechan-

isms is minimized. The primary limitations of the subpile locations

are:

a) Some complication in design is required to ensure that

repairs can be made without loss of reactor coolant.

b) Location is necessary in an area where building hoisting

equipment is not available.

c) Added depth of excavation and concrete is required.

d) High degree of integrity of components is required to

prevent leakage of the reactor coolant.

Advantages of the underside location for control and safety rod drives

are:

a) Maximum freedom of design for access to the upper

end of the reactor is permitted.

b) Location in an area which can be placed under adminis-

trative control is possible

c) Accidental damage to drives is minimized.

d) Danger of inadvertently removing a rod during refueling

operations is minimized.

The pile type of reactor with horizontal coolant channels inherently

permits placing the control and safety rods on top of the reactor.
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This location is desirable in desirable in that snubbing and shock loads

may be applied in tension. Since tnis space is not required for other

components, it may he enclosed to permit administrative control of

access.

A limited survey of the control effectiveness of control rod

blades of different shapes was. conducted. While the calculations

are specific for a reactor of the OMR type, the conclusions are

believed valid for many of the reactor cores considered in this study.

The results are presented in Figure 3B-4. It is seen that rods with

the greatest surface area are preferable in that the control effective-

ness is greatly increased. Emphasis has therefore been placed on

the cruciform type configuration, since this shape also nests easily

in either the close-packed OMR core or the lattice type cores.

Variations of the cruciform rod shape dictated by design considera-

tion peculiar to different moderators are discussed in the applicable

sections.
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C. PRELIMINARY EVALUATION

Several reactor concepts were examined for potential advantages

at the outset of the OCR program. These investigations were cur-

tailed early in the program, as soon as it was established that they

involved poor design features or extremely high costs or that the con-

cept was too advanced to meet a 1960 construction date.

1. Beryllium and Beryllium Oxide Moderators

The investigation of these moderators was limited to a nuclear

parameter analysis to determine a desirable design point for the

lattice spacing in these cores and a preliminary thermal analysis to

establish core sizes. As a first approximation, it was assumed that

the selected lattice spacing should coincide with that which would

result in maximum reactivity, since a selection on this basis would

result in the lowest fuel cycle costs.

Estimates of the thermal utilization and resonance escape

factors for these cores indicated that the. optimum spacings as far as

reactivity is concerned for these moderators are 10 and 12 inches for

the beryllium and beryllium-oxide-moderated cores, respectively.

These lattice spacings, when combined with heat removal require-

ments, led to a core size selection. The resulting core sizes, based

upon right circular cylinders with an L/D ratio of unity, were about

17 by 17 ft for the beryllium core and 19 by 19 ft for the beryllium

oxide core.

For cores of this size and lattice geometry, the capital cost

of the installed moderator material is extremely high. Using values

of $100 and $50 per pound of installed beryllium and beryllium oxide,

respectively, it was estimated that approximately $40 million would

be required in both cases if the core were loaded with fuel enriched

to 2% in U235 If the cost of the moderator is made a factor in the

optimization of the lattice spacing, the quantity of moderator material

could be reduced significantly by increasing the fuel enrichment to

2.5% and obtaining equivalent reactivity at smaller lattice spacings

However, increased fuel cycle costs would result from the use of the
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higher enrichment. Consideration of all these factors indicated that

at best, the moderator inventory costs in these cases would contri-

bute from 2.3 to 2.9 mills/kwh in annual fixed charges to the total

power cost.

Further consideration of these moderators was felt to be

unprofitable due to these exorbitant moderator inventory costs and they

were eliminated as potential systems for study.

2. Light. Water Moderator

Elimination of the light-water moderated system from the

group selected for more detailed investigation was dictated by pro-

blems that were primarily mechanical in nature. The complexities

involved in core configurations involving the physical separation of

two liquid systems prevent close spacing of the fuel process channels.

The minimum lattice spacing dictated by practical design considera-

tions was estimated to be roughly 7-1/2 inches. Lattice spacings

of this size, for light water moderated cores, are extremely over-

moderated. Core designs of this type involve highly inefficient

utilization of the nuclear fuel and, in addition, difficult control and

safety problems, since power and void coefficients will be positive.

In addition to these difficulties, there is a requirement for effective

thermal insulation between the moderator and fuel channels due to

the large difference between the temperatures and vapor pressures

of the organic coolant and the water moderator. This criterion also

requires special protective measures to handle the excessive pres-

sures which would develop if mixing of the two liquids should acciden-

tally occur.

No significant advantages resulting from the utilization of

light water moderation were considered sufficiently important to

compensate for these mechanical and operational difficulties and

therefore no detailed investigation of this system was undertaken.

3. Organic Fluidized Bed Reac t or

Fluidized beds are of interest for nuclear power application
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because their use can result in important reactor design simplifica-

tion and a significant savings in the cost of fuel fabrication and pro-

cessing. Uniform core temperature distribution, high and uniform

fuel burnup, continuous fuel addition and withdrawal, continuous

poison removal allowing controlled startup, shutdown, and shimming

by flow variation, and the possibility of high conversion ratios are

some of the inherent advantages of the fluidized bed reactor.

As a result, it may be possible to design a plant with a higher

overall efficiency and lower operating costs than is possible with

existing or proposed fixed fuel reactors. Since large core sizes are

required to permit withdrawal of significant quantities of heat, this

concept is particularly adaptable to large central station plants. The

principal development problem would be the demonstration of the

nuclear and hydrodynamic stability of large liquid fluidized beds. In

addition, considerable experimental work will be required to deter-

mine the resistance of a selected fuel particle toward corrosion,

erosion, and radiation damage.

This system possesses many attractive features, but very

little reliable data is available to substantiate a design study at

present. The concept was not selected for detailed investigations

since it is not consistent with the scope and construction start date

of July 1960.

4. Bulk Boiling Organic Moderated and Cooled Reactor

The bulk boiling organic moderated and cooled reactor does

not possess the same advantages inherent in the BWR type reactor.

The direct cycle, in which the organics would be used directly in the

turbine, does not now appear feasible or economical. The latent

heat of vaporization for the organic is small and thus very high mass

flow rates would be required. The pyrolytic damage rate in the or-

ganic would be significantly increased and the effect on fouling rates

is uncertain. It is considered that at this time the potential of a

boiling organic reactor is uncertain and definitely does not fit within the

criteria of a July 1960 start-of-construction date.
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D. ZIRCONIUM HYDRIDE MODERATED REACTOR TYPES

1. General (Plate 3D-1)

Zirconium hydride is attractive from the viewpoint of per-

mitting a small core with associated low organic makeup cost. It is

also the only material studied which does not yield a very high peak-

to-average power ratio across a fuel element when placed in an open-

lattice-type core. The zirconium hydride can either be produced

from fabricated metal shapes or directly from sponge. While

hydrided metal is shown in the design, a more optimum core con-

figuration should consider hydrided sponge, since more nearly opti-

mum hydrogen-to-fuel ratios can be obtained and the moderator inven-

tory charge can be reduced.

2. Design Considerations

The design of a zirconium hydride reactor may take the gen-

eral form of individual canned ZrH logs, a calandria, or a process

tube design. Because known processes for hydriding zirconium re-

quire that one dimension of the material not exceed approximately

2 inches, many small parts must be fabricated to form a core com-

plex. For this reason, and because the ZrH requires approximately

0.1 psi partial pressure of hydrogen to prevent dehydriding under

operating conditions, the process tube pile concept is not considered

desirable.

To achieve maximum reactivity, the calandria core was se-

lected as the reference design. The design requires that differential

axial expansion of the process tubes and control rod sleeves be com-

pensated for by bellows expansion joints. The zirconium hydride is

held in place in the core by the process tubes. The lattice spacing

shown is not optimum from the physics standpoint but is the mini-

mum considered feasible due to the necessity of bellows on the pro-

cess tubes. It is for this reason that hydrided zirconium sponge

powder constitutes a preferred design. An unresolved technical
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problem exists in that hydrogen may tend to physically migrate with-

in the core -due to thermal gradients, and instability may result under

thermal cycling.

Control rods are of the cruciform type and operate through

stainless steel thimbles in the core. The rod drives are placed at

the bottom of the core. The reference fuel element is a 61-rod

cluster of extended-surface SAP-clad UO 2 rods arranged to fit into

a 4-1/2-inch-diameter process tube. This element is illustrated in

Plate 3D-2. Reference design specifications are contained in

Table 3D-1.
TABLE 3D-1

ZIRCONIUM HYDRIDE MODERATED REACTOR
DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS

Fuel Element

Type

No. fuel elements

No. dummy elements

Element length

Coolant/fuel ratio

Max. power removal rate

Avg. power removal rate

Max. cladding surface

temperature

Control Rods

Type

No. Control rods

Reactor

Initial enrichment

Moderator/fuel ratio

Initial conversion ratio

Burnup

Fuel inventory

0.3-in. dia UO2 fuel pins clad
with extended surface SAP in
61 rod cluster

410

41

12.5 ft

1.67

550kw/ft

187kw/ft

of element

of element

850 F

Y - rods

-100

~ %2..3/

4.7

~0.5

15,000 MWD/mton average at
refueling

38,000 kg of U
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TABLE 3D-1 (continued)

Lattice spacing

Calandria vessel diameter

Calandria vessel length

Axial flux peaking factor

Radial flux peaking factor

Element flux peaking factor

Uncertainty flux peaking
factor

Total flux peaking factor

Peak fuel burnup

Ratio: max/avg burnup*

Initial keff

Moderator inventory

Specific power

Coolant

Flow rate

Reactor pressure drop

External loop pressure drop

Total coolant pressure drop

Inventory (reactory vessel)

Inventory (external systems)

Total inventory

Organic makeup rate

Thermal Rating

Reactor thermal power

Heat input from coolant

pumps

Nonrecoverable power gen-
erated in moderator

Thermal radiation losses

Power to steam

6.5 in.

16 ft

28 ft

1.57

1.40

1.07

1.25

2.94

38,000 MWD/mton

2.52

'1.15

1500 ft 3

24.5 kw/kg of U

50.5 x 106 lb/hr

40 psi

40 psi

80 psi

340,000 lb

683,000 lb

1,023,000 lb

4300 lb/day

941.3 tmw

4 tmw

Negligible

0.3 tmw

945 tmw

*Using 1. radial flux peaking, assuming radial fuel rearrangement.
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TABLE 3D-1 (continued)

Gross cycle effectivity

Gross electrical capacity

Organic pumping power

Other power loads

Net electrical capacity

Capacity factor

Net electrical generation

31.8%

300 emw

5.5 emw

6 emw

288.5 emw

80%

2.0 x 10 kwh/yr

3. Thermal Considerations

The heat transfer and flow data for the zirconium-hydride-

moderated core are tabulated in Table 3D-2.

TABLE 3D-2

HEAT TRANSFER AND FLOW DATA FOR TIHE ZIRCONIUM-
HYDRIDE -MODERATED CORE

Coolant

Fuel Rods

Santowax R with 30% HBR

0.30-inch dia UO 2 pellets
jacketed in extended surface
SAP tubing

Temperature (*F)

Coolant inlet

Average coolant outlet

Maximum local coolant outlet

Satuaration

Maximum surface

Maximum fuel

Velocities (ft/sec)

Maximum

Average

Core pressure (psia)

Core pressure drop (psi)

550

675

724

950

850

4000

17.4

12.4

165

40
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TABLE 3D-2 (continued)

Heat Fluxes (Btu/hr-ft2

Average 61,000

Maximum 179,000

Burnout 490,000

Maximum Power Density
(kw/ft of rod) 9

Fuel Rod Surface Area
(ft 2 /ft of rod) 0.17

The hot channel factors used are given in Table 3D-3. The

overall power distribution is as given in Table 3D-1. It should be

noted that the extremely low power peaking factor in the fuel clement

significant improves the fuel element specific power.

TABLE 3D-3

HOT CHANNEL FACTORS USED FOR ZIRCONIUM-HYDRIDE,
GRAPHITE AND D2 0 MODERATED CORES

FT FF

Variation in fuel density and/or diameter 1.00 1.02 1.02

Variation in U235 dispersion 1.00 1.02 1.02

Power peaking at section ends 1.00 1.04 1.04

Flux uncertainty 1.10 1.10 1.10

Power peaking due to fresh element 1.05 1.05 1.05

Uncertainty in heat transfer coefficient - 1.10 -

Nonuniform flow distribution 1.12 1.09 -

In this core, the maximum power density in the fuel is equal

to the maximum permissible power density for a central fuel tem-

perature of 4000 F. The fuel rod surface is extended as required to
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keep the maximum surface temperature from exceeding 850 F. The

fuel elements are orificed to obtain a uniform coolant outlet tempera-

ture.

The heat generated in the zirconium hydride moderator and

reflector will be conducted to the process tubes and be removed by

the coolant. The control rods will be cooled by organic coolant bled

into the control rod channels from the lower p.-'num.

4. Physics

Preliminary nuclear design studies of organic-cooled, zir-

conium-hydride -moderated reactor types have yielded reactivities

and conversion ratios of the hot, clean cores. The parameters

varied in the studies were lattice spacing and fuel material; enriched

uranium dioxide and enriched uranium - 10 wt% molybdenum alloy

were considered. The range of lattice sizes investigated were those

dictated by considerations of mechanical feasibility. For cores mod-

erated with massively hydrided zirconium hydride metal, these spac-

ings were found to be much larger than the optimum dictated by phys-

ics considerations, i. e.. the entire range was well into the over-

moderated region. If powdered hydride were used as a moderating

material, however, the reduction in moderator density would result

in much more effective fuel utilization at practical lattice spacings.

The fuel element for all cores was a 61-rod cluster in a SAP process

tube. The individual rods were 0.30-inch diameter and clad with

SAP. The coolant-to-metal volume ratio inside the 4.06-inch pro-

cess tube was 1:1. Curves showing the initial k and intial conver-

sion ratio for each core are on Figure 3D-1.

Two-group calculations were used to determine reactivites

with epithermal fission allowed for. Fast-group constants were

obtained from the MUFT-4 code and thermal flux distributions were

calculated by the P3 approximation spherical harmonics method.

Detailed analysis of the nuclear static and kinetic behavior of

a zirconium-hydride-moderated reactor is considerably more com-

plicated than for other reactor types because of the neutron
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thermalization process in the hydride. Because of crystal structure

binding energy effects, there exists in zirconium hydride a large finite

possibility of upgrading in energy due to elastic scattering at neutron

energies just above thermal. This causes the energy spectrum in the

moderator region to be somewhat harder than would normally be

expected, resulting in:

a) An extremely flat power distribution through the fuel

element, calculated to be 1.07,

b) Less parasitic absorption in the moderator,

c) A requirement for considerably more control rods. An

epithermal neutron absorber is perferred for the poison

material.

In this case, plutonium will have an important effect on neu-

tron economy. Also the core is most susceptible to xenon instability

but if properly designed can be operated successfully. A prompt

positive power coefficient may result if care is not taken in the de-

sign.

In summary, some of the advantages of zirconium hydride

are: (1) lower neutron leakage than from any other reactor type,

(2) possibility of obtaining better neutron economy than in organic or

light water moderated reactors, (3) considerably lower peak-to-

average power across fuel elements, (4) possibility of flattening the

power across the core better than other moderators, and (5) possi-

bility of better utilization of plutonium in the reactor to obtain longer

burnups for specified initial reactivities.

5. Economics

Estimates of the uranium fuel cycle cost, capital cost, and

operating cost for the zirconium-hydride-moderated reactor are

illustrated in the following tables.

The fuel costs were evaluated for the steady-state condition

assuming an average fuel burnup of 15,000 mwd /mt and a fabrica-

tion cost of $120/kc, of uranium.
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The capital cost of the zirconium-hydride-moderated reactor

plant was obtained by comparing the zirconium hydride moderated

reactor to the organic moderated reactor. The basic organic mod-

erated reactor was valued at $110/kw or $33 million. The cost of

all additional items of equipment which are necessary in the zir-

conium- hydride-moderated reactor but are not necessary in the

organic moderated reactor constituted additional costs which were

added to the reference cost of $33 million. Similarily, all savings

in capital equipment costs were subtracted from the reference cost

of $33 million. The net result represented the capital cost of the

zirconium hydride moderated reactor plant. The turbine generator

plant was valued at $70/kw.

Operating costs were evaluated using a 14% rate of the capital

equipment including the zirconium hydride and an 80% capacity factor.

The organic coolant was valued at $0.17/lb and the organic inventory

was carried at a 14% interest charge. These factors as they con-

tribute to overall power cost are summarized in Tables 3D-4, 5, and

6.

ZIRCONIUM HYDRIDE

TABLE 3D-4

MODERATED REACTOR ESTIMATED
FUEL COSTS

Initial Enrichment

Burnup

Through -put

Fabrication at $i20/k;

Burnup

Shipping at $5/kg

Insurance at 0.5% of value each

way

Reprocessing - one batch/yr,
1% loss

Chemical conversion at $5.60 /kg

15,000 mwd/mt avg

18.8 mt/yr

1.08 mills/kwh

-1.62 mills/kwh

0.05 mill/kwh

0.03 mill/kwh

0.21

0.05

mill /kwh

mill /kwh
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TABLE 3D-4 (continued)

Inventory at 4% 0

Total

Pu credit at $10.50/gm 0

Net fuel cost ~2

.42 mill/kwh

3.46 mill/kwh

.63 mill/kwh

.83 mill/kwh

'$1Z.00/gm minus $1.50 /gm nitrate -to -metal conversion change

TABLE 3D-5

ZIRCONIUM HYDRIDE MODERATED REACTOR CAPITAL COST

Capital Cost Dollars

Base cost of 300 emw OMR reactor plant
estimated at $ll0/kw

Adjustment in base cost of a 300 Mwe OMR
due to the change in moderator

Reactor vessel and structures

Primary loops

Control rods and drives

Coolant purification system

Total reactor plant cost

Cost of 300 emw Turbine-generating

plant at $70/kw

Moderator inventory at $12/lb (specific

gravity = 3.6 (powder))

Organic inventory at $0.17/lb

33,000,000

465,000

600,000

950,000

-(100,000)

34,915,000

21,000,000

4, 100,000

174,000

60, 189,000Total Capital Cost
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TABLE 3D-6

COST COMPARISON BASIS

ZIRCONIUM HYDRIDE MODERATED REACTOR

Operating Cost Mill s /kwh

Reactor plant at 14% 2.44

Turbine generator plant at 14% 1.47

Net fuel cost 2.83

Organic makeup 0.10

Organic inventory at 14% 0.02

Zirconium hydride inventory at

14% (powder) 0.29

Operation and maintenance 0.50

Com1,arativc power cost*' 7.65

'Not including site and site development.

6. Technological Status

The use of zirconium hydride as a moderator in power

reactors of the type being considered in this study has not as yet been

attempted. Comparatively little is known concerning the properties

of this material at high temperatures or the problems likely to be

encountered in its use as a power reactor material.

From the physics standpoint, it possesses peculiar crystal

scattering properties. Thermal neutrons in a ZrH medium have

finite probabilities for upscattering into the resonance region and the

core properties will be very sensitive to the geometrical configura-

tion of the fuel and moderator materials.

The hydride tends to release hydrogen at elevated tempera-

tures. This is a temperature equilibrium phenomenon and therefore

the moderator temperature must be kept below 1000 F. Since this

material in powdered form has very poor thermal conductivity,

hydrogen gas cooling might be required. Gas systems of any size

involving hydrogen at elevated temperatures would be very expensive
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and would certainly require development. Also, due to this tem-

perature equilibrium, there is a possibility that hydrogen might mi-

grate from the central regions to the periphery of the core due to the

radial temperature gradient. This phenomenon might require a core

design involving incdvidual canning of small volumes of moderator

rather than the less expensive calandria construction proposed.

Control problems in a core using ZrH as a moderator will

certainly be novel. Rod effects will be small due to the small dif-

fusion length in these cores and also due to the hardening of the ther-

mal neutron flux in the moderator region.

In addition to this, the ZrH core might have a prompt possi-

tive temperature coefficient due to the low thermal conductivity of

the moderator. However, this latter effect could possibly be design-

ed out by changing the core configuration while maintaining practical

design features.

7. Conclusions

Zirconium hydride offers several advantages in addition to

being a "stable" moderator. It is possible to attain hydrogen densities

approaching that of water in massively hydrided zirconium metal.

Its slowing down power is therefore a good deal greater than that of

Santowax R and as far as nuclear considerations are concerned,

highly compact cores are possible. The limited heat transfer capa-

bilities of the organic coolant, however, dictate relatively large fuel

process channels to satisfy thermal design requirements. The effect

of these large fuel tubes and the requirement to maintain physical

separation of coolant and moderator is to necessitate lattice spacings

of at least 6-1/Z inches for mechanical reasons. Spacings as large

as this result in core sizes as large as or larger than a straight

organic moderated system and prevent optimum fuel utilization.

Physics calculations indicate that fuel enrichments as low as 2.3%

would be practical for a 6-1/2 inch lattice spacing. The minimum

lattice spacing of 6-1/2 inches along with the heat transfer require-

ments for the 61-rod cluster fuel element dictate a core diameter of



12.5 feet. Since the price of installed, fabricated, massively hydrid

ed metal in the shapes and sizes required for the core as shown in

P l a t e 3D-3 is estimated to be about $25/lb, this core requires over

$10 million worth of hydride. This results in an annual fixed charge

contribution of 0.8 mill/kwh attributable to moderator inventory. The

preferred design, and the one used as a basis for the cost estimates,

uses hydrided zirconium powder as a moderator. This design modi-

fication results in a considerable economic improvement. The unit

cost of hydrided powder is less than half that of hydrided metal and

the total mass required is reduced due to its lower density (65% of

theoretical). Moderator inventory charges using this material are

0.29 mill/kwh which is more than compensated for by potential sav-

ings in organic makeup costs in the OMR system. In addition to the

improved economic performance of powdered hydride, this system

has better nuclear characteristics than the one using metal hydride.

Since the powder can be hydrided almost stoichiometrically, it has

a better moderating ratio, i. e., more scattering cross section per

zirconium atom. In addition to this, the reduced density places the

required minimum lattice spacing of 6-1/2 inches closer to the opti-

mum point resulting in more efficient fuel utilization.

There are certain disadvantages connected with the use of

this material which must also be considered. Among these are the

limited quantity of data concerning the cost and properties of this

material and the control problems discussed in the previous section.

The absorption in zirconium results in relatively low conversion

ratios which increase fuel costs. The zirconium hydride reactor

seems to offer most promise where small size and reduced organic

makeup rates are of paramount importance.
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Plate D-2 Zirconium Hydride Moderated Reactor Fuel Element (61
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E HEAVY-WATER-MODERATED, ORGANIC-COOLED REACTOR

1. General (Plate 3E-2)

The heavy-water-moderated reactor offers the very attractive

feature of having a potential for operating with natural uranium fuel.

To take complete advantage of the natural uranium fuel cycle, it is

necessary to achieve burnups in the order of 4000 mwd/mt or better.

This is borne out by the generalized curve of fuel cycle cost as a

function of burnup (Figure 3E- 1). The question of whether sufficient

reactivity is available with natural uranium to achieve these burnups

cannot be completely resolved analytically. While it is always

possible to enrich slightly to achieve the necessary reactivity, the

fuel cycle costs may no longer be as attractive and will tend to

approach the costs of the other fuel cycles considered. Another

obvious advantage with D20, as with the solid moderators under con-

sideration, is the reduction in the organic makeup rate.

The D20 concept, involving the use of a liquid moderator at

low temperature, requires that a thermal barrier be incorporated

into the design to prevent excessive heat transfer from the organic

coolant to the D20 moderator. Even with the barrier a minimum

of approximately 5% of the total fission power is removed in the

moderator, 4% by direct neutron and gamma interaction, and 1% by

conduction across the thermal barrier. This heat loss represents a

cost of approximately 0.2 mills/kwh. The D20 is currently priced

at $28/lb, and at the write-off rate of 11.5% prescribed by the USAEC

for the study, it is necessary to reduce the moderator inventory con-

sistent with the lowest feasible value of acceptable reactivity. At a

specific power of 1.25 kw/lb of D 2 0, an inventory charge of 1.3 mills/

kwh is assessed against the D20. In addition, a makeup charge of

0.24 mills/kwh is incurred with a loss rate of 2% per year. The D O

reactor concept is fairly massive and mechanical design problems

are probably more severe than for any of the other moderators con-

sidered except for light water, in which case they are comparable.

The ideal fuel material for use in a natural uranium D20 reactor, from
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the standpoint of reactivity, is uranium metal. Unalloyed metal is

considered dimensionally unstable at the required burnups and hence

unusuable. Other potential fuels, in the order of decreasing reacti-

vity, are uranium carbide, UO2, uranium-3-1/2%, and U-10% Mo.

Uranium carbide technology is not considered sufficiently advanced

for consideration in this study and the fabrication cost of UO2 is

excessive, resulting in a fabrication charge of 2 mills/kwh at the

anticipated burnups. Since the U-3-1/2% Mo has the necessary

stability at 4000 mw4d/mt, this material has been used for the refer-

ence fuel element with full realization that more attractive possibili-

ties exist and may be developed in the future.

2. Design Considerations

The basic design considerations are to develop a D2 0

moderated, organic cooled reactor maintaining material compatibili-

ty, minimizing thermal stresses; provide a realistic design from a

nuclear, heat transfer, structural, safety, hazards, fabrication, and

construction point of view; and to provide acceptable access for

operation and maintenance. The reactor design incorporates features

considered essential to the D20 concept. These are:

a) Thermal separation of the hot organic and D 0 such

that minimum thermal losses to the moderator occur.

b) Process tubes which can be replaced from outside the

tank structure.

c) Provision for differential axial and radial thermal

expansion of the process tubes.

d) The use of low cross section material within the core

complex.

e) Means for isolating the D20 and organic should either

the process tube or calandria develop a leak.

f) The possibility of maintaining cooling to a fuel element

in the event of a process tube failure .
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One basic reactor concept, incorporating the above design

features but having several different arrangements of process tubes,

plenums, and control rods, is considered. Common to all arrange-

ments is the separate calandria-type D20 tank. The various

arrangements considered are:

Case 1. Removable process tubes connecting a lower plenum

to a d.ished-head pressure vessel (Plate 3E-1).

Case 2. Removable process tubes connecting a lower plenum

to an upper plenum (Plate 3E-2).

Case 3. Removable process tubes inserted into the D2 0 tank

and attached to two stayed plenums above the D20 tank (Plate 3E-3).

a. Case 1

Case 1 is a pressure tube design utilizing a straight

through flow system with upper and.lower organic plenum chambers.

The lower plenum is a flat pressure vessel, stayed by a 3-inch pipe

welded to the flat top and bottom heads. This pipe allows the coolant

to flow through three oval openings at the bottom, then upward through

the pipe. At the top of this pipe, a mechanical connection is made to

the process tube. The entire inner surface of this lower plenum is

insulated by a thin stagnant layer of organic. The material is a low

alloy steel (204 Type B). The plenum is hung from the process tubes,

allowing for thermal expansion.

The upper plenum has the configuration of an ordinary

pressure vessel. The bottom dished-head supports the fuel elements,

process tubes, lower plenum, and all the contained organic . The bottom

head allows the process tubes to be mechanically attached in a tri-

angular 9-1/2-inch lattice. The inner surface of this tank is insula-

ted by a thin stagnant layer of organic. The material is a low alloy

steel (204 Type B).

The process tubes are located such that at operating

conditions, the differential radial growth due to the thermal expan-

sion of the hot plenums and the cold D2O tank provides a minimum
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uniform insulating gap between the process tube and DL0 calandria

tube. These process tubes contain the fuel elements and allow cool-

ant to flow from the lower plenum up through the fuel element and in-

to the upper plenum. The tubes are made of SAP (sintered aluminum

powder -93% Al, 7% A12O 3 ). Mechanical joints, which use nuts,

0-rings, and washers, join the process tube to the plenums, ensur-

ing that all process tubes are removable.

The D O tank is of the calandria-type and is made out of

aluminum. The top and bottom heads are flat and joined together

with aluminum tubes. D20 enters the tank at the top and is directed

by downcomers to the bottom of the tank. This allows the D0 to

flow upward around the calandria tubes to an outlet near the top of the

tank. The D20 is circulated and cooled. The bottom of the calandria

tank is supported on a structural frame.

The system as designed permits the use of a wet-type

refueling system, considered desirable from a safety standpoirw. The

major disadvantage is in the top organic plenum chamber in which the

load carrying capacity of the bottom head is marginal and additi::nal

auxiliary shielding is required.

b. Case 2

The design depicted as Case 2 is similar in basic concept

to that previously described except that the structure of the top plenum

is modified to transmit the load to the top head. This upper head is dished

to support the loads of the fuel, process tubes, organic, lower plenum,

top plate and any operating or maintenance loads on the top plate. The

pipe connecting the two heads has three round openings near the top, allow-

ing organic to flow out of the pipe and into the plenum. This pipe extends

through the upper head and shield plate to the floor level of the reactor

room. The tube end-plug assembly provides for orificing the flow with-

out removing any shielding while the reactor is running. The inner sur-

face of the plenum is insulated by a thin stagnant layer of organic . The

material is low alloy steel (204 Type B) .
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The lower plenum and the process tubes connecting the

upper and lower plenums are the same as in Case 1. The design

requires that a cask type refueling system be utilized and this is

expected to increase the overall plant capital cost.

c. Case 3

Case 3 is basically different from either 1 or 2 in that a

bayonet type process tube and fuel element is required. This design

compromise increases the fuel element complexity and introduces

thermal stress problems in the upper plenum system. It is con-

cluded that there is inadequate grounds on which to select this case

as the reference design.

d. Discussion

In all designs considered, the structural material within

the core is taken to be either aluminum or SAP to minimize parasitic

neutron losses.

Lower Plenum

Cases 1 and 2 have identical lower plenums, 19 feet in

diameter by 6 feet in height. Case 3 has an equivalent plenum, but

it is located above the core and is 25 feet in diameter by 5 feet in

height. This plenum is about 30% larger by volume than that in either

Case 1 or 2. The plenum configuration indicated in Cases 1 and 2 is

less complicated and constitutes the preferred design.

DL0 Calandria

The DLO Calandria-type aluminum tank is the same for all

three cases, except the DL0 process tubes for Case 3 do not pass

through the bottom head of the tank. Therefore the material and

fabrication costs may be slightly less.

SAP Process Tubes

The SAP process tubes are the same for Cases 1 and 2.

Case 3 differs in that the lower end is plugged to facilitate a reversal

of flow through the fuel element. Due to the higher pressure drop

and stress pattern complexity for Case 3, the straight-through pro-

cess tube design is preferred.



Fuel Elements

The reference fuel elements for Case 1 and 2 are the same.

The element consists of 19 fuel rods clustered in a cylindircal tube.

The fuel rods are made of U-3-1/2 Mo 0.45 inch in diameter and clad

with extended surface aluminum. The fuel rods are segmented to

make up a fuel element about 24 feet long. Individual fuel rods will

be wrapped with spacer wire to create a rigid structure. The tube

surrounding the 19-rod cluster acts as a structural support. The

head assembly of the fuel element is attached to the upper plenum,

allowing the element to hang in the reactor. The lower end of the

fuel element is laterally supported by the process tube. The once-

through D 2 O reactor design is sufficiently flexible that a multitude

of fuel element geometries may be accepted without changes in the

internal core structure. The parameters of the D O moderated

reactor reference design are summarized in Table 3E-1. The bay-

onet fuel element required by the configuration of Case 3 is con-

siderably more complicated than that utilized in the once through

designs.

TABLE 3E-1

HEAVY WATER MODERATED REACTOR
DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS

Fuel Element

Type

Number fuel elements

Number dummy elements

Element length

Coolant/fuel ratio

Maximum power removal

rate

Average power removal

rate

0. 45-inch dia. U-3. 5 Mo fuel rods
clad with extended surface alumi-
num in 19-rod cluster

835

90

24 ft

1.13

171 kw/ft of element

43.2 kw/ft of element
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TABLE 3E-1 (Contd.)

HEAVY WATER MODERATED REACTOR

DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS

Maximum cladding surface

temperature 850 F

Control Rods

Type gas thimble

Reactor

Initial enrichment

Moderator/fuel ratio

Initial conversion ratio

Burnup

Spent fuel enrichment

Pu-239 conc.

Total Pu conc.

Fuel inventory

Lattice spacing

Calandria vessel diameter

Calandria vessel length

Axial flux peaking factor

Radial flux peaking factor

Element flux peaking.factor

Uncertainty flux peaking

factor

Total flux peaking factor

Ratio: maximum/average

burnup*

Peak fuel burnup

Initial kee ff
Moderator inventory

Specific power

0.7 1%

21.8

0.88

4,000 mwd/mt avg

0.41%

2.33 gm/kg of U

2.97 gm/kg of U

225,000 kg of U

9.5 in

26 ft

28 ft

1.57

1.40

1.44

1.25

3.96

2.6

10,500 mwd/mt

1.06

800,000 lb

4.5 kw/kg of U
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TABLE 3E-1 (Contd.)

HEAVY WATER MODERATED REACTOR

DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS

Power density

Coolant

Inlet temperature

Outlet temperature

Flow rate

Reactor pressure drop

External loop pressure

drop

Total coolant pressure

drop

Inventory (reactor only)

Inventory (external systems)

Total inventory

Organic makeup rate

Thermal Rating

Reactor thermal power

Heat input from coolant

pumps

Nonrecoverable power

removed by the modera-

tor

Thermal radiation losses

Power to steam

Gross cycle efficiency

Gross electrical capacity

Organic pumping power

Other power loads

Net electrical capacity

Capacity factor

Net electrical generation

0.83 ernw/mt D 2 0

550 F

675 F

54.6 x

90 psi

106 lb/hr

40 psi

130 psi

750,000 lb

683,000

1,433,000 lb

4,300 lb/day

988.3 tmw

7 tmw

50 tmw

0.3 tmw

945 tmw

31.8%

300 emw

7.6 emw

6.5 emw

285.9 emw

80%

2.0 x 109 kwh/yr
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Upper Plenum

The upper plenum required for Case 1 is approximately

25 feet in diameter by 16 feet high, The volume is about 50% larger

than Case 2 and 90% larger than Case 3. The bottom flanged and

dished head supports the organic, fuel elements, and lower plenum;

this necessitates a greater thickness of the lower head than for either

Case 2 or 3. Fabrication of the head for Case 1 is less difficult than

for the other two designs. The Case 1 upper plenum is supported by

a skirt, whereas Case 2 and 3 has the least volume of the organic

and structural material, the stress problems and fabrication are

more difficult.

Core Cavity

Case 2 and 3 have approximately the same depth of core

cavity and shielding. Case 1 requires about a 20% deeper core

cavity because of the larger upper plenum. In all three cases, if

the Y-type control rod is used, the overall depth of the reactor ex-

cavation and cavity structure will be increased about 90%.

Control Rods

Identical type control rods may be utilized in all three

designs. Three additional methods of control are feasible, and are

applicable to the three reactor cases. The control methods are:

1) Bottom mounted Y-shaped, upward-control and

upward-scram rods.

2) Gas safety tubes.

3) Varying the temperature of D20.

4) Varying the D O reflector at the top of the core.

The bottom mounted Y-shaped control rods must pass

through the lower plenum and into the D20 tank. They would have to

be contained within a Y-shaped sheath. The sheath material may be

aluminum within the region of the D20 tanks. The control rod must

operate dry, and will require auxiliary cooling. The drive assembly
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may be either pneumatic or hydraulic. A sub-pile room is necessary

with the rods being removed from the bottom of the reactor. The

poison part of the rod would be selected as boron steel. All Y-type

control rods are virtually trapped within the heavy water tank.

Cooling, shielding,. and upward scramming presents undesirable de-

sign conditions by comparison with the gas-type control rods. The

gas safety tubes are a double-tube construction, allowing a nuclear

poisonous gas to enter through the s mailer inner tube and fill the

larger outer tube. The tubes must be resistant to corrosion from

both the D20 and the internal gas. Common manifolding may be

employed to a pressure vessel containing the nuclear poisonous gas.

Reactivity is increased by evacuating the gas from the tubes by

means of canned compressors.

D20 Control

The D20 temperature may be controlled as it passes

through the cooling stage of the D20 circulating system, and the

reflector level may be controlled by draining from or adding to the

D20 circulating system.

e. Conclusions

Three design variations of a D 0 Reactor have been

investigated, for the reasons previously discussed. Case 2 con-

stitutes the preferred design and offers the greatest likelyhood of a

successful solution to the multitude of mechanical complexities

associated with the organic-cooled, D20-moderated reactor concept.

The control system which appears best suited is the com-

bination of gas control roas backed up by a fluid poison injection

system. Shimming and long-term reactivity control can be obtained

by moderator level and temperature control.

3. Thermal Performance

The heat transfer ana flow data for the D 0 moderated core

are tabulated in Table 3E-2.
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The hot channel factors used in the D20 moderated core

thermal calculations are the same as given in Table 3D-3.

Due to the restriction in coolant flow area in the D20 modera-

ted core, the pressure drop is high and the maximum power density

in the fuel is only about 50% of the maximum permissible power

density. Some increase in power density and a significant decrease

in pumping power ana flow rate can be realized by increasing the

coolant temperature rise in the reactor, i. e., by decreasing the

inlet temperature and increasing the outlet temperature. The fuel

elements would be orificed for uniform coolant outlet temperature.

TABLE 3E-2

HEAT TRANSFER AND FLOW DATA FOR D 0

4QDE.RATED CORE

Coolant Santowax R with 30% HBR

Temperature, F

Coolant inlet 550

Average coolant outlet 675

Maximum local coolant

outlet 752

Saturation 950

Maximum surface 850

Maximum fuel 1000

Velocities (ft/sec)

Maximum 24

Average 17.1

Core Pressure (psig) 165

Core pressure drop (psi) 100

Heat fluxes (Btu/hr-ft 2)

Average 50,000
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TABLE 3E-2 (Contd.)

HEAT TRANSFER AND FLOW DATA FOR D20

MODERATED CORE

Maximum 197,000

Burnout 530,000

The D20 must be cooled by a separate cooling system.

Separate cooling systems will also be required for the control rods

and thermal shields.

4. Physics

Preliminary nuclear design studies of organic-cooled,

heavy-water-moderated reactor types have yielded reactivities and

conversion ratios of the hot, clean cores. The parameters varied

in the studies were lattice spacing, fuel element dimensions,..and

fuel material, both natural uranium dioxide and natural

uranium-3.5 wt % molybdenum alloys being considered. The fuel

elements considered were 0.100-inch and 0.200-inch fuel plates in a

3-inch circular process tube with 0.100-inch coolant gaps between

plates and 0.020-inch SAP cladding on all surfaces, and 19-rod clus-

ters of natural uranium-3.5 wt % Mo rods. The coolant-to-metal

volume ratio inside the process tube was 1:1.4 or 1:2.4. Curves

showing the initial k and initial conversion ratio for the cores

considered are shown on Figure 3E-2.

Two-group calculations were used to determine reactivities;

epithermal fission was included. Fast-group constants were obtained

from the MUFT-4 code sequence and thermal flux distributions were

calculated by the P3 approximation spherical harmonics method.

Estimates of the reactivity required for specified burnups were ob-

tained on an analog computer.

For the under-moderated lattices considered, the reactivity

of natural uranium metal cores is only slightly greater than that of
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the natural uranium dioxide, about 1%, but the molybdenum in the

3.5 wt-% alloy results in a 4% reactivity loss from the pure metal

case. About three-fourths of this reactivity loss is due to thermal

capture and the rest to resonance capture.

One disadvantage of a heavy-water-moderated core is that for

a given fuel element, the peak-to-average power in the element is

greater than for other moderators because the heavy water is "cold"

and the neutron temperature is lower. For the same reason, the

effect of plutonium buildup on a positive moderator coefficient is not

so great as for the cores with moderators of higher temperature.

The basic question of whether the desired burnup of 4000 mwd

could be obtained was not completely resolved. Preliminary data

from the analog computer study indicated only that burnups of almost

3000 mwd were feasible, with 4000 being a possibility with radial and

axial fuel reloading. Curves showing the variation of heavy isotope

concentration and effective multiplication as the core burns out are

presented in Figure 3E-3.

5. Safety

An organic-cooled reactor with a D20 moderator will probably

have a positive temperature coefficient of reactivity for the coolant.

a positive void coefficient of reactivity for the coolant, a negative

temperature coefficient of reactivity for the fuel, and a negative tem-

perature coefficient for the D)C:. The power coefficient of reactivity

will be negative due to the relatively large change in fuel temperature

for a change in power level.

The transient response of the core will be controlled primarily

by the fuel temperature coefficient, since the response time of the

D20 is an order of magnitude larger than the response time of the

fuel. The negative temperature coefficient of the D20 moderator

will help control relatively slow transients.

The D20 moderated core will be stable with respect to xenon

spatial oscillations, provided one of a number of conditions are met.
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With 100% flat flux, a negative power coefficient of -8.12 x 10 -5 % K/mw

is required to ensure stability. This small power coefficient is readi-

ly obtainable. With 40%.flux flattening, the core will be stable with a

power coefficient of zero. Forty percent flux flattening is a realistic

value for the OCR.

For unprotected reactivity insertion accidents, the ultimate

shutdown mechanism for the D2 0 moderated core will be a change in

geometry caused by fuel melting. This accident will be contained in

the primary system and hence will not be a hazard.

A combined loss-of-pressure and large coolant leak accident

with protective system action will cause no fuel melting and no release

of fission products except those existing in the coolant due to normal

operation with some degree of failed fuel cladding. High-temperature

Santowax-R will be released at the reactor site as a result of the spill,

but will not be a hazard at the site boundary.

6. Economics

Estimates of the uranium fuel cycle cost, capital cost, and

operating cost for the heavy water moderated reactor are illustrated

in Tables 3 E-3, 4, and 5.

The fuel costs were evaluated for the steady-state condition,

assuming natural uranium fuel is irradiated in the reactor to an aver-

age burnup of 4000 mwd/mt. Approximately 5% of the fission energy

was assumed lost to the moderator. The fuel element fabrication cost

was assumed to be $31/kg of uranium for the aluminum clad uranium

alloy elements. The core inventory was carried at 4% assuming the

natural uranium was valued at $40/kg. The irradiated fuel was repro-

cessed for the recovery of the contained uranium and plutonium. Re-

processing charges were based on the AEC reprocessing charge of

$15,300/day for a reprocessing plant with a through-put of one tonne of

uranium per day.

The capital cost of the D20 moderated reactor plant was ob-

tained by comparing the D O moderated reactor to the OMR.
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The basic OMR was valued at $110/kw or $33 million. The cost of

all additional items of equipment which are necessary in the D 0 mod-

erated reactor but are not necessary in the organic moderated reactor

constituted additional costs which were added to the reference cost of

$33 million. Similarly, all savings in capital equipment costs were

subtracted from the reference cost of $33 million. The net result

represented the capital cost of the D20 moderated reactor plant. The

turbine generator plant was valued at $70 /kw.

Operating costs were evaluated using a 14% rate on the capital

equipment. Heavy water was valued at $28/lb and charged at an 11.5%

rate assuming an AEC buy-back price of $14/lb. The organic coolant

was valued at $0.17/lb and the organic inventory was carried at a 14%

interest charge. The plant capacity factor was 80%.

The economics of a throw-away fuel cycle, in which spent fuel

is buried instead of reprocessed was evaluated. In all cases the value

of the Pu in the spent fuel is more than the cost of reprocessing and

therefore lowest fuel cycle costs are obtained by chemical processing.

TABLE 3E-3

D2 0 MODERATED REACTOR FUEL COSTS

Initial Enrichment 0.71%

Burnup 4000 mwd/mt

Through-put 72 m tons/yr

Fabrication at $31/kg 1.12 mills /kwh

Burnup 1.13 mills/kwh

Shipping at $5 /kg 0.18 mills /kwh

Insurance at 1/2% of value each day 0.02 mills/kwh

Reprocessing - two batches/yr, 0.68 mills/kwh

Chemical Conversion at $5.60 /kg 0.24 mill s /kwh

Inventory Charge 0.26 mills/kwh

Total 3.63 mills/kwh

Pu Credit at $10.50/gm* 1.13 mills/kwh

Net Fuel Cost 2.50 mills/kwh

*Pu at $12.00/gm less $1.50/gm conversion cost.
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TABLE 3E-4

HEAVY WATER MODERATED REACTOR - CAPITAL COST

Capital Cost Dollars

Base cost of 300 -emw OMR reactor plant
estimated at $110/kw

Adjustment in base cost of a 300 -emw OMR
due to the change in moderator

Reactor vessel and structures

Primary loops

Thermal shields

Fuel element monitors

Coolant purification system

Moderator tanks and storage

Moderator purification system

Fuel handling

Total Reactor Plant Cost

Cost of 300-emw turbine generator plant
at $70/kw

Moderator Inventory at $28/lb

Organic Inventory at $0.17/lb

Total Capital Cost*'

33, 0(j, 000

825,000

600,000

410,000

800,000

(100,000)

1,000,000

1,000,000

1,000,000

38,535,000

21,000,000

23,000,000

244,000

82,879,000

*Not including site.and site development

TABLE 3E-5

COST COMPARISON BASIS

HEAVY WATER MODERATED REACTOR

Reactor Plant at 14%

Turbine Generator Plant at .14%

Net Fuel Cost

Organic Makeup

Organic inventory at 14%

Heavy Water Inventory at 11.5%

Heavy Water Makeup (2% annual loss)

2.70

1.47

2.50

0.10

0.05

1.33

0.24
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TABLE 3E-5 (continued)

Operation and Maintenance 0.50

Comparative Power Cost' 8.89

*Not including site and site development

7. Technological Status

The use of heavy water and natural uranium in power reactors

is comparatively well understood and considerable operating experi-

ence is available with such systems. Mechanically, however, the

requirement for incorporating two separated liquids in the core will

involve complexities in design.

The greatest incentive for using D 2 0 as a moderator, in spite

of its high cost, is the high neutron economy achievable with this

material. This high neutron economy ,makes it feasible to design a

power reactor using natural uranium fuel. The advantages of natural

uranium fuel are many, as it allows relatively low fuel cycle costs at

low irradiation levels, thus eliminating the metallurgical problems

involved in high burnup fuel elements. It also is an attractive fuel for

foreign markets, since a fuel economy based on natural uranium is

completely independent of isotope separation facilities. However, it

should be noted that short irradiation times can be tolerated economi-

cally only if low fuel element fabrication processing costs can be

realized. This is particularly necessary in an organic-cooled D20

system, since the coolant is a moderate nuclear poison and the per-

missible fuel irradiations with natural uranium will be particularly

low.

8. Conclusion

The size of the reactor core and its nuclear performance

characteristics depend largely upon the selected spacing between the

fuel process channels. Since the heavy water used in this core re-

presents a large expense, a balance must ultimately be made between

D20 inventory and fuel cycle economics. The most economical core
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will be the one with the smallest lattice which gives reasonable reac-

tivity levels with low moderator inventory. Complete flexibility in the

final choice is, however, limited by the requirements for heat re-

moval. Since a major advantage offered by the use of heavy water as

a moderator is the potential for using natural uranium fuel, there is

good reason to strive for a core geometry which will result in maxi-

mum reactivity since the burnup which can be achieved, and therefore

the life of the core, will be limited by poison buildup.

The heat transfer requirements imposed by the properties of

the organic coolant limit the attainable specific power in all of the

open lattice cores considered. The maximum specific power in this

core is roughly 5 kw/kg of contained uranium if metal fuel is used,

and about twice this figure if oxide fuel is used. The core size is set

by the selected lattice spacing, the fuel element specific power, and

the overall peak-to-average power ratio.

Thermally, it would be desirable to include as much fuel sur-

face area per unit core volume as possible to increase specific power.

The greater the subdivision of the fuel, the fewer the number of pro-

cess channels and the smaller the core size. This simple relation-

ship is complicated, however, by the effect of subdividing the fuel

upon the nuclear parameters. As the subdivision of fuel per process

channel increases, the maximum attainable reactivity decreases due

to the increase in the volume of cladding material in the core and the

increase in resonance absorption. In addition to this, the lattice

spacing required to give maximum reactivity increases significantly.

This latter effect increases the core size. These reactivity effects,

and the fact that the maximum attainable excess reactivity was felt to

be marginal for the 61-pin fuel element used in the other cores, re-

sulted in the selection of a 19-pin fuel cluster of 0.45 inch-diameter

rods for the D20 core. This element results in relatively low spe-

cific power but provides enough reactivity to achieve 3000 to 4000

mwd/mt burnup with element recharging by regions within the lattice.

Once the fuel element geometry has been established, the total
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number of process channels for any core diameter (or height, since

L/D = 1) is fixed. The most important factor brought out by the phys-

ics calculations performed on the D2 0 system is the marginal reac -

tivities available at practical lattice spacings. The lattice spacing

of 9-1/2 inches used in the design of this core was selected by bal-

ancing the advantages of small spacing (higher initial conversion

ratios and smaller moderator inventories) against those of larger lat-

tice spacings (higher poison-limited burnup and simpler mechanical

design.) Since initial reactivity falls off rapidly below spacings of

9-1/2 inches and mechanical design problems associated with plenum

penetrations dictate a minimum spacing of about 8-1/2 inches, the

selected value of 9-1/2 inches was felt to be close to optimum for this

core. Actually, however, the reactivities for this system do not

reach values consistent with reasonable burnup levels below a lattice

spacing of 9-1/2 inches and the selection was more or less forcedat

this point. This lattice spacing will require an active core diameter

and height of about 24 feet (not counting reflector) and about 835 pro-

cess channels. The inclusion of a reflector and design complications

involved in providing space for control rods result in a core tank

diameter of 26 feet.

Since high burnups in this core are not possible due to reactiv-

ity limitations, it is desirable to use a metal fuel element. The burn-

ups achievable, however, are felt to be greater than the irradiation

levels permissible with straight uranium metal. Alloying the fuel

will extend the limit from the radiation damage standpoint, but will

shorten it due to the parasitic absorption of the alloying element. At

the present time, a low alloy such as U-3.5% Mo would be used. In

the range of moderator -to-fuel ratios corresponding to lattice spac-

ings of 9-1/2 inches and lower, the core is very under-moderated.

This means that higher reactivities can be obtained by using lower

fuel densities, such as would be obtained with an oxide fuel. The

combination of short permissible irradiation times with the high fab-

rication costs connected with UO2 elements results, however, in
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much higher fuel costs using oxide elements. This fact precludes the

use of UO2 in this core.

The choice of structural materials to be used for process

tubes, control rod followers, etc., and fuel element cladding is

limited to very few due to the low margin of excess reactivity avail-

able. Materials of high cross section, such as stainless steel, can-

not be tolerated, and since zirconium is not compatible with the

organic coolant, this limits the field to SAP and aluminum. SAP is

used where high strengths are required, and aluminum alloys are

used elsewhere. In summary, then, the fuel elements will be com-

prised of uranium-3.5% molybdenum contained in a SAP process tube.

At the design conditions and estimated burnup levels of 3000 - 4000

mwd/mt, fuel costs will be about 2.5 mills/kwh. Using this .selected

core design, an estimate was made of the total cost of the heavy

water inventory required for the core. The cost was estimated to be

about $23 million, which, using an annual lease charge of 11.5%,

amounts to an annual fixed charge contribution of roughly 1.33 mills/

kwh to the total power cost. Added to this is an annual leakage loss

rate of 2% at a cost of 0.24 mill/kwh. The effect of this addition to

power cost is obviously not compensated for by the fact that elimina-

tion of the organic moderator is expected to decrease the annual

makeup cost by about 0.5 mill/kwh. Associated capital cost incurred

by additional auxiliary systems and heat losses add still more to the

power cost with this plant. All these factors combined produce a

total power cost for this system which is higher than all the others

investigated. This cost is 8.89 mills/kwh, and has been itemized in

Table 3E-5.

An investigation was also undertaken to determine the effect on

total power costs of slightly enriching the uranium to obtain longer

fuel life and lower inventory charges. Enrichment of the metal fuel

to 0.98% would be necessary to provide enough reactivity to operate

the core to the irradiation limit imposed by the metallurgy of the
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fuel (7000 mwd/m.t). Power costs can be reduced in this manner to

about 8.52 mills/kwh, but this figure is still relatively unattractive

and the basic advantage of the D20 moderator, i. e., that of a natural

uranium fuel cycle, would be lost. Extending the fuel life beyond

7000 mwd/t is best accomplished by the use of oxide fuel elements.

Use of UO 2 even at burnups of 15,000 mwd/mt (.1.6% enrichment) would

result in power costs comparable with those obtained with the natural

uranium metal fuel at 4000 mwd/mt. This is due to the increase in

fabrication costs frori $31/kg to $120/kg and the increased inventory

charges for the enriched fuel. These effects combine to produce a

fuel cycle cost of 2.(1 mills/kw h, which is higher than that obtained

with the natural urar:um metal case in spite of the extended burnup

attained with the enr:shed oxide fuel. All of these factors contributed

to the selection of the natural uranium system as the reference D20

design for comparisc- with the other moderators.
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F. GRAPHITE MODERATED, ORGANIC-COOLED REACTOR

1. General (Plate 3F-1)

Graphite is an excellent neutron moderator, has low parasitic

absorption, can be easily fabricated into a wide range of shapes,

possesses excellent stability and high-temperature strength, and is

available in unlimited amounts at a low price. It is porous, however,

and if allowed to come into contact with the organic, may absorb

coolant, ultimately resulting in coking and gas liberation with resultant

cracking and spallation. For these reasons, it is considered neces-

sary for the graphite to be physically separated from the organic

coolant. In comparison with the organic-moderated reactor, the

graphite-moderated type probably will not require fuel of as high an

enrichment, and hence should have lower overall fuel-cycle costs.

Among its disadvantages is the increased size of the core, the greater

mass of concrete required because of shielding and increased load-

carrying capacity of the foundations, the difficulties in cooling control

rods and other inpile equipment, as they are not immersed in the

organic, and the mechanical design complications arising from

differential thermal expansion of the many types of core materials.

Basically two design approaches are feasible for the graphite

moderator concept: (1) the canned moderator concept in which graphite

logs are individually canned within the core and fuel elements and

control rods are placed at interstitial points between the logs, and

(2) a pressure tube design with either vertical or horizontal pressure

tubes basically similar to the Hanford pile. For reasons further

outlined in some detail below, the pressure tube concept has been

selected as the preferred design.

2. Design Considerations

Four types of graphite moderator cores have been examined

in this review.
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These are:

a) Graphite logs individually canned (Plate 3F-2)

b) Graphite encased in a callandria (Plate 3F-2)

c) A graphite pile pierced by horizontal process tubes

(Plate 3F.-3)

d) A graphite pile pierced by vertically placed process tubes

(Plate 3 F -3)

The first type consists of an array of hexagonal cans containing

graphite logs, each standing on end and positioned on a lower grid

plate for support and spacing. Coolant channels which contain the fuel

may be located at either the center of each can or at the corners of

the hexagonal block. The array of hexagonal cans and grid plates are

placed inside a tank filled with the reactor coolant. Pipe connections

are made to the tank to provide coolant flow into a lower plenum, up-

ward through the coolant channels and around the moderator cans to

an upper plenum. Flow from the upper plenum is returned to the heat

transfer system. This type of reactor offers the following advantages:

a) If leakage of coolant into the graphite should occur, only

one moderator element is affected.

b) Individual moderator elements may be removed and replaced

without disturbing the remaining elements.

c) The moderator may be handled in relatively small parts

which are easily shielded during handling.

d) Changes in core geometry, if desired, can be easily made.

e) Thermal expansion problems are isolated to small units of

moderator rather than interrelated throughout the core.

f) Components are relatively simple to fabricate and easily

inspected.
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The canned log concept has the following limitations:

a) The moderator can is placed in the core, where it acts as

a reactor poison.

b) Since the amount of can material is to be minimized, a

system must be provided to balance pressure inside and

outside the cans. This in turn requires a tube leading from

each can, which greatly complicates the internal core

structure.

c) A large number of units must be fabricated, one for each

moderator can. The complexity of each moderator unit

approaches that of a callandria tank.

d) The large number of interfaces required decreases the

allowable tolerance build up for each interface.

e) Differential thermal expansions between the moderator and

can materials add to the design complexity because tf thc

need to minimize thermal stresses at the can corners.

The callandria core (Plate 3F-2) places all the graphite in a

callandria tank penetrated by coolant channels which contain the fuel

elements and also by channels which provide control rod operating

space. The callandria is located within and supported by a reactor

tank filled with coolant. Pipe connections to the tank provide coolant

flow into a lower plenum through the coolant channels to the upper

plenum, and then returning to the heat transfer system.

This type of reactor offers the following advantages:

a) The entire core is fabricated, handled, inspected, and

installed as a unit.

b) Only a single pressure-balancing line is required.

c) Freedom in choice of structural materials for the graphite

container.
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d) Material thickness based on structural needs rather than

core performance permits the use of a conservative design

approach.

e) A minimum number of interfaces permits more liberal

manufacturing tolerances than individually canned moderator.

f) Poison material in the reactor core is minimized.

The callandria core has the following limitations:

a) Temperatures will vary in adjacent coolant channels and

therefore provisions for differential longitudinal expansion

must be made by providing bellows at one end of the coolant

channel, a design complication with some sacrifice of

reliability.

b) Coolant channel material is dictated by nuclear considera-

tions and therefore is not compatible to simple methods of

joining with the callandria material.

c) One failure in the callandria vessel can affect the entire

core.

d) Replacement of the core after irradiation requires massive

shielding for personnel protection.

e) Handling equipment is large.

The horizontal process tube reactor (Plate 3F-3) does not require

canning of the graphite. It consists of a pile or stack of graphite

pierced in a horizontal direction by process tubes with vertical pene-

tration for control and safety rods. The stack of graphite is sur-

rounded by a steel thermal shield which is in turn surrounded by

concrete to provide biological shielding. Coolant flow is-manifolded

to individual process tubes outside the reactor shield. All connections,

fittings, and expansion joints are located external to the main biologi-

cal shield.



This type of reactor has the following advantages:

a) Working parts are accessible for maintenance, repair, or

adjustment.

b) Seals or connections are external to the reactor where they

may be observed for malfunction.

c) Differential thermal expansion is accommodated in cold

regions of the reactor.

d) Construction is similar to standard industrial equipment;

hence skills required for fabrication are readily available.

e) Problems of sealing and leak tightness within the moderator

are minimized.

f) Accessible refueling mechanisms are possible.

g) Control rod and safety rod drives are not complicated by

the need for penetration of a pressure vessel.

Limitations of this type of reactor are:

a) Flow stoppage external to a coolant channel can cause melt-

ing of fuel and the coolant channel material; therefore,

special systems must be incorporated to prevent such an

incident.

b) Thermal insulation for inlet and outlet piping is complex

and massive.

c) The large number of individual connections required

increases the complexity of the unit.

d) In the event that access for replacement of graphite becomes

necessary the entire reactor must be disassembled.

The vertical process tube reactor (Plate 3F-3) is a pile or stack

of graphite, pierced in the vertical direction by process tubes. Coolant

channel construction is identical to the horizontal tube reactor
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described previously, except the manifolding is replaced by tanks at

both ends of the process tubes. Coolant flow is from the lower tank

through the process tubes to the upper tank.

The advantages of this type of reactor are:

a) Complexity of manifolding at the ends of the process tubes

is eliminated by use of tanks.

b) Sealing and leak tightness problems associated with the

moderator are minimized. Control and safety rod drives

are not complicated by the need for pressure vessel

penetrations.

The limitations of this type of reactor are:

a) Working parts are not readily accessible for maintenance,

repair, or adjustment.

b) Differential thermal expansions must be accommodated in

high temperature regions of the reactor.

The fuel material selected for this reactor is UO2 clad with SAP.

For the reactor type using vertical coolant channels, the fuel

element assembly is approximately 20 feet long. The UO2 fuel

element may be made up in either of two forms. The first form

makes use of rod type elements arranged into a cluster containing 61

rods. In this case a fuel rod diameter of 0.300 inch with a jacket

material of approximately 1/32 inch appears reasonable.

The fuel is fabricated as slugs in the form of right circular

cylinders. Since this material has poor thermal conductivity,

centerline fuel temperatures will reach 4000*F. These properties,

along with its brittle character, could cause the material to crumble

in operation due to the possibility of wedging particles between the

fuel and jacket, which could cause tearing of the fuel wall when the

material expands. This latter phenomenon requires the support of the
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fuel in short columns within the jacket. Estimates of reasonable

lengths for a column of fuel vary from 9 inches to 4 feet. 'The latter

is probably a reasonable figure. This allows two choices for the fuel

rod design:

a) Use a full length jacket, close the lower end and fill to a

depth of 4 feet with fuel slugs. A short distance above the

fuel slugs, reduce the jacket diameter a sufficient amount

to provide an internal ledge to support the next column of

slugs. Repeat this sequence until the jacket contains the

required number of fuel slugs, and close the upper end.

This tube is then attached to a spider at each end. Spacers

in the form of a wire wrap around alternate rods are pro-

vided. The entire assembly is encased in a thin wall tube

to retain the outer row of fuel rods and to form a strong

back for handling.

b) A 4-foot-long jacket closed at both ends may be used.

Assembly of fuel rods into clusters is identical to the method

described above, except that adjacent ends of fuel rods are

attached into a cluster spacer and held.

The entire assembly is encased in a thin-walled tube as described

above.

The fuel element for the horizontal process tube core will consist

of clusters similar to those described above except their length will be

limited to 18 inches or less.

An alternate fuel for graphite-moderated reactors is uranium- 3.5

molybdenum alloy. This fuel has a higher heat transfer capability than

the UO2 fuel; hence, for a given geometry, it operates at a lower

temperature and has a lower thermal gradient in a transverse dimen-

sion. Fabrication techniques and rre thods of forming of this fuel into

elements are identical with those used in the UO2 element, except that

intermediate supports between columns of fuel are not required for

lengths of interest for this reactor type.
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Nickel base alloy is used to provide a thermal bond between the

fuel material and jacket material and to provide insurance against local

diffusion. Since this fuel has good heat transfer characteristics, the

organic side of the jacket provides the limiting heat transfer rate. To

provide a desirable operating balance and to improve the system per-

formance, the heat transfer surface on the organic side is increased

by providing extended surfaces in the form of fins.

Control system performance requirements are identical for the

four configurations considered for the graphite reactor. For the tank

type reactor, the layout chosen is to place the drive mechanism out-

side and under the, vessel. Poison or absorber material in the form of

a "Y" shape section is pushed upward out of the core by a push rod to

increase reactivity of the core and downward to decrease the reactivity.

For immediate shutdown of the reactor or scram, the rods fall by

gravity into the core. The design consideration involved in the poison

element and push rod are:

a) Maintaining a low slenderness ratio to prevent column buck-

ling.

b) Use of minimum core volume consistent with a low slender-

ness ratio.

c) Design of guides which will not impede the free fall of the

rods on scram.

For the pile type reactor, the control-safety rod drive mechanisms

used are similar to those described for the tank type. For this type,

however, the control rods operate in a gas at atmospheric pressure;

hence, the design is simplified by the fact that pressure seals are

entirely eliminated. Tank penetrations are not required.

For the pile type reactor using horizontal coolant channels, the

control and safety rod drives are placed on top of the reactor for

accessibility. There is no requirement to locate them elsewhere, since

fuel handling and maintenance of reactor components do not require
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use of this space. This location is particularly desirable for safety

rods, since holding and snubbing loads may be applied in tension.

Design specifications for the horizontal process tube reactor are

listed in Table 3F-1 below:

TABLE 3F-1

Fuel Element

Type

No. Fuel Elements

No. Dummy Elements

Element Length

Coolant/Fuel Ratio

Max. Power Removal Rate

Avg. Power Removal Rate

Max. Cladding Surface Temp.

0.3 in. dia. UO2 fuel pins clad
with extended surface SAP in
61-rod cluster

296

28

20.5 ft

1.67

550 kw/ft of element

157 kw/ft of element

850'F

Control Rods

Type

No. Control Rods

Plate

60

Reactor

Initial Enrichment

Moderator /Fuel Ratio

Initial Conversion Ratio

Burnup

Spent Fuel Enrichment

Pu 239 Conc.

Total Pu Conc.

Fuel Inventory

Lattice Spacing

Graphite File Face Dimen.

Graphite Pile Length

~4.8%

36

0.54

15,000 Mwd/mt

0.58%

4.7 gm/kg of U

5.7 gm/kg of U

46,000 kg of U

13 in.

23.5 x 23.5 ft

24.5 ft
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TABLE 3F-1 (continued)

Axial Flux Peaking Factor

Estimated Radial Flux Peaking
Factor

Element Flux Peaking Factor

Uncertainty Flux Peaking Factor

Total Flux Peaking Factor

Ratio: Max/Avg. Burnup*

Peak Fuel Burnup

Initial keff

Moderator Inventory

Specific Power

Coolant

Inlet Temp.

Outlet Temp.

Flow Rate

Reactor Pressure Drop

Inventory (reactor vessel)

Inventory (external systems)

Total Inventory

Organic Make-up Rate

Thermal Rating

Reactor Thermal Power

Heat Input from Coolant Pumps

Thermal Radiation Losses

Power to Steam

Gross Cycle Eff

Gross Elec. Capacity

Organic Pumpng Power

Other Power Loads

1.57

1.40

1.27

1.25

3.50

2.2

33,000 Mwd/mt

~x.15

x16
1.28 x10lb

20 kw/kg of U

550 F

6750F

50.5 x 106 lb/hr

100 psi

370,000 lb

930,000 lb

1,200,000 lb

3,400 lb/day

937.3 tmw

8.tmw

0.3 tmw

945 tmw

31.8%

300 emw

59.3 emw

6 emw

*Using 1.2 radial flux peaking factor and 1.15 axial flux peaking factor,
assuming axial fuel re-arrangement and refueling during operation.
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TABLE 3F-1 (continued)

Net Elec. Capacity 284.7 emw

Capacity Factor 80%

Net Elec. Generation 2.0 x 109 kwh/yr

3. Thermal Considerations

The hot channel factors used for the fuel elements in the gra-

phite moderated core are the same as those tabulated in Table 3D-3.

In this system, the power density in the fuel is at its maximum

level as set by the permissible fuel temperature of 4000 F. The fuel

rods have extended surface to the extent necessary to limit the maxi-

mum surface temperature to 850 F. The core pressure drop is at its

maximum permissible value; hence the coolant flow area is at its

lower limit. The fuel elements are orificed for uniform coolant outlet

temperature.

The heat generated in the graphite moderator is conducted to

the process tubes and absorbed by the coolant.

The heat transfer and flow data for the graphite moderated core

are tabulated in Table 3F-2.

TABLE IIIF-2

HEAT TRANSFER AND FLOW DATA FOR THE
GRAPHITE MODERATED CORE

Coolant Santowax R with 30% HBR

Fuel rods 0.30-in. -diam UO2 pellets
jacketed in extended surface SAP
tubing

Temperature 'F)

Coolant inlet 550

Average coolant outlet 675

Maximum local coolant 722
outlet
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TABLE IIIF-2 (Continued)

Saturation 950

Maximum surface 850

Maximum fuel 4000

Velocities (ft/sec)

Maximum 23.8

Average 17

Core pressure (psig) 165

Core pressure drop (psi) 100

Heat fluxes (Btu/hr-ft2)

Average 56,000

Maximum 197,000

Burnout 530,000'

Maximum power density 9
(kw/ft of rod)

Fuel rod surface area (ft2/ft of rod) 0.156

4. Physics

Preliminary nuclear design studies of organic-cooled, graphite-

moderated reactor types have yielded reactivities and conversion ratios

of the hot, clean cores. The parameters varied in the studies were

lattice spacing, enrichment, and fuel material. Uranium dioxide and

uranium - lOwt% molybdenum alloy were considered. The fuel ele-

ment for all cores was a 61-rod cluster in a SAP process tube; the

individual rods were 0.30-inch-diameter and clad with SAP. The

coolant to metal volume ratio inside the 4.06-inch process tube was

1:1. Curves showing the initial k and initial conversion ratio for

each core are given in Figure 3F-1.

Two-group calculations were used to determine reactivities

with epithermal fission being considered. Fast group constants were

obtained from the MUFT-4 code and thermal flux distributions were

calculated by the P3 approximation spherical harmonics method.

Estimates of the reactivity required for specified burnups were

obtained on an analog computer.
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Moderator-temperature and coolant-void coefficients of reactivity

have not been calculated, but some general comparisons can be made

with other moderator types. The negative metal temperature coeffi-

cient of reactivity, due to Doppler broadening of the U238 resonances,

should be smaller than for the organic-moderated and larger than the

heavy-water moderated types. In typical core designs, the most

resonance capture (smallest resonance escape probability) occurs in

organic, graphite, and heavy-water moderated types, in that order.

Depending on the degree of under-moderation, the organic coolant

void coefficient can be positive. Removing organic coolant reduces the

effective resonance integral and removes a thermal neutron absorber,

both positive effects, and at the same time increases leakage and

decreases moderator slowing-down power in the resonance region,

both negative effects.

5. Safety

An organic cooled reactor with a graphite moderator will

probably have a positive temperature coefficient of reactivity for the

coolant, a positive void coefficient of reactivity for the coolant, a

negative temperature coefficient of reactivity for the fuel, and a

positive temperature coefficient for the graphite. The power coeffi-

cient of reactivity ( K/mw) will be negative since the fuel tempera-

ture will change more than the graphite for a given change in power

level.

The transient response of the core will be controlled primarily

by the changes in fuel temperature, since the response time of the

fuel is an order of magnitude faster than the response time of the

graphite to a change in power level. A slightly positive graphite

temperature coefficient will not be a serious problem and can be

easily controlled due to the rather large (on the order of minutes)

time constant.

The graphite core will be stable with respect to xenon spatial

oscillations provided one of a number of conditions is met. With
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100% flat flux, a negative power coefficient of -3 x 10~ 4%8K/mv ill

be required to ensure stability. This small power coefficient is

readily obtainable. With 40% flux flattening, the core will be stable

with a power coefficient of zero.

6. Economics

Estimates of the uranium fuel cycle cost, capital cost, and

operating cost for the graphite moderated reactor are illustrated in

the following tables.

The fuel costs were evaluated for the steady-state condition,

assuming an average fuel burnup of 15,000 mwd/mt.

TABLE 3F-3

GRAPHITE MODERATED REACTOR FUEL COSTS

Initial enrichment

Burnup

Throughput

Fabrication at $112/kg I

Burnup

Shipping at $5/kg

Insurance at 1/2% of val. e
each way

Reprocessing-one batch. rr

1% loss

Chemical/conversion at (5.60/kg

Inventory at 4%

Total

Pu credit at $10.50/gm

Net Fuel Cost

1.8%

15,000 Mwd/Mt

18.25 M ton/yr

1.06 mills/kwh

1.57 mills /kwh

0.05 mills/kwh

0.01 mills/kwh

0.21mills/ kwh

0.05

0.29

3.24

0.57

2.67

mills/kwh

mills /kwh

mills / kwh

mills / kwh

mills/kwh
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TABLE 3F-4

GRAPHITE MODERATED REACTOR CAPITAL COSTS

Base cost of 300 emw OMR Reactor
Plant estimated at $110/kw

Adjustment in base cost of a 300 emw
OMR due to the change in moderator

Reactor vessel and structures

Primary loops

Control rods and drives

Thermal shields

Fuel element monitors

Coolant surge tank

Fuel handling equipment

Building and structures

Total Reactor Plant Cost

Cost of 300 emw turbine generator
plant at $70/kw

Moderator inventory at $2/lb

Organic inventory at $0.17/lb

Total Capital Cost*

33,000, 000

500,000

1,080,000

410:,000

680,000

(280,000)

410,000

1,000,000

200,000

37,000,000

21, 000,000

2,560,000

204,000

60,764,000

*Not including site and site development

TABL, 3F-5

COST COMPARISON BASIS
GRAPhITE MODERATED REACTOR

Reactor Plant at 14%

Turbine Generator Plant at 14%

Net Fuel Cost

Organic makeup

Organic inventory at 14%

Graphite inventory at 14%

Operation and Maintenance

Cormyarative Power Cost'*

mills / kwh

2.59

1.47

2.67

0.08

0.02

0.18

0.50

7.51

*Not including site and site development.
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The capital cost of the graphite moderated reactor plant was

obtained by comparing the graphite moderated reactor to the organic

moderated reactor. The basic organic moderated reactor was valued-

at $110/kw or $33 million. The cost of all additional items of equip-

ment which are necessary in the graphite moderated reactor but are

not necessary in the organic moderator reactor constituted additional

costs which were added to the reference cost of $33 million. Similarly,

all savings in capital equipment costs were subtracted from the refer-

ence cost of $33 million. The net result represented the capital cost

of the graphite moderated reactor plant. The turbine generator plant

was valued at $70/kw.

Operating costs were evaluated using a 14% rate on the capital

equipment including the graphite and an 80% capacity factor. The

organic coolant was valued at $0.17/lb and the organic inventory was

carried at a 14% interest charge.

7. Technological Status

The use of graphite as a moderator in power reactor systems

operating at high temperatures is comparatively well understood and

the required technology is developed to a high level. Low-temperature

graphite power reactors have been operated since the pre-Hanford

days and the Sodium Reactor Experiment operates at high temperatures.

The major disadvantage of this system is the required physical

dimensions of the plant. In addition to this factor, capital costs are

increased due to the complicated end fittings required to conduct

coolant to and from the fuel process tubes and also the fairly expensive

fuel recharging mechanism needed. These increased- capital costs,

however, are compensated by the potential savings in operating costs

due to the reduction in organic decomposition. Furthermore, the

graphite systems offer the interesting possibility of utilizing portions

of the core as a nuclear superheater. If this can be done, a sizable

increase in thermodynamic efficiency can be realized. Designs
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incorporating this latter modification probably are not compatible with

the 1960 construction date, since a prototype reactor would probably

be desirable to demonstrate concept.

The curves in Figure 3F-2 indicate no appreciable reactivity gains

beyond lattice spacings of from 12.5 to 13.5 inches in the enrichment

range from 1.5 to 2.0%. Since moderator inventory and capital costs

increase with increasing lattice size, a spacing of 13 inches was

selected for this core. However, fuel cycle cost estimations per-

formed subsequent to this selection indicate that these costs are

relatively insensitive to lattice spacings down to less than 12 inches.

This is due to the fact that the increase in conversion ratios at the

smaller spacings slightly outweigh the additional enrichments re-

quired. It is possible, therefore, that the optimum lattice spacing

from the standpoint of minimum fuel cost might be a little under

13 inches.

The economic data summarized in a previous section indicate hat

the high pressure drop through the core required for heat removal is

costly, over 0.1 mill/kwh. Slight modifications in the fuel element

design to lower this pressure drop at the expense of increasing fuel

enrichment might result in a lower total cost. It is felt, however,

that the selected design conditions for the graphite reactor, if not

at the optimum point, are fairly close.

At the selected design point, burnup studies indicate that an initial

reactivity of 15% will be required to achieve the burnup levels assumed

in the economic analysis (15,000 mwd/t). This will require an initial

enrichment of 1.8%. The fuel loading based upon the required number

of fuel elements for heat transfer will be about. 50 mt of uranium as

UO2. The total power cost for this system is estimated to be 7.51

mills/kwh. A detailed breakdown of the items comprising this cost

is given in the economics section.
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The possibility of large savings due to increased cycle efficiency

using nuclear superheat prompted a preliminary evaluation of this

advance concept. The power costs for the graphite system can

potentially be considerably reduced by utilizing this concept.

Because this preliminary study of the graphite-moderated,

organic-cooled reactor resulted in a relatively attractive power cost,

and since the system has the potential for modification to nuclear

superheat, additional effort ;'as devoted to the concept in the latter

portion of the phase I study. The results of this latter effort are

given in Chapter IV.
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G. ORGANIC MODERATOR REACTOR TYPES

1 Organic Moderator Reactor (Plate 3G- 1)

The organic moderated and cooled reactor is fundamentally

the most simple of the various reactor types studied. As there is

obviously no necessity for extraneous mechanical complexity within

the core, neutron economy is improved. The mechanical design

lends itself to either a cask or a wet type refueling system, with the

wet type being preferred due to the expected lower overall cost and

increased safety. To achieve lower overall peak-to-average power

ratios, and thus improved thermal performance and higher burnups,

a close-packed core previouslrpreferred to that of an open lattice.

As is discussed in Section III, the organic reactor design is based on

the use of oxide fuel.

The fundamental difficulty of a close-packed organic modera-

ted core is the problem of obtaining reasonably large temperature

gradients across the core and thereby nominal coolant flow rates.

As previously discussed, two means are available to circumvent this

problem: (1) Use a multipass flow system within the core, or (2)

allow subcooled boiling, in which case the heat transfer coefficient is

relatively independent of the coolant velocity. The latter alternative

was selected for the OMR reference design for the reasons discussed

in the following section. Control of the OMR effected by cruciform

blade type control roes. These represent the most effective geome-

try and require minimum disruption of the core structure. The pre-

ferred location of the control rod drives is below the core tank, so

that they do not interfere with the refueling operations.

The fuel cycle costs of the OMR are slightly higher than those

of the other moderator cores studied, due primarily to the increased

amount of structural steel within the core, which makes a higher

initial enrichment necessary. It may be possible, with the further

development of SAP as a structural material., to replace the stainless

steel, effecting An approximate 0.3 mill/kwh savings in the fuel cycle.
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The OMR concept has the highest organic makeup rate of all

the reactor types studied, amounting to approximately 0.6 mill/kwh

based on the assumption that 4% of the total energy is absorbed dir-

ectly by the coolant. It is in this area, though, that future research

and development effort should be most productive in reducing future

costs.

2. Organic Reactor Types

Two types of reactor cores have been investigated for the

organic moderated ano cooled reactor. These are the closed-lattice

core and open-lattice core, both similar in appearance and configura-

tion. The distinguishing characteristic between the two is that the

homogeneity of the organic and fuel is somewhat greater in the closed-

lattice core than in the open-lattice core. It consists of an array of

rectangular fuel elements supported by a lower grid plate and spaced

at the upper end by a second grid plate. Elements are spaced in a

manner to provide uniform transverse distribution of fuel material

throughout the core. Cruciform control rods operate between adja-

cent fuel elements. Control rod drives are bottom mounted. The

entire core, including the upper and lower grid plates, is placed in a

tank which contains the coolant. Pipe connections, coolant flow, and

arrangement are identical to those described for the tank-type graph-

ite moderator reactor. This type of reactor offers the following

advantages:

a) Absence of complications of separately-canned solid

moderator.

b) Minimizing of thermal expansion problems due to

dissimilar mater ials in the core.

c) No requirements for holddown devices to prevent

moderator floating.

c) Moderator in fluid form does not require special han-

ling.
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Limitations of this type of reactor are:

a) Structural design of the grid plates is complicated by a

need to provide working space for control and safety

rods.

b) Limited space available for control and safety rod

guides.

c) Close spacing of fuel elements leaves very little room

for incorporating the necessary instrumentation.

Design of the organic moderated type reactor core must con-

sider the following:

a) Fuel element design for uniform fuel distribution

throughout the core.

b) Positioning and hold-down of fuel during operation.

c) Structural design of the upper grid plate to permit

removal of fuel elements which must occupy a large

part of the core volume.

d) Means for guiding control rods which must work in a

section of the core where structural materials are un-

desirable.

Fuel elements for this reactor are composed of UO2 rods clad

with SAP and contained in steel boxes for support and flow distribu-

tion. The necessity for incorporation of cross webbing in the boxes

to limit the span length of the box wall and the joints required at the

end fittings made the selection of steel as the box material a con-

servative choice. When seam welding techniques are developed for

SAP, this lower cross section material may be used thereby improv-

ing the neutron economy. These boxes are 5 inches square by 14

feet in length. This square configuration could also be easily adapted

to plate-type elements.

Design specifications for te .s type of reactor are listed in

Table 3G-1.
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TABLE 3G-l

ORGANIC MODERATED AND COOLED REACTOR

DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS

Fuel Element
Type

72 to 0.34-inch-diameter UOZ fuel
pins clad with extended surface
SAP in 5-inch-square stainless-
steel box

Number fuel elements
Number dummy elements
Element length
Coolant /fuel ratio
Maximum power removal

rate
Average power removal

rate
Maximum cladding surface

temperature

Control Rods

Type
Number control rods

Reactor

Initial enrichment
Moderator/fuel ratio
Initial conversion ratio
Burnup
Spent-fuel enrichment
Pu2 3 9 concentration
Total Pu concentration
Fuel inventory
Lattice spacing
Core tank diameter
Reactor vessel length
Axial flux peaking factor
Radial flux peaking factor
Element flux peaking

factor
Uncertainty flux peaking

factor
Total flux peaking factor
RuLtio/rnax/avg burnup
Initial keff
Specific power
Peak fuel burnup

440
44
12 ft
2.26

650 kw/ft of element

195 kw/ft of element

850 F

cruciform
41

2.3
3.2
0.6
15,000 mwd/mt
1.1%
5.3 gm/kg of U
7.18 gm/kg of U
53,000 kg of U
5.5 in.
14.5 ft
55 ft
1.57
1.40

1.21

1 .25
3.33
43,000 mwd/mt
?.85
18.0 kw/kg of U
43,000 mwd/mt
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TABLE 3G-1 (Contd.)

ORGANIC MODERATED AND COOLED REACTOR

DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS

Coolant
Inlet temperature
Outlet temperature
Flow rate
Reactor pressure drop
External loop pressure

drop
Total coolant pressure

drop
Inventory (reactor only)
Inventory (external sys-

tems) .
Total inventory
Organic makeup rate

Thermal Rating

Reactor thermal power
Heat input from coolant

pumps
Nonrecoverable power

generated in moderator
Thermal radiation losses
Power to steam
Gross cycle efficiency
Gross electrical capacity
Organic pumping power
Other power loads
Net electrical capacity
Capacity
Net electrical generation

550 F
675 F
50.8 x 106 lb/hr
8 psi

40 psi

48 psi
435,000 lbs

683,000 lbs
1,118,000 lbs
30,000 lbs/day

942.8 tmw

2.5 tmw

neg.
0.3 tmw
9.45 tmw
31.8%
300 emw
2.8 emw
6.0 emw
291.2 emw
80%
2.04 x 109 kwh/yr

'Using 1.2 radial flux peaking factor assuming radial fuel rearrange-
ment

3. Thermal Performance

The closed-lattice core for the organic moderated and cooled

reactor will require a multipass system if the conventional method

of heat transfer by forced convection is used. However, a single-

pass closed-lattice core is feasible if part of the heat transfer is

effected by subcooled or nucleate boiling. This is because the boiling

heat transfer coefficient at high heat fluxes is virtually independent
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of coolant velocity. The subcooled boiling is achieved by maintaining

a pressure in the core such that the saturation temperature of the

coolant is somewhat less than the maximum permissible surface

temperature. The boiling is restricted to a thin layer adjacent to

the fuel element surface, and for the present design, the boiling pre-

vails over only a part of the total fuel element surface in the core.

Figure 3G-i shows the surface temperature distribution in the max-

imum power channel with all hot -channel factors applied. It is seen

that boiling prevails over about 60% of the surface in this channel.

Figure 3G-2 shows the surface temperature distribution in the same

maximum power channel but with no hot channel factors. It is seen

that in this case there is virtually no boiling. Thus, under favorable

conditions, i. e., if the hot channel factors are approximately unity,

there would be virtually no boiling in the core.

Heat transfer and flow data for the closed lattice, organic

moderated and cooled core with subcooled boiling are tabulated in

Tabel 3G-2. The limitations imposed were:

a) Maximum permissible surface temperature of 850 F.

b) Maximum permissible heat flux equal to one half of the

burnout heat flux.

c) Maximum permissible central fuel temperature of

4000 F.

The bot channel factors used are listed in Table 3G-3.
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TABLE 3G-2

HEAT TRANSFER AND FLOW DATA FOR ORGANIC MODERATED

AND COOLED CORE WITH SUBCOOLED BOILING

Coolant Santowax R with 30% HBR

Fuel Rods 0. 340 in. dia. UO, pellets jacketed
in extended surface SAP tubing

Temperature (F)

coolant inlet 550

average coolant outlet 675

maximum local coolant
outlet 737

saturation 792

maximum surface 850

maximum fuel 4000

Velocities (ft/sec)

maximum 8.1

average 5.8

Core pressure (psia) 36

Core pressure drop (psi) 8

Heat fluxes (Btu/hr-ft2 )

average 46,400

maximum 155,000

burnout 310,000

Maximum power dertaity
(kw/ft of rod) 9

Surface area per ft bf fuel rod
(ft 2 /ft) 0.22
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TABLE 3G-3

HOT CHANNEL FACTORS USED FOR ORGANIC MODERATED AND

COOLED CORE WITH SUBCOOLED BOILING

FATF *F

Variation in fuel density and/or
diameter, 1.00 1.02 1.02

Variation in U235 dispersion 1.00 1.02 1.02

Power peaking at section ends 1.00 1.04 1.04

Flux uncertainty 1.10 1.10 1.10

Power peaking due to fresh
element 1.05 1.05 1.05

Uncertainty convective heat
transfer coefficient - 1.17 -

Non-uniform low distribution 1.08 1.07 -

Total Product 1.25 1.56 1.25

'F applies only in the non-boiling region of the core.

This organic moderated core is shown in Plate 3G-1. Each fuel

element consists of spaced, extended-surface fuel rods enclosed in

square SAP box. The extended surface is required in order to limit

the heat flux to one half of the burnout flux when the fuel rod is opera-

ted at its maximum permissible power output, which is about 9 kw/ft

when the UO2 temperature is limited to 4000 F. The resistance of

the interface between the UO2 and the jacket is taken to be equal to

that of a 0.001-inch gas gap having a thermal conductivity of 0.05 Btu/

hr-ft- F, and the mean thermal conductivity of the UO2 is taken to be

0.91 Btu/hr-ft -*F.

Coolant flow in the fuel elements is in the upward direction. The

fuel elements are orificed for equal coolant outlet temperature. The

control rods are cooled by free convection or, where the local heat

flux is sufficiently high, by subcooled boiling.
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The internal thermal shields will be cooled by both forced and

free convection.

Heat transfer by subcooled boiling in the closed-lattice,

organic-moderated and cooled core offers the following advantages:

a) Single pass core is permitted.

b) Low pressure drop across core due to low flow

velocities.

c) Low pressure system.

d) Increases reactor stability since the vapor volume

increases with increase in power.

e) Simplifies cooling of control rods and thermal shields.

f) Coolant flow rate and temperature rise can be varied

over a reasonable range without appreciably affecting

the thermal capability of the reactor.

Some limitations of heat transfer by subcooled boiling are:

a) Greater possibility of cavitation at the pump due to

lower pressure.

b) The effect, if any, of subcooled boiling or organic cool-

ants on the surface fouling rate, particularly at low

velocities, is not completely established (this is cur-

rently being investigated at Atomics International).

c) The average surface temperature will be higher than in

a forced convection cooled core so that the pyrolytic

decomposition rate of the organic may be increased

somewhat. This is due to the fact that a larger fraction

of the surface is at the maximum surface temperature

(See Figures 3G-1 and L).

d) Subcooled boiling rmay induce vibration, erosion, and/or

corrosion.

e) Burnout heat fluxes are lower; therefore, operating heat
fluxes are lower.
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The selection of the reference core design which allows for

the transfer of fission heat by subcooled boiling of the organic cool-

ant over a portion of the fuel element surface is based upon the suc-

cessful demonstration of safe operation under these conditions. This

is being accomplished by means of a heat-.transfer-loop development

program and a metallurgical development program on the fabrication

of SAP cladding, both currently in progress at AI. If the results

obtained in these programs indicate that this design may be incon-

sistent with the time scale for the installation of the first OCR core,

an alternate core, which will operate under forced convection con-

ditions only, may be installed as the initial core loading. In order

to provide the flexibility in plant design required for operation under

the modified conditions imposed by the use of the backup core, some

capital cost and pumping cost penalties must be assumed in the de-

sign of the primary loop as well as some reduction in electrical out-

put. The elimination of subcooled boiling will involve increasing the

operating pressure level in the reactor to 165 psig and the average

coolant velocity to about 10 ft/sec. These modifications must involve

increasing the primary loop design pressure from 100 psig to 300

psig and providing sufficient additional pump and motor capacity to

supply higher flow rates at about twice the discharge head specified

for the reference core. It is estimated that these design changes

would not appreciably increase the total capital cost of the plant.

The backup core design involves the use of a uranium-3.5 w/o

Mo alloy, aluminum-clad fuel element. These elements consist of

subassemblies composed of 0.130-inch-thick uranium plates clad

with an aluminum extended surface which has 0 .20-inch-high longi-

tudinal fins. The plate subassemblies are 15 inches in length and

are enclosed in a square fuel housing box of 304 stainless steel of the

same dimensions as those used in the reference core design. There-

fore, no midifications will be required in the design of the reactor

grid structures or control elements.

Since these fuel elements are clad with 2S aluminum it is

not proposed to allow surface temperatures to reach 850 F.
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Operating conditions are selected to limit the maxirrum surface

temperature to 750 F and to avoid subcooled boiling conditions in the

core. Under the core operating conditions specified in Table 3G-4,

this alternate core will produce 405 tmw of thermal power at a cool-

ant outlet temperature of 650 F. It is estimated that under these con-

ditions the steam generators will deliver 1,400,000 lbs/hr of 600 psi!

625 F steam to the turbine throttle for a gross electrical output of

131 mw.

TABLE 3G-4

OPERATING CONDITIONS FOR A FORCED

CONVECTION COOLED CORE

Maximum Surface Temperature, F

Coolant Inlet Temperature, F

Coolant Outlet Temperature,*F

Temperature Rise Through Core, F

Total Coolant Flow Rate, lbs /hr

Average Coolant Velocity, fps

Maximum Coolant Velocity, fps

Maximum Heat Flux, Btu/hr-ft 2

Core System Pressure, psig

Core Pressure Drop, psi

Element Peak-to-Average Ratio

Axial Peak-to-Average Ratio

Radial Peak-to -Average Ratio

Hot Channel Factors

Heat Flux

Temperature Rise

Film Drop

Reactor Thermal Power, tmw

750

597

650

53

5:.5 x 06

8.6

16.3

75,000

165

40

1.10

2.17

1.90

1.44

1.74

1.91

405
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4. Physics

Preliminary nuclear design studies of organic cooled and

moderated reactor types have yielded reactivities and conversion

ratios of the hot, clean cores. The parameters varied in the studies

were rod size, moderator-to-fuel volume ratios, enrichment, and

fuel material, with uranium dioxide and uranium- 10 wt-% molybdenum

alloy as the fuels considered. The fuel element for all cores con-

sisted of clusters of rods in a 28-mil stainless steel box of 5 inches

outside dimension on a 5.5-inch square lattice spacing. The

diameters of the individual rods studied were 0.30, 0.38, and 0.46

inches and were clad with finned SAP tubes. The number of rods in

a fuel box varied so that moderator-to-fuel volume ratios ranged

from 2 to 5. Curves showing the initial keff and initial conversion

ratio for each core are given in Figure 3G-3.

Two-group calculations were used to determine reactivities

with epithermal fission being considered. Fast-group constants

were obtained from the MUFT-4 code and thermal flux distributions

were calculated by the P3 approximation spherical harmonics method.

Separate calculations were done to obtain disadvantage factors for

individual rods and for the box of rods. Thermal cross sections

were averaged over a Wigner-Wilkins spectrum. Shadowing correc-

tions on the effective resonance integrals were made by the method

of Dancoff and Ginsburg. Estimates of the reactivity required for

specified burnups were obtained on an analog computer.

3. Safety

An organic cooled and moderated reactor has a negative fuel

temperature coefficient, coolant-moderator temperature coefficient,

and coolant-moderator void coefficient. These coefficients have a

strong damping effect on reactor transients and oscillations. The

power coefficient is negative.

The organic moderated core is stable with respect to xenon

spatial oscillations, provided one of a number of conditions are met.

With 100% flat flux, a negative power coefficienfof -2.13 x 10 %K/mw
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is required to ensure stability. This small power coefficient is

readily obtainable. With 40% flux flattening, the core is stable with

a power coefficient of zero. Forty percent flux flattening is a real-

istic value for the OCR.

For unprotected reactivity insertion accidents, the ultimate

shutdown mechanism for this core will be a change in geometry

caused by fuel melting. This accident will be contained in the pri-

mary system.

During a loss of flow without scram protection, the primary

shutdown mechanism will be the increased fuel temperatures and the

accompanying reduction in reactivity due to the negative temperature

coefficients of the fuel and coolant. This accident will also be con-

tained by the primary loop.

A combined loss-of-pressure and large-coolant-leak accident

with protective system action will cause no fuel melting and no re-

lease of fission products except those contained in the coolant due to

normal operating procedures.

6. Economics

Estimates of the uranium fuel cycle cost, capital cost, and

operating costs for the organic moderated reactor are illustrated in

Tables 3G-5, 6, and 7. The fuel costs were evaluated for the steady-

state condition assuming an average fuel burnup of 15,000 mwd/mt

and a fabrication cost of $120/kg of uranium. Capital costs were

evaluated by extrapolating existing cost data. The reactor plant

was valued at $110/kw and the turbine generator plant at $70 /kw.

Operating costs were evaluated using a 14% rate on the capital

equipment and an 80% capacity factor. The organic was valued at

$0.17/lb and the organic inventory was carried at a 14% interest

charge.
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TABLE 3G-5

ORGANIC MODERATED AND COOLED REACTOR FUEL COST

Fuel Cost

Fabrication at $120 /kg

Burnup

Shipping at $5/kg

Insurance at 1/2% of value each way

Reprocessing - on batch/yr, 1% loss

Chemical Conversion at $5.60/kg

Inventory at 4%

Total

Pu Credit at $10.50/gmt

Net fuel cost

Mills /kwh

1.08

1.58

0.05

0.03

0.21

0.05

0.42

3.42

0.67

2.75*

*Fuel element consists of 72 - 0.34 inch-diiameter fuel pins clad
with extended surface SAP in a 5-inch-square stainless steel box.
The initial enrichment of the reactor is 2.3% and the burnup is
15,000 mwd/mt. Substituting a non-neutron absorbing material for
the stainless steel should reduce fuel cost by about 8%.

t Pu at $12.00/gm less $1.50/gm conversion charge.

TABLE 3G-6

ORGANIC MODERATED AND COOLED REACTOR CAPITAL COST

Capital Cost Collars

Base cost of 300-emw reactor plant
estimated at $110/kw 33,000,000

Base cost of 300-'enw turbine-
generator plant estimated at
$70/kw 21,000,000

Organic inventory at $0.17/lb 190,000

Total Capital Cost 54,190,000
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TAL 0G-?

COST COM PARTSON BASIS

ORGANIC MODERATED AND COOLED REACTOR

Operating Costs Mills/kwh

Reactor plant at 14% 2.27 2.27

Turbine-generator plant at 14% 1.44 1.44

Net fuel cost at 15,000 mwd/mt 2.75 2.75

Organic makeup 0.60* 0.34t

Organic inventory at 14% 0 .02 0 .02

Credit for burning organic waste (0.04)'* (0.0 2 )t

Operation and maintenance 0.50 0.50

Com->arativc Pow..r Cost 7.54 7.30

*Assuming P = 0.07 mol/100 ev organic decomposition rate

t Assuming G = 0.04 mol/100 ev organic decomposition rate

Not including site development

7. Technological Status

The organic moderated and cooled reactor is a proven reactor

concept, as has been shown by the successful operation of the OMRE

since September 1956. Much valuable information has been obtained

from this experiment and more will be obtained in the future.

The use of an organic moderator in a reactor has one obvious

advantage: a relatively simple design is possible. Since the same

fluid is used as both coolant and moderator, no separation is required

and the process tubes, etc., associated with other moderators are

eliminated from the design. The resultant reactor core is relatively

inexpensive and the engineering problems involved are well under-

stood.

The moderating characteristics of organics are not as good as

D 2 0 or graphite, but are somewhat better than ordinary water. Con-

siderable experimental and analytical effort has been expended to

determine the nuclear characteristics of organic moderators, so that
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today these properties are well known and readily available. The

moderating properties of several kinds of organics have been studied,

both in the pure and irradiated state.

Organic materials undergo both radiolytic and pyrolytic

decomposition when used as a reactor moderator. The pyrolytic

decomposition is essentially zero at bulk temperatures below 750 F,

while radiolytic damage is proportional to the energy deposition in

the organic. When used as a moderator, approximately 4% of the

reactor power is generated directly in the organic. This results in

the necessity for a fairly large coolant purification system to remove

the damaged organic and the continuous addition of fresh organic

material. Studies on the use of inhibiting agents to reduce the effect

of radiolytic damage indicate that it may be possible to reduce the

decomposition rate by as much as 50%. Studies are also in progress

to determine other methods of reducing the organic makeup rate.

An organic moderator, therefore, permits a relatively simple

and inexpensive reactor design but carries the penalty of a fairly

high organic makeup rate. It appears, however, that this makeup

rate can be significantly reduced by future technological improve-

ments.

8. Conclusions

The use of organic fluid as both moderator and coolant re-

stricts the range over which important parameters may be varied.

While the mechanical design of this core is considerably simplified

relative to the open lattice cases, the liberties which may be taken

in fuel element design to achieve good thermal performance are

severely limited by nuclear requirements. The factors leading to

optimum nuclear design often conflict with those required for good

thermal performance.

Moderator-to-fuel ratios required to achieve good nuclear

characteristics were founa to be too high to allow effective heat

removal with forced convection and one-pass flow. Modification of

the core operating conditions to allow subcooled boiling of the organic
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in the central regions of the core were made in order to allow more

effective fuel ulitization.

The selection of oxide fuel based upon the arguments pre-

sented in a previous section of this report led to a choice of cylin-

drical geometry for the fuel elements. Not only are rods easier to

fabricate where uranium oxide is concerned, but stress problems in

the cladding are minimized with this geometry. Cladding stresses

caused by fission gas pressure buildup in plate elements might well

be too high for the SAP material used in this core.

Several interrelated factors influenced the design of the fuel

subassemblies. Two basic thermal design criteria limited the

range over which parameters could be varied. First, the use of

oxide fuel which has an extremely poor thermal conductivity limited

the maximum power generation of a fuel pin to 9 kw/ft. This cri-

terion is virtually independent of pin diameter and is due to a maxi-

mum centerline temperature limitation of 4000 F. If centerline tem-

peratures were allowed to exceed this temperature and approach the

melting point of UO, at 5000 F, fission gas release problem would be

quite acute. The second thermal criterion was one imposed upon the

heat flux. Due to the desire to maintain conservative thermal design

conditions, it was decided not to exceed one-half the predicted burn-

out heat flux anywhere in the core during normal operation. Since

the burnout heat flux at core operating conditions is 310,000 Btu/hr-

ft 2, the maximum wz;s set at 155,000 Btu/hr-ft'.

Selection of a truly optimum fuel pin diameter from an

economics standpoint is a very complex procedure involving many

time-consuming computations. This procedure could only be approx-

imat ed during the limited time available for this preliminary study.

Basically the optimization is summarized in Figure 3G-4.

Lines showing the relationship between the maximum linear power

generation as a function of fuel pin diameter have been plotted in this

figure with finning factor as a parameter. All the points on these

lines correspond to a maximum heat flux of 155,000 Btu/hr-ft2. The
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finning factor is a measure of the percent increase in effective heat

transfer surface area achieved by the addition of extended surface or

fins to the cladding. A finning factor of unity therefore, corresponds

to a smooth tube. Finning factors above about 2.5 are not mechanical-

ly practical for small pins.

A horizontal line has also been plotted at the value of linear

power generation corresponding to 9 kw/ft, beyond which fuel tem-

peratures will exceed 4000 F. Maintaining the maximum heat flux

constant at 155,000 Btu/hr-ft2 , the permissible linear power genera-

tion may be increased by increasing the pin surface area. This can

be accomplished by either increasing the pin diameter or the finning

factor until the 9 kw/ft line is reached.

The upper curve in the figure shows the relationship of core

specific power to pin diameter. It is economically advantageous

to attain high specific power since this factor will influence fuel in-

ventory.

The selected design point is indicated as a vertical dashed

line. This point, at a pin diameter of 0.34 inch, corresponds to the

maximum attainable specific power at core design conditions and a

moderator-to-fuel ratio of 3.2.

Figure 3G-3 shows the effect of varying moderator-to-fuel

ratio upon initial reactivity and conversion ratio. The design point is

indicated by a vertical dashed line. It is obvious from these curves

that for a given required initial reactivity, an increase in pin dia-

meter, which would lower the moderator-to-fuel ratio for a fixed

minimum spacing, would require a higher fuel enrichment. There-

fore the selected design point also corre^4onds to the minimum

required fuel enrichment.

It should be noted that while the selection of the reference fuel

element design is based upon a first-order optimization, it is pos-

sible that a study encompassing second-order effects might lea to

slightly lower fuel cycle costs. A slight increase in pin size would

decrease the moderator-to-fuel ratio and require higher fuel
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enrichment for the same initial reactivity. As enrichments increase,

however, the required initial reactivity to attain a given irradiation

level decreases, providing a dampening effect upon the increase in

enrichment. Since conversion ratios will increase with less modera-

tion, it is possible that net fuel cycle costs might decrease, if the

change in enrichment is small enough. A fine optimization such as

this would require considerably more time than was available in the

preliminary phase of this program.

The power costs calculated above contain two results. One of

these is based upon a conservative estimate of organic makeup costs

and the other upon a lower value felt to be attainable by various meth-

ods now under study. These cost reducing methods involve reducing

coolant production costs, using additives to lower decomposition

rates or increase heat transfer capabilities, and sale of by-products,

to mention only a few.

The costs as reported might be even further reduced through

future fuel subassembly design modifications. If the stainless-steel

boxes surrounding the fuel pins can be eliminated or replaced by some

material less parasitic to neutrons, it is estimated that as much as

$500,000 per year might be saved.

The total power cost with the organic: moderated reactor

plant is estimated to be 7.54 mills/kwh or 7.30 mills/kwh depending

upon the value of organic decomposition rate assumed. These power

costs are summarized in Table 3G-7 above. The reference fuel

element design and core layout are given in Plates 3G-2 and 3G-1.
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A. INTRODUCTION

The preliminary evaluation of the graphite moderated and organic

cooled reactor indicated low organic makeup cost and good fuel eco-

nomics. Additional evaluation work has therefore been done in order

to more fully evaluate and to determine the ultimate potential.that this

concept might attain. Modification to include addition of superheat by

passing steam from the organic steam generator back through the

reactor was considered. Further details have been developed for the

graphite moderated reactor design concept, without superheating in-

cluding pricing the fuel for such a plant, estimating the fuel cycle

costs and reactor costs. The incremental cost differences for the

plant outside the reactor per se relative to the OMR system have been

studied qualitatively without actually making a 'revised conceptual de-

sign. There is more extensive work behind the new cost numbers,

compared to the preliminary "Reactor Selection" (Section III), but a

larger margin of error is probable in the economic evaluation of the

graphite moderated reactor than that expected in the organic moderat-

ed version which received more extensive, integrated design effort.

The addition of superheating in the graphite reactor has been

studied sufficiently to identify the serious problem areas and to obtain

approximations of the cost situation that can be expected if such a

reactor is developed.

To simplify the identification of the graphite moderated reactor

type and the variation having superheating steam tubes in the core,

the graphite moderated type is called GOCR and the scheme 1 .ving

superheated steam in the graphite moderated core is called GOCR-S.

The GOCR and GOCR-S both use the same steam flow (3.34 x

106 lb/hr) which was used in the evaluation of all of the other reac-

tors. GOCR produces a gross electrical output of 300 emw. The

GOCR-S produces 378 emw gross. The higher output is accomplished

by the more efficient cycle with the same steam flow.
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B. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

1. Review of Study

The preliminary evaluation study was used as a base for fur-

ther study of the graphite moderated reactor. The horizontal pres-

sure tube design was retained, but the process tube material was

changed to steel to lessen the probability of melting if coolant flow

should be reduced to a low value. Relatively large quantities of heat

are stored in the oxide fuel material and the graphite moderator be-

cause of the high operating temperature of these materials. Other

minor changes were made in the reactor core design concept to im-

prove reliabiliy and ease of fabrication. These changes include an

enlargement of the fuel rod diameter and the use of a header system

instead of a plenum for distributing the organic to the process tubes.

The major additional studies on the graphite moderated con-

cept were further consideration of design details to uncover the more

important problem areas, further detailed estimates of capital and

operating costs and further studies of the control and safety problems.

As a result of the latter study. the design used for the final evalua-

tion is more conservativE' an the design used for the preliminary

study. This conservatism will affect performance, as for example

the steel process tube which has a significant effect on neutron eco-

nomy. However, to be consistent with a July 1960 start-of-construc-

tion date, it is believed that a relatively straightforward and conserva-

tive design is needed.

The most critical problem area in the graphite moderated

reactor design was found to be the safety of the system and the pos-

sibility of positive void and temperature coefficients for the coolant.

A large portion of the study was spent in the review of these problems

but no adequate solution was established. Critical or exponential

experiments are needed to resolve these problems.

?. Conclusions and Recommendations

The graphite moderated OC'! appears to have a slightly



lower operating cost than the organic moderated concept. An organic

makeup requirement of only 14 percent of the makeup for the organic

moderated version is the major saving in operating cost. The fuel

cycle costs for the graphite moderated reactor appear to be about

the same as the OM-OCR with comparable enrichment requirements

and conversion ratio. Estimates of the capital costs of a graphite

moderated reactor indicate that these costs are $5 to $8 million high-

er than an organic moderated reactor. However, there .has been less

engineering effort spent on the graphite moderated concept and there

are many more uncertainties in the design.

An important uncertainty in the design of the graphite mod-

erated reactor is the effect of coolant voids on the reactivity. Ex-

periments would be needed to resolve these uncertainties in order to

obtain a better basis for the evaluation of the safety of the concept.

The graphite moderated, organic cooled reactor is a promis-

ing concept which could be evaluated further. Power costs from this

reactor appear to be competitive with other types of organic cooled

reactors, but additional work would be needed to determine-the mag-

nitude of the power costs with the same accurac; as for the organic

moderated reactors.

The design of headers for the organic inlet to the reactor fuel

channel tubes is not a particularly difficult problem. Emergency

cooling requirements for a GOCR are somewhat more strigent, how-

ever. Even after the reactor is scrammed the coolant must continue

to flow through the fuel elements, not only to remove stored heat due

to the high temperature of the urania and the afterglow heat produced

by fission products but also the heat stored in the graphite due to its

high temperature. Of course, this is true of any high-temperature

graphite moderated reactor whether it is cooled with organic, water,

or other coolants.

The separate fuel channel tube concept of the GOGR lends it-

self to refueling while producing partial power, ~20%. The refuel-

ing machines are coupled into and become a part of the cooling
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system while fuel is being replaced and/or rearranged. This saves

plant down time and allows a better fuel cycle to be established

because smaller fractions of the core loading can be changed on a

schedule providing for more frequent refueling. Also, this frequent

refueling and rearranging capability enables the attainment of a low

maximum-to-average axial fuel burnup ratio, which is important in a

reactor designed for high average fuel burnup. With respect to the

maximum-to-average burnup considerations, the GOCR has a dis-

advantage, relative to the organic moderated reactor, due to the

higher maximum-to-average across individual fuel elements.

Conclusions and recommendations regarding GOCR-S appear

at the end of this Section.
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C. CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

1. Assumptions and General Criteria

The GOCR reactor scheme uses graphite as the moderator and

minimizes the amount of organic coolant in the core. The same steam

conditions (flow, feed water temperature, boiler pressure, and super-

heated steam temperature) and organic conditions (boiler outlet tem-

perature, superheater inlet temperature, steam generator pressures,

and flow rate) are used as are established for the other reactor evalu-

ations.

The organic loops are to be very similar to the OM-OCR. The

pipe runs to and from the reactor are different due to the different

reactor configuration, and the total dynamic head delivered by the

organic pumps is higher. The pump flow is the same, and the steam

generators are identical. All auxiliaries such as degassifier, purifi-

cation, and waste disposal systems are the same except where the

reduced organic replacement requirement allows a system to be

smaller in capacity.

It is assumed that the turbogenerator part of this plant is

identical to the OM-OCR plant design. This is consistant with the

original sizing of the OCR plant by the upper limit of exhaust steam

flow from the turbine into the condenser.

UO2 fuel is used but the actual configuration is different than that

in the OM-OCR. It is intended that the safety and containment be

consistent with that established in the conceptual design of the

OM-OCR. The same limitations on maximum fuel temperature and

maximum surface temperature of the UO2 cladding have been adopted.

It is assumed that the space in which the graphite is stacked has a

helium atmosphere at a pressure very close to atmospheric.

The following table gives general data for the GOCR concept
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TABLE 4C-1

REACTOR DESIGN DATA

Initial Enrichment

Moderator/Fuel Ratio

Initial Conversion Ratio

Average Fuel Burnup

Spent Fuel Enrichment

Pu-239 Conc. in Spent Fuel

Total Pu Conc. in Spent Fuel

Fuel Inventory in Core

Lattice Spacing

Graphite Pile Face Dimen.

Graphite Pile Length

Axial Flux Peaking Factor

Radial Flux Peaking Factor

Element Flux Peaking Factor

Uncertainty Flux Peaking Factor

Total Flux Peaking Factor

Ratio: Max/Avg. Burnup*

Peak Fuel Burnup

Initial k, Hot and Clean

Moderator Inventory

Specific Power

Coolant

Inlet Temp.

Outlet Temp.

Flow Rate

Reactor Pressure Drop

External Loop Pressure Drop

Total Coolant Pressure Drop

Organic makeup Rate

2.2%

27.0

0.63

15,000 mwd/mt

0.94%

6.0 gm/kg of U

7.3 gm/kg of U

61,500 kg of U

13.5 in.

24 x 24 ft

24 ft

1.53

1.40

1.55

1.25

4.15

2.68

40,000 mwd/mt

1.15

1.44 x 106 lb

15.3 kw/kg of U

550 F

675 F

50.5 x 106 lb/hr

90 psi

50 psi

140 psi

3,400 lb/day

*Using the 1.55 element peaking factor, 1.25 uncertainty factor,
1.2 radial flux peaking factor and 1.15 axial flux peaking factor
assuming fuel re-arrangement and refueling during operation.
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TABLE 4C-1 (Continued)

Thermal Rating

Reactor Thermal Power 938 mwt

Heat Input form Organic Coolant Pumps 7 mwt

Power to Steam Generators 945 mwt

Gross Cycle Efficiency 31.8%

Gross Electrical Capacity 300 emw

Organic Pumping Power 9.0 emw

Feedwater Pumping Power 2.0 emw

Condenser Cooling Water Pumping
Power 8.0 emw

Other Power Loads 3 emw

Net Electrical Capacity 278 emw

Plant Utilization Factor 80%

Net Electrical Generation 1.95 x 109 kwh/yr

2. Heat Transfer and Pressure Drop

a. Fuel Element Heat Transfer

Heat transfer problems in the graphite moderated core are

somewhat different from those for the organic moderated core in the

following aspects:

1) In order to minimize the possible positive void and

temperature coefficients of the organic coolant, the

coolant-to-fuel ratio should be kept to a minimum.

With a low coolant--to-fuel ratio, the fuel rods must

be spaced close together, increasing the possibility

of local hot spots.

2) The active fuel sections are relatively long and the

core pressure drops and pumping powers are large.

These values can be reduced by operating the core at

a lower average heat flux, but this would require a

larger reactor core and an increased inventory of

fuel material.
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Despite the large pressure drop and pumping power re-

quired, forced convection appears to be the only feasible means for

removing the core heat. The use of nucleate boiling could ease some

of the pumping power requirement by decreasing the coolant velocity

needed. This latter method of heat removal, however, is not feasible

in the present case because of the large coolant-to-fuel ratio that

would have to be used. In most cases, this ratio is about 3 times the

forced convection value. Such a large quantity of coolant would be

unsatisfactory, because the quantity of organic needed would in itself

be almost sufficient for a moderator, and the reactor design would

then not be basically graphite moderated. Another disadvantage of a

large organic-to-fuel ratio in the graphite moderated reactor is the

higher void and coolant temperature coefficients which will result.

b. Method of Heat Removal from Moderator

During steady state operation, approximately 94% of the

total fission heat is absorbed by the fuel element or generated in the

coolant. The remaining 6% is absorbed by the graphite moderator and

the other structural members, such as the reflector and the thermal

shields. Most of this 6%, however, is absorbed by the moderator.

This graphite heat will be removed by transfer to the process tube

wall, where it is transferred to the organic coolant. The maximum

temperature of the graphite expected, even with imperfect contact

between the graphite and the process tube, is about 1500 F. With the

exception of the negligible amount of heat lost to the ambient atmos -

phere, all the fission heat generated in the core is absorbed by the

coolant flowing through the fuel channels - either directly from the

fuel element, or indirectly from the graphite to the coolant.

c. Heat Transfer Rates and Pressure Drops

For the operating conditions used in this study, an average

heat flux of between 45,000 to 50,000 Btu/hr-ft 2 is about the highest

that can be obtained without incurring excessive pressure drop and
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pumping power requirements. Even with these moderate heat fluxes,

the core pressure drop will be about 90 psi for unflattened distribution.

These can be improved by flux flattening.

3. Fuel Element Description

The fuel element selected consists ofa 61-rod cluster of UO2

pellets jacketed by extended surface tubing of SAP (sintered aluminum

powder M-257) (Plate 4-1). Each fuel element is 2 feet in length by

4.6 inches in diameter. The cluster of rods is supported by a grid at

each end. Six rails tie the grids together and center the fuel element

within the horizontal process channel. To prevent the individual rods

from bending under their own weight or the transverse forces of the

coolant, a band supports the rod cluster approximately one-third of

the distance from each end. The extended surface tubes are fabricat-

ed as an extrustion with sixteen helical fins (1/4 turn for each 2 feet

of tubing) providing approximately 2.2 sq. in. of surface area per inch

of rod. End plugs of SAP seal the fuel pellets inside the finned tubes.

A graphite disc 0.2 inch thick separates the end plug from the fuel

pellets. Each fuel pellet is fabricated in the form of a hollow cylinder

0.365 inch 0. D. by 0.082 inch I. D. by approximately 1/2 inch in

length. The annular gap between the fuel pellets and SAP tubing is

reduced by isostatic pressure forming the extruded tubing down to the

diameter of the fuel pellets. Using an overall power disadvantage

factor in the core of 4.15,approxirrately 2900 fuel elements are re-

quired for a thermal output of 938 mw.

The use of graphite as moderator defined a moderator -to-fuel

ratio of 25 as the practical minimum that can be economically feasible.

Another limitation is that a lattice spacing of less than 13-1/2 inches

center to center distance would possibly eliminate the horizontal

pressure tube with external headers as a potential configuration.

External headers require additional room for pipe insulation, access

for installation and repair, and clearance for removal and insertion

of fuel by remote fuel handling equipment.
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The type of fuel selected was based on many factors. Santo-

wax R because of its heat transfer characteristics sets a practical

maximum heat flux obtainable from the jacket material on the fuel.

Also, the fuel jacket is limited to a maximum surface temperature of

850 F to prevent fouling by thermal decomposition of the organic

coolant. Flow rates greater than 30 ft/sec would add excessive pump-

ing power requirements, and therefore 30 ft/sec is considered the

upper limit. Although much higher specific powers are possible with

uranium-molybdenum alloy fuel, when compared to oxide fuel, the

burnout heat flux limitation for Santowax R governs the specific power

obtained.

Uranium oxide was selected as the reference fuel for this

study. To design the fuel to its maximum allowable temperature

(4000 F) and specific power, the fuel jacket required extended sur-

faces. Only SAP could meet the temperature, strength, and corrosion

requirements and provide the necessary extended surface witout

adding disproportionate amounts of a neutron poison to the core. The

size of a fuel rod was selected by considering the heat generation rate

per foot of rod as a function of diameter, the maximum practical sur-

face area obtainable using SAP finned extrusions, and the cos! factors

associated with changes in fuel rod diameter.

Based on costs above, the fuel diameter should be from 0.25 to

0.4 inch in diameter. A fuel rod diameter of 0.365 inch was chosen for

this design. The internal pressure build-up is approximately 225 psi,

assuming a 5% fission gas release from the UO2 for an average burnup

fo 15,000 mwd/mt and a gas space to fuel volume ratio of 0.05 provided

by coring the fuel pellets.

4. Core Physics Optimization

Studies made for the organic moderated OCR indicated that the opti-

mum fuel rod design wasone which simultaneously gave the limiting condi-

tions on heat flux and on maximum center temperature of the fuel material.
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The fuel rod diameter which corresponds to this optimum will depend

on the ratio by which the effective fuel surface can be extended by the

use of finned cladding. A fuel diameter of 0.365 inch was selected as

being the smallest practical pin which could be provided with sufficient

surface area to operate at a center temperature near 4000 F. This

diameter is slightly larger than that used for the organic moderated

OCR design in order to provide a design which was easier to fabricate

and which allowed larger tolerances.

After selecting the rod diameter, the three remaining inde-

pendent variables in the lattice cell design are the number of rods per

cluster, the lattice spacing and the ratio of organic to fuel in the fuel

element. 37- and 61-rod clusters were considered, but it appeared

that the 37-rod cluster would result in an optimum lattice spacing

less than the 13.5 inches, which was estimated to be the minimum

spacing for ease in installing the headers for distributing organic flow

to the process tubes. A 61-rod cluster was therefore chosen since

any larger clusters would have too large a thermal neutron flux dip

from the edge to the center of the cluster.

A survey of the lattice characteristics as a function of lattice

spacing was made with each of three different enrichments of U-235

in the UO2 fuel. Figure 4-1 shows the results for a SAP process

tube surrounding the fuel element and Figure 4-2 shows the results

with a steel tube 0.0 30 inch thick.

The initial conversion ratios for either case are shown in

Figure 4-3. These physics parameter surveys all use the reference

61-rod fuel element with a ratio of organic area to fuel area of 1.10.

The optimum lattice spacing for minimum fuel cycle cost is

usually found to be less than the spacing which gives maximum re-

activity, since it is possible to increase conversion ratio at the

expense of a small increase in uranium enrichment by going to a

smaller lattice spacing. Inspection of the reactivity data indicates

that the practical minimum spacing of 13.3 inches is probably near

optimum. It was assumed that a hot clean k of 1.15 will be required
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to compensate for equilibrium poisons and for burnup. By cross-

plotting the data on k for a 13.5-inch lattice spacing, the inital

enrichment required with the steel process tubes was found to be

2.2%. Later calculations indicate a lower enrichment requirement

but the 2.2% was retained as a conservative value. The corresponding

conversion ratio is 0.634.

Reactivity calculations were also made for the case of no

organic in the core. The reference case was found to have a reactivity

increase on complete loss of coolant. However, these calculations

are not considered to be reliable and experimented data on the

reactivity change with loss of content are needed. The ratio of organic

to fuel was held to a minimum in order to minimize the reactivity

change on loss of coolant. Significant further decreases in organic

content do not appear desirable as the organic velocity, pressure drop

and pumping power would increase. A possible method of reducing

the void coefficient would be to replace the central seven rods of the

fuel cluster with a graphite rod. The resulting fuel element would

have a lower peak-to-average power distribution and should give a

smaller reactivity change with loss of coolant.

Temperature coefficients for the reference lattice cell were

estimated as follows:

Fuel temperature coefficient, -2 x 10-5/OF

Moderator temperature coefficient, +3 x 10-5/ F.

The fact that the fuel temperature increases much more than

the moderator in a power excursion gives a net negative power coeffi-

cient. These coefficients were calculated for perturbation from the

normal hot and clean operating conditions.
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5. Structural Considerations

a. Structural Properties of Materials

In the design of the horizontal process tube graphite mod-

erated reactor, special structural consideration must be given to the

fuel elements, the process tubes, and the headers.

Structural proplems in the design of the components unique

to this reactor system are closely dependent upon the materials con-

sidered. The structural materials under consideration are essentially

SAP (M-257 sintered aluminum powder), steels, and graphite. The

mechanical and physical properties of these materials are outlined in

Table 4C-2, where the materials are covered by the codes, and the

design allowable stress values are based- on the ASME Code for

Unfired Pressure Vessels and the ASA Code for Pressure Piping.

Where the specific materials are not covered by the codes,

the code methods are followed in arriving at the allowable stress

values.

b. Fuel' Elements

Pressure buildup inside the fuel elements due to the ac-

cumulation of fission product gases must be resisted by stresses in

the jacket material. Figure 4-4 indicates the extent of pressure build-

up which might be expected with a burnup of 15,000 mwd/t of UO2'
On a basis of 5% gas space within the jacket and release of 5% of the

fission gases formed, a pressure of 225 psia is anticipated with the

gases at 3000 Rankine. With 50 psia of external pressure on the

jacket, circumferential membrane stresses are 1,300 psi. A large

increase in the value of this membrane stress would result in creep

of this jacket away from the UO2 fuel, creating heat transfer pro-

blems due to the off-center location of the fuel. The above value of

1,300 psi would not constitute a serious problem.
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TABLE 4C-2

PROPERTIES OF STRUCTURAL MATERIALS

ASA Modulus Thermal Thermal

Material ASME Allowable of Flexibility Expansion Expansion
ter Code Code Expansion Elastict Coefficient, in 100 in. Flexibility

Allowable Stress Range,f Ex1 Oy, 103 x A + E (70to700 F), Coefficient,
A Jal03xA+(Ea)

Austenitic Type 347 14,800 27,150 24.9 1.09 0.63 1.73
Stainless Type 304 14,700 26,150 24.9 1.95 0.63 1.63

Ferritic
Stainless Type 410 12,250 21,875 24.8 0.88 0.40 2.20

Medium A335,P5, 13,400 26850 24.9 1.08 0.43 2.50
Chrome P7, P9

LowAlloyA335,P22 15,000 27,350 26.6 1.02 0.47 2.16Steel

Carbon A106, 14 350 28,600 24.8 1.15 0.47 2.44Steel Gr. B

Aluminum
Powder
Metallurg M-257 3,500 12,437 10.6 1.18 0.845 1.39

Products

*Code Allowables do not cover this material.
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With the fuel elements in a horizontal position, a heat

transfer problem can be induced by sagging of these elements.

Adequate intermediate supports coupled with spiraling of the fins is

used to minimize this problem.

c. Process Tubes

Three materials were considered for the process tubes:

M-257, steels, and graphite.

The advantages of M-257 for this purpose are:

1) Low nuclear cross section.

2) Chemical compatibility with the coolant.

3) Adequate strength at operating temperatures.

4) Highest flexibility coefficient in Table 4C-2.

The disadvantages of M-257 for this purpose are:

1) The melting point of M-257 is lower than the potential

operating temperature of the graphite or internal

temperature of UO2 fuel.

2) Lowest thermal expansion flexibility coefficient

caused by high thermal expansion.

3) Difficulty in devising mechanical connections to the

steel headers.

The advantages of medium chrome steels and low alloy

steels for use in the process tubes are:

1) Melting point above the potential operating tempera-

ture of the adjacent graphite.

2) Favorably flexibility coefficients.

3) Resistance to atmospheric corrosion of chrome steels.

4) Ease of connecting this material to the steel headers.

5) High strength at operating temperatures.
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The disadvantages are:

1) High nuclear cross section.

2) Handling difficulties with very thin sections considered.

The advantages of graphite for use as a process tube mate-

rial are:

1) Low neutron cross section.

2) Direct transfer of the heat generated in the moderator

area to the major coolant circuit.

3) Low coefficient of thermal expansion.

4) Very high melting point.

5) Fair strength properties at very high temperature.

Disadvantages are:

1) Possible chemical incompatibility problems which may

require cladding of the graphite.

2) Difficulty in connecting the graphite tubes to the

header system.

3) Lack of ductility.

4) Abrasive quality of graphite in contact with .other

components or carried by the coolant stream.

5) Graphite may absorb coolant which could then de-

compose and cause gas pressure with the possibility

of cracking the graphite.

The potential high operating temperature of the graphite

moderator, 1300 F, is a major factor in the selection of the process

tube material. The vertical differential thermal expansion between

the graphite core and the concrete walls of the core cavity require that

the process tubes have sufficient flexibility to undergo bending without

overstressing.
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Flexibility coefficients indicate that M-257 is the most

desirable material from this point of view. The possibility that the

heat stored in the graphite could melt the M-257 tubes in case of an

accident counteracts this advantage. Steel tubes are less desirable

from a flexibility point of view but would not be expected to melt down.

Graphite tubes would operate at the coolant temperature and minimize

this problem.

The use of ferritic steel process tubes of 0.030-inch wall

thickness imposes a 0.055 loss in k from what would be obtained

with M-257 process tubes. This loss can be met with a small in-

crease of enrichment. Graphite tubes would require less fuel enrich-

ment than either of these.

The favorable thermal expansion flexibility coefficient and

ease of fabrication with steel process tubes result in less complex

exterior connections and flexibility details, yielding a capital cost

advantage.

Consideration was given to the possibility of corrugating the

thin walled steel tubes. It was postulated that the pressure of the

organic would force the walls out against the graphite, potentially

providing improved heat transfer from the graphite into the organic

coolant. Initial survey of the problem indicates that friction of the

steel against the graphite and details at the ends of the graphite could

make this alternative impractical.

The conclusion is drawn that, while the graphite tubes

potentially offer the most satisfactory system, the feasibility of such

a design has yet to be demonstrated. Ferritic stainless or medium

chrome steel tubes offer the most simple, safe design currently

feasible and are recommended at this stage.

d. Headers

The primary problem in the design of the headers is to

provide the flexibility necessary to absorb the differential thermal
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expansion within the system. The lattice spacing is dictated by

nuclear considerations and allows a minimum of space for design

alternatives.

Differential expansion in the axial direction of the process

tubes is minimized by installing the headers with sufficient length

parallel to the process tubes to expand the same amount as the

process tubes when going to operating temperature. Differential

expansion in the vertical direction, transverse to the process tubes,

is absorbed in flexibility of the header. The horizontal transverse

expansion problem is minimized by dividing the header and absorbing

the resulting expansion in combined flexibility of the process tube

extensions plus flexibility of the headers.

Short expansion joints or flexible tubing may be used to

allow for differential expansion between individual process tubes. No

serious problems requiring development effort are anticipated in the

header design. A test program would be required to establish the

reliability of the flexible hose and connectors.

6. Description of Reactor Structure

a. General

The general arrangement of the reactor structure is shown

in Plate 4-2. The core consists of closely packed square logs of

graphite forming a 24-foot cubic pile. The central 20-foot cube of the

pile forms the active core. The outer 2 feet of the pile comprises the

reflector. Horizontal process tubes pass through the center of the

logs. These tubes are coupled at their ends to a header system that

feeds organic coolant at one end and collects and carries off heated

organic coolant at the other. The headers are also shown in Plate

4-2. They are designed to allow fuel elements to be inserted at one

end and removed from the other. There are 324 process tubes avail-

able for fuel. Each can holds ten 2 foot long fuel elements. The

tubes are arranged in a square lattice 13.5 inches on centers.
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b. Shielding

Four sides and the top of the graphite pile are shielded with

the following (from inside out):

1) 2 inch space

2) 1-1/2 inch steel plate

3) 4 inches lead with cooling coils

4) 1-1/2 inches of masonite

5) 1-inch steel plate

6) 7-1/2 feet ordinary concrete.

The bottom of the graphite pile rests on an 8-inch layer of refractory

brick (aluminia) 1-1/2 inches of steel plate and grillage beams. The

voids between the grillage beams are filled with crushed magnesite

and traced with cooling coils. The refractory provides a thermal

barrier between the graphite and the steel. The cooling coils carry

off the excess heat.

c. Header System

The design of the header system is to satisfy the following

requirements:

1) Allow refueling while producing partial power.

2) Any of the 4 pumps can provide coolant to any process

tube.

3) Process tubes must be easily replaced.

The process tubes are grouped into 36 horizontal half-rows

of 9 tubes each. Each 9-tube row is fed from a common header.

Each group of 9 headers is fed from a common manifold. There are

four manifolds at each end of the reactor. A block valve in the header

at the manifold provides for isolation of any nine process tubes, so

that after fuel is removed the branch can be taken out of service.

Pipes feeding the manifolds are cross-connected so that flow from

any pump can reach any process tube.
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The loading-face header forms a cross-connection with

each of its process tubes. The tubes connect to the header barrel

with a ring type clamp which also anchores the tube to the loading

face of the reactor (see Plate 4-2). The header barrel has a fuel-

loading plug opposite the process tube connection. This plug is

operated by the fuel loading machine.

The outlet end of the process tube connects to a barrel

through a tubing-flare and union coupling. The outlet barrel has a

fuel-removal plug at the end and a Y-nozzle that couples to a flex

hose. This hose then connects to the outlet header through another

Y-nozzle. The flex hose is able to absorb all of the longitudinal

thermal expansion of the process tube.

d. Arrangement Within Containment Dome

The reactor structure is located near the center of a cir-

cular containment structure approximately 150 feet in diameter as

illustrated on Plate 4-3. The four steam generators and coolant

pumps are located two to each side of the reactor. In front of the

loading face is a 20- by 41-foot clear floor area for tube replace-

ment. Beyond that is the fuel storage facility. At the rear of the

reactor is located the spent fuel handling facility. The refueling and

spent fuel receiving machines are located adjacent to the front and

rear faces of the core.

7. Discussion of Containment

The GOCR radiation containment philosophy is based upon

triple containment of fission products. Primary containment is

affected by the SAP fuel element cladding. Should the cladding fail,

the fission products will be released to the coolant and contained by

the steel process tubes and piping system. Thus the coolant piping

constitutes the second enclosure. Continual coolant cleanup will

reduce fission product concentration. Should the piping fail, the third

*Subsequent considerations indicated that this diameter is optimis-
tically small and the cost estimates were done using a diameter
equivalent to that used for the OM-OCR conceptual design.
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enclosure is the vapor-tight secondary containment which encloses

the reactor, the coolant piping, and the steam generator equipment.

The containment structure consists of a circular reinforced

concrete wall topped by a hemispherical steel dome. Earth from the

footings excavation is banked against the outside of the concrete wall

to provide additional weight and shielding. Access to the contain-

ment structure is through gas-tight chambers with inner and outer

doors. A sectional elevation of the containment structure is shown

on Plate 4-3.

The magnitude of any spill exterior to the core containment

and process area will be limited by appropriate valve action. Within

the core process areas, contamination caused by a coolant spill will

also be limited by sectionalizing valve action. Should a sustained

coolant leak be necessary to maintain coolant flow in the fuel chan-

nels, a scavenging system will prevent large concentrations of con-

taminated coolant by returning the leakage to the main coolant stream.

8. Fuel Handling

a. Fuel Handling Machines

The ability to change fuel while the reactor is running in-

curs no additional expense, since organic coolant must be provided

at all times to carry off after-glow heat when the reactor is shut

down. Therefore the fuel-change machines are pressurized with

coolant and the fuel is cooled by circulating organic while it is being

removed and replaced. The basic geometry of the inside of the

machines is much like the cylinder of a revolver. The cylinder has

eleven positions - one for the header plug and the balance for the ten

fuel elements that comprise a tube loading. The cylinder is housed

in a pressure vessel with a projecting nozzle that is capable of

making a pressure-tight connection with the header barrel. A

hydraulic piston feeds the 2 foot elements into the tubes. The vessel

rides up and down in a track-mounted gantry. The spent fuel
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machine is mounted in a gimbal so that it can turn 90 degrees and

deposit its charge in the spent fuel storage thimbles. Flexible hose

carries organic to the refueling machine from the coolant system

supply lines, through the channel being refueled, into the spent fuel

receiving machine, and back into the coolant pipes carrying organic

to the pumps.

b. Spent Fuel Storage

Spent fuel is stored in vertical carbon steel thimbles im-

mersed in a pool of water. The thimbles are filled with an organic

liquid which has a low vapor pressure and also acts as a cleaning

agent. The length of the thimble is such that- there is about 10 feet

of organic over the irradiated elements. The total capacity of the

facility will be at least one complete core loading. The water in

the pool or canal will be circulated slowly and cooled to maintain

required temperature level. The spent fuel handling machine will

discharge the elements into the thimbles. After a decay period, the

elements are removed from the thimbles and placed in shipping

casks for transporting to the reprocessing plant.
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D. START-UP AND OPERATION

The principal GOCR properties which determine plant operating

philosophy include a high coolant melting point and large moderator

thermal capacity. Each affects plant operation in a different way.

The high organic melting point imposes a requirement for preheating

the coolant piping and any associated services, with significant ther-

mal capacity, to minimum coolant flow temperature. Also, the heat

stored in the graphite mass, together with high operating tempera-

tures and fission product decay in the fuel, requires a reliable after-

glow heat removal system.

Two approaches for preheating the reactor core have been con-

sidered. The system selected for the reference designs uses a hot

gas system to preheat core, piping, and steam generators with a fuel-

fired gas heat exchanger and compressor. The other approach con-

sidered was to fill the system with a low-melting-point organic com-

pound and use either an auxiliary heater or pumping losses, if ade-

quate, as the heat source. The fluid selected for this purpose would

have to be compatible with the organic coolant to the extent that the

system can be filled with organic without extensive purging.

The heat stored in the reactor after an extended period of opera-

tion precludes shutdown of reactor cooling services until core tem-

peratures have been reduced to levels which are compatible with core

materials and organic coolant decomposition temperatures.

There are a number of situations during the course of normal

plant operation which require emergency reduction in plant output.

Among the more usual of these is sudden loss of generator load. The

causes producing this condition range from simple operator error to

network instability with loss of generator synchronization. The situ-

ation occurs with sufficient frequency to be classed with operational

problems, and in the GOCR is met in the following manner:

1) Upon loss of load, the turbine governor reduces steam

flow to prevent over-speed trip.
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2) The steam bypass system opens and passes excess steam

to the condenser. Since the bypass system steam capacity

is much less than full load flow, any excess steam will

have to be vented to the atmosphere.

3) The core power set-back controls will reduce core power

to a standby level. As this level will be greater than the

steam flow needed to maintain turbine speed, steam by-

pass is needed whenever the turbine is operating without

load. When the core power level reaches the bypass sys-

tem rating, the atmospheric dump valve will close. Plant

operation can be continued indefinitely in this configuration

until such time as a decision is made to pick up load or to

shut down the turbine.
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E. SAFETY

1. Radiation Protection

One of the principal advantages of the organic coolant is its

inherently low level of induced activity during plant operation. The

only sources of direct radiation in the plant, therefore, are the core

and such activity as is released to the coolant via fuel cladding failure

and activated corrosion products. With these as the only sources of

radiological activity, the GOCR coolant loop shielding requirements

are very low. Justification for this shielding philosophy is based upon

certain unique operating features planned for the GOCR. The most

important of these is the ability to change fuel with the plant in opera-

tion. With this feature there is no requirement for sustained opera-

tion with high fission product concentrations. Should a fuel element

fail, monitors located in the coolant discharge barrels will signal this

event and also identify the channel in which the failure has occurred.

The reactor power can be reduced to 20% or below. The header valves

will be used to reduce the flow in the header serving the faulty fuel.

These fuel elements will be changed and containment integrity

restored. A temporary increase in coolant activity will exist until

the faulty fuel elements have been replaced. Natural decay and the

plant coolant purification system will gradually reduce the coolant

activity to its normally low level.

Should highly contaminated coolant be inadvertently spilled, it

will be contained by the vapor-tight secondary enclosure provided for

the entire reactor-heat exchanger complex. Any coolant vapors or

gaseous fission products can then be released to the atmosphere through

the plant stack at controlled rates.

2. Routine Hazards

The organic coolant will not produce toxic physiological effects

at concentrations which yield easily detectable .odors. Industrial

experience with similar compounds over long periods of time has been

good. There is some fire hazard since the coolant operating tempera-

ture will be well above the atmospheric flame point; however, the
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coolant spontaneous ignition temperature is estimated at 1000 F, which

is considerably higher than the normal maximum coolant temperature.

Any large spill will be quenched by atmospheric cooling plus the plant

fire protection system, if necessary, and vapors released from any

organic spill external to the reactor will be contained by the plant

vapor-tight enclosure.

3. Plant Accidents

Serious plant emergencies might possibly occur in the GOCR

as the result of unscheduled nuclear excursions, equipment failures,

coolant leaks, and loss of coolant velocity or pressure. Each of these

eventualities must be considered in the plant safety philosophy.

a. Nuclear Excursions

Reactivity increases can possibly occur if the core coolant

is either lost or substantially reduced in density. The magnitude of

this effect is difficult to calculate reliably, and experimental data on

the change in reactivity with loss of coolant would be needed in order

to evaluate the control and safety problems of the GOCR.

Since the horizontal pressure tube system selected for the

GOCR does not permit use of core shutdown with change to subcritical

geometry as the ultimate core shutdown mechanism, it may be neces-

sary to augment the normal scram control by an independent shutdown

system which introduces a gaseous poison into the graphite. The gas

scram control would provide a backup in the event the rod scram

system failed completely. To eliminate the possibility of a return to

criticality due to a gradual gas leak, additional backup with solid

poison could also be provided, such as is presently used in operating

graphite moderated reactors. Operation of the gas scram control

should be limited to extreme emergencies. Plant shutdown with the

normal rod scram system must be possible in all plant emergencies

where the rod control system is operable.
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b. Loss of Coolant

System heat transfer characteristics require uninterrupted

coolant flow if the physical integrity of the fuel elements is to be

assured. To meet these conditions, the plant has been designed to

provide core coolant flow under all normal and credible emergency

situations, including extended cooling following reactor shutdown. The

situations which have been considered cover (1) loss of pumping

capacity, (2) loss of heat exchanger capacity, and (3) piping failures.

Since these are the most serious non-nuclear accidents, the system

provisions for meeting each of these problems merits discussion.

(1) Loss of Pumping Capacity

Loss of pumping capacity in this instance is defined as

loss of coolant pumping head. This accident could be caused by loss

of pump drive power, loss of coolant system pressure, and mechanical

failure of the coolant pump or drive system. If pump suction pressure

is lost due to failure of the coolant pressurization system, pump cavi-

tation would cause vapor binding, channel blocking, and core damage.

By providing duplicate pressurizing pumps, one of which is either

steam or diesel-electric driven, plus a gas pressurized surge tank,

there is very little probability that all pressurizing elements will fail

or become ineffective simultaneously.

If coolant boiling should occur within the core, vapor

lock could starve the pumps and reduce the pumping head if the pumps

were located in the reactor coolant discharge lines. For this reason

the pumps are placed in the core coolant inlet lines between the core

inlet headers and steam generators. Should coolant pump power fail

with the plant operating at full power, reactor scram or setback will

be initiated depending upon whether all or partial pumping capacity has

been lost. Sufficient inertia will be added to the pumps to assure an

adequate flow of coolant during core power reduction and the fuel

element cooling period.
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An emergency pumping unit is available should all

electrical service fail.

At least four coolant pumps will be used to supply the

full-load core coolant requirements. Through a transfer header

system, any pump will be able to supply coolant simultaneously to all

steam generators and core fuel channels. This duplication of equip-

ment plus the interconnection flexibility provides a pumping facility

which is not seriously affected by the mechanical failure of any single

component.

(2) Loss of Coolant Heat Exchanger Capacity

Under certain situations, core heat is dumped to atmos-

phere by steam dump. Four steam generators are available for

coolant heat exchanger service. These generators will be supplied

by emergency feedwater and condensate pumps, should the normal

system become inoperative.

Mechanical reliability of the feedwater pumping system

is assured by equipment duplication. Pumping capacity will not be

seriously affected by the mechanical failure of a single unit. If all

electrical power fails, a steam or diesel electric pump will continue

to supply steam generator makeup at reduced capacity.

Steam generator makeup water is provided by the turbine

condenser system. Should the condenser fail, raw water will be

supplied to one steam generator with an emergency service water pump.

During this emergency situation, steam will be vented to atmosphere.

In view of the equipment diversity and multiplicity of

plant operating configurations, the probability of complete loss of core

coolant heat exchanger capacity is very remote.

(3) Piping Failures

Piping failures in the reactor coolant,feedwater, steam,

and condenser cooling water piping systems must be considered
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in connection with the loss-of-coolant accident. A failure in any of

these areas introduces an emergency situation which, in the absence

of corrective action,may result in loss of core coolant.

(a) Coolant Piping Failures

The most serious loss-of-coolant accident is due to

piping failure within the reactor or in the associated header systems.

Bulk organic storage to provide continuous cooling under these condi-

tions is impractical because of the large volume needed. A system

for recovery and recirculation of any sustained organic spill is pro-

posed as a means of providing the core with a continuous supply of

coolant.

In the GOCR, sectionalized inlet and discharge headers

are provided to assure coolant flow in all fuel channels upon inlet or

discharge header failure. Should an inlet header fail, it will be

isolated by sectionalizing valves. Organic spill will continue through

the ruptured header but will be contained by the reactor process

chambers. Sump pumps will collect the spill and return it to the main

coolant system for recirculation. Any coolant fires will be controlled

by blanketing the spill area with CO2 or other inert atmosphere.

Entrapped gas will be removed by the plant organic purification system.

During this period the spilled coolant temperature must be kept high

enough to assure a good rate of flow to the process chamber sumps.

By means of this system, stored organic inventories are reduced to

the lowest possible level.

Should minor leaks develop in the headers or reactor

piping, plant operation need not be interrupted, depending, of course,

upon the extent of the spill. The sump system will recover any

leakage and return it to the main coolant system. A decision to shut

down would be based, in a situation of this type, upon the coolant

contamination level and the activity released to the plant.
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Coolant leaks in the core coolant supply system out-

side of the reactor will be contained by isolation valves. The four

supply and discharge lines plus a transfer header system will assure

coolant flow even with the loss of several lines. Thus, the probability

of a core coolant accident due to piping failures is very small. To

handle the coolant leak accident, with the rod control operable, surge

tanks will be connected to the core coolant headers. In certain emer-

gency situations these tanks will maintain coolant in the core fuel

channels until the rod scram system has inserted sufficient negative

reactivity to override the possible positive effects on loss of coolant.

(b) Feedwater and Condensate Piping Failures

Sectionalizing valves plus transfer headers are used to

isolate broken sections of feedwater and condensate piping. In

addition, provision is made to supply a steam generator with emer -

gency raw water through an independent piping system.

(c) Steam Piping Failures

At least two steam lines will be used in the turbine, and

turbine bypass systems. Breaks will be isolated by sectional

valves. Any excess steam beyond the capacity of the remaining lines

will be vented to atmosphere.

(d) Cooling Water Piping Failures

Duplicate cooling water lines supply the turbine condenser.

Since the usual condenser design has two independent tube sections

for in-service maintenance, one of the cooling water lines will be run

to each of the header sections. With this provision, a tube failure or

loss of cooling water to any section can be isolated and condenser

operation continued at reduced capacity.

4. Shutdown Cooling

Continuous core cooling is needed to remove core afterglow

heat and lower graphite temperature after reactor shutdown to levels
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which are consistent with core material properties and coolant

pyrolytic decomposition characteristics. The system selected for

this function includes the steam.generators, turbine condensers,

cooling water system, feedwater system, turbine steam bypass system,

and the core organic sump system. The duplication of equipment in

these systems assures a highly reliable shutdown cooling system. In

addition, all usual emergency services will also be available during

the shutdown cooling period.

F. CONTROL PROBLEMS

The basic differences between the organic-moderated and the

graphite-moderated-reactor plant insofar as the control system is

concerned is the fact that the GOCR uses forced convection cooling

as compared to the nucleate boiling scheme used in the OM-OCR, and

that the header system provides less coolant reservoir than the

OM-OCR tank design. The latter difference is overcome to some

extent by the addition of a large coolant filled surge tank which floats

on the coolant header system. The forced convection system requires

control to higher flow velocities. These differences require minor

differences in the control valves but the control system is essentially

the same as required for the OM-OCR and is estimated on that basis.

A variable-s2 -ed ur+,, variable-flow-velocity control system

was considered, but experience in Dressurized water systems has

shown that such a system is more expensive than the one selected.
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G. ECONOMICS

1. Fuel Cycle Costs

The fuel costs are based on the following design conditions:

Reactor thermal power 938 mw

Net electrical power 278 mw

Plant utilization factor 0.80

Initial enrichment 2.2%

Initial conversion ratio 0.63

Average fuel burnup 15,000 mwd/mt

No. of fuel elements
in core 2,900

Spent fuel enrichment 0.94%

Fuel Inventory in core 61,500 kg U

Total Pu concentration

in spent fuel 7.3 gm/kg U

The average throughput per year for aburnup of 15,000 mwd/mt

is 18,250 kg of U.

Fuel fabrication charges include the conversion of UF6 to UO2
powder, compressing and sintering the UO powder to pellets, grind-

ing, and fabricating into finished elements. The fuel inventory out-

side the reactor is assumed equal to 1-1/2 times the throughput of

fuel per year.

The cost of chemical processing is based on a plant to be built

by the AEC with a capacity of one metric ton of uranium per day if no

criticality restrictions are imposed. The estimated cost of operating

this plant is $15,300 per day. Cleanup and startup charges for batches

greater than 8 metric tons will be equivalent to 8 days of plant opera-

tion. The AEC charge for the conversion of plutonium nitrate to plu-

tonium metal is $1.50/gm of contained plutonium. This charge in-

cludes losses in the process. Assuming a plutonium credit of $12 per

gram, the net worth of plutonium is $10. 50 per gram. Insurance

charges of 1/2% were used based on the value of uranium, plutonium,

and fuel elements during shipment to and from the site.
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The cost factors used are summarized in Table 4G-1. Table

4G-2 lists estimated fuel costs in mills per kwh.

TABLE 4G-1

DATA USED FOR ESTIMATING GOCR FUEL CYCLE COSTS

Item Cost
($/kg U)

Fuel preparation and fabrication* 120.00

Value of new fuel 251.00

Value of spent fuel 67.75

Shipping charge 5.00

Insurance charge 2.44

Processing of spent fuel to nitrates' 22.68

Conversion of nitrates to UF6  5.60

Pu credit 76.60

Uranium inventory charge per year 4%

TABLE 4G-2

GOCR FUEL CYCLE COSTS
Cost

(mills /kwh)

Fuel element preparation and fabrication* 1.13

Burnup 1.72

Inventory 0.46

Processing to nitrates 0.22

Nitrates to UF6  0.05

Shipping and insurance 0.07

Sub Total 3.65

Pu credit 0.72

Total fuel cost 2.93

*Includes all losses
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Further reactor physics calculations were performed after the

above fuel cycle cost estimates were completed. These calculations

indicate that the fuel enrichment required may be lower than that used

above, and therefore the above costs may be high.

2. Fuel Cycle

The fuel cycle consists of the following items in the order

listed:

a. Shipment of UF6 to processor

b. Conversion of UF6 to pellets

c. Shipment of pellets to fabricator

d. Fuel element fabrication

e. Shipment of fuel elements to site

f. Precore storage

g. Incore irradiation

h. Decay cooling

i. Spent fuel shipping to reprocessing site

j. Reprocessing

The expected average core life is 3-1/2 years based on the

core loading of 61,500 kg of uranium and for an average burnup in the

fuel of 15,000 mwd per metric ton. The ability to rearrange the indi-

vidual fuel elements during operation as proposed for this study ex-

tends the time between fuel changes to the average core life, reduces

the number of thermal cycles, and permits reactor maintenance

schedules to coincide with those required for the turbine generator

equipment.

The isotopic changes in the fuel are those given by T. J.

Connolly.' The relative cross sections used in the isotope buildup

equations are given in Table 4G-3:

I Isotopic Changes in SGR Fuel - Private communication from
T. J. Connolly
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TABLE 4G-3

RELATIVE CROSS SECTION USED IN
ISOTOPIC BUILDUP EQUATIONS

Relative Effective Cross Sections
Absorption Fission Capture

U-235 1.00 0.805 0.195

U-238 0.0034
(the rmal)

Pu-239 3.10 1.94 1.16

Pu-240 3.50

Pu-241 2.80 2.05 0.75

Although the above referenced report was intended for sodium graphite

reactors, the GOCR was found to have similar design conditions, that

is, approximately the same moderator temperatures, moderator -to-

fuel ratio, use of slightly enriched oxide fuel, etc.

3. Cost of Reactor and Turbine Plant and Cost of Electric Power

Estimates have been made of the capital cost of the GOCR

reactor and plant facilities and the resulting cost of electric power

based on a 14 percent annual capital charge. These estimates are

summarized in Table 4G-4.

TABLE 4G-4

GOCR CAPITAL COSTS AND POWER COSTS

Capital Cost Mills/kwh
106$

Reactor plant 37.5 2.70

Turbine plant 21.0 1.51

Fuel cycle cost

Organic makeup

Operation and Maintenance

Comparative Power Cost*

*Not including site devclopm ent.

2.93

0.08

0. 50

7. 1
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H. RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

The research and development program required to provide data

for the final design of the GOCR will involve the extension of present

development effort in several areas. These areas are: (1) core heat

transfer and hydraulics, (2) development of fabrication techniques for

the SAP fuel element cladding, (3) experimental physics, and (4) de-

velopment of specific components. The specific research and devel-

opment projects are discussed below:

1. Fuel Element Assembly Development and Test

The Research and Development Program under this subaccount

is scheduled to include the following:

a) Development of fabrication and assembly techniques for

the fuel element and end connectors.

b) Development of production jigs and fixtures.

c) Development of tests and procedures for quality control

of finishing fuel element components.

Preliminary development work at Atomics International under

the advanced OMR program has demonstrated, on a laboratory scale,

the feasibility of using SAP as a cladding material for UO. The work

outlined above is to augment the present effort. In addition, this phase

of the R and D program will furnish the equivalent of approximately

15 fuel elements required for other test purposes, such as hydraulic

studies and fuel handling. It should be remembered that these are

2-foot-long elements, and so 15 of these represents a nominal cost

compared to long fuel elements used in most other reactors.

2. Heat Transfer and Hydraulic Studies

Specific information required consists of:

a) Determination of burnout heat flux limitations for the

GOCR fuel element configuration under forced convec-

tion conditions and at velocities in the operating range,
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b) Determination of the fouling characteristics and limita-

tions of the GOCR coolant, and fuel element configura-

tion,

c) Determination of the hydraulic performance of the GOCR

fuel element, including pressure drop and pin vibration.

3. Reactor Physics

A full-scale critical experiment is not recommended for the

GOCR because of the large size of the reactor. The principal part of

the reactor physics project would be either an exponential experiment

or a critical experiment which utilizes a small portion of a GOCR core

surrounded by a buffer lattice of another type to make the assembly

critical. The most crucial reactor physics problem on the GOCR is

the effect of the organic coolant on the reactivity. This question

could be adequately investigated by either an exponential or a buffered

critical assembly. Data would also be obtained on lattice buckling,

intra-cell flux distributions and resonance escape probability which

would be used to normalize theoretical calculations on GOCR lattice

cells. A safety factor must be utilized in the selection-of the enrich-

ment for the first core loading, but it is probably cheaper to provide

this safety factor by means of added fuel elements or lower burnup

per element than by a full-scale critical experiment. The cost of an

exponential experiment would be about 10 percent of the cost of a full

scale critical experiment.

4. Control Rod Development

Control rods for the GOCR would be tall vertical elements

with the control rod drives about the reactor. The development of

these rods should be relatively simple since organic seals would not

be required and because similar rods have beenusedin other reactors.

Specific information to be secured under this phase of the

R and D program is the testing under simulated operating conditions

of the control rod and drive system proposed for the GOCR. Specific

information to be obtained includes:
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a) Operating characteristics of the drive.

b) Reliability of the drive.

c) Performance characteristics of the rod snubber system.

d) Structural behavior of the rod and follower.

e) Wear rates of the various components.

f) Reliability and operating characteristics of the complete

control rod and drive assembly.

A full-sized mockup of the control rod assembly proposed for

the GOCR core will be required.

5. Fuel Element Failure Detection and Location Subsystem

Specific work included under this program will be the opti-

mization and development of a fuel element monitoring system capable

of. detecting minor cladding failures within the fuel elements. The

development work will emphasize environmental factors peculiar to

an organic cooled reactor. The development of this system will be

simplified due to the manifold arrangement for the coolant channels,

i. e., the individual fuel channel tube design of the GOCR does not

require complex internal core plumbing.

6. Fuel Handling Development

This would be a major development program because of the

necessity for a remotely operated tool to be placed inside the fuel

cask to remove the cap at the end of the fuel channel tube after the

cask is sealed to the end of the tube. It is also necessary to maintain

coolant flow during fuel element changes, and this causes additional

complexity. The added cost to the R and D program probably can be

offset by savings which will arise because of the ability to refuel

during reactor operation.

7. Compatibility of Graphite and Coolant

A laboratory study would be made on the possible reactions
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between coolant and graphite at high temperatures, to simulate pro-

cess tube leaks in the GOCR. If the graphite become impregnated

with hydrocarbon, the moderating properties would be affected. The

effect of radiation on organic-soaked graphite would also be investi-

gated.

To investigate the future potential of the GOCR, the feasibility

of a graphite process tube in direct contact with the organic will be

examined.
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I. ADVANCED CONCEPT

1. Discussion of the Potential of Nuclear Superheat

A possible method for improving the economy of a graphite

moderated organic cooled reactor would be to utilize a portion of the

reactor for nuclear superheating. Power would he removed from one

portion of the reactor by organic coolant and this power used to pro-

duce saturated steam. The saturated steam would then be passed

through process tubes in the other portion of the reactor in order to

produce superheated steam. A system of this type will produce steam

at modern steam conditions and will have the advantages of a high

cycle efficiency compared to the non- superheating reactor. The

increased cycle efficiency will decrease fuel cycle costs in inverse

proportion to efficiency. Capital costs per unit of electric capacity

may decrease with the use of superheating since the electric power

per unit volume of reactor will increase and the turbine will be a

standard modern type.

A 25 percent increase in net thermal efficiency might be

obtained by the use of a superheating section in the GOCR. This

increase would reduce the estimated fuel cycle from 2.6 mills/kwh to

1.95 mills/kwh, provided that the same elements could be used in the

superheating region as in the organic cooled region. The attractive-

ness of this potential saving led to a brief study of nuclear superheat-

ing in the GOCR. This study investigated first the feasibility of

nuclear superheating and then the net savings to be expected after the

known cost advantages and disadvantages were compared.

2. Steam Cycles and the Effects on Reactor Design

The thermal cycle efficiency advantage of high steam pres-

sures and temperatures are well known. The question then occurs:

is it feasible to superheat steam in an active -'eactor core at high

pressures, and if so, what is the optimum p:cssure and temperature

consistant with minimum power cost? The so-caileci "pinch point

chart," where percent heat transferred is piot ed1 against temperature

for the organic in the tube side of the boier, t n wtr and steam in
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the shell side of the boiler, and the steam being superheated in the

reactor, illustrates the situation regarding pressure in the boiler,

which in turn is the largest factor in establishing the steam pressure

coming out of the reactor superheater tubes. Figure 4-5 shows pinch

point charts for three. steam cycles which were considered. It can be

shown that the saturation temperature of the steam in the boiler sets

the minimum practical organic temperature at the boiler outlet. This,

of course, sets the organic temperature rise through the reactor with

any given maximum organic temperature, As the reader will recall,

the maximum organic temperature is set by the materials chacter-

istics and heat transfer in the organic cooled fuel elements. The

organic temperature rise through the reactor As the determining factor

for flow rate and to some extent pumping power for a given power out-

put. The trend shown on the chart is that the lower pressure steam

cycles allow greater utilization of organic being pumped. The lower

organic flow requirement allows smaller pipes, valves, etc. , to be

used and saves on pumping power requirements.

All of the cycles studied kept the steam flow constant at

3.34 x 106 lbs/hr. This was set by the maximum flow conditions at

the turbine exhaust during the OCR optimization for a single turbine

plant. The pertinent data for three cycles appear in Table 4I-1.

TABLE 41-1

STEAM CYCLE DATA

Throttle pressure, psig 850 1250 1415
Throttle temperature, F 900 950 1000
Gross, emw 378 387 403
Gross efficiency, % 37.2 39.0 40.2
Heat rate, Btu/kwh 9170 8750 8500
Steam pressure out of reactor, psig 880 1280 1450
Boiler steam pressure, psig 960 1360 1528
Boiler steam temperature, F 541 585 600
Feed water temperature, F 435 470 480
Steam flow, 106 lbs /hr 3.34 3.34 3.34
Feed water enthalpy, Btu/lb 415 455 467
Saturated vapor enthalpy, Btu/lb 1193 1175 1166
Superheated steam to turbine enthalpy, 1453 1468 1492

Btu/lb
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TABLE 4I-1 (Continued)

STEAM CYCLE DATA

Reactor heat to steam, 109 Btu/hr 0.87 0.98 1.09
Reactor heat to organic, 109 Btu/hr 2.60 2.40 2.33
Total reactor heat, 109 Btu/hr 3.47 3.38 3.42
Total reactor heat, mw 1016 991 1004
Organic to boiler, F 675 675 675
Organic out of boiler, F 550 590 608
Organic flow, 106 lbs/hr 41.1 55.6 68.3

Design Conditions:
Superheater in manifold, pressure, psig 1000 1400 1575
Superheater in manifold, temperature, F 560 600 625
Superheater tubes pressure, psig 1000 1400 1575
Superheater tubes temperature, F 980 1030 1080
Superheater out manifold pressure, psig 1000 1400 1575
Superheater out manifold temperature, F 980 1030 1080

It can be noticed that the total gross power of the plant and the percent

of heat added in the reactor superheat channels increase with increas-

ing pressure and temperature as would be expected. Even so, the

utilization of the organic goes down as was mentioned above.

As will be pointed out later, the wall thicknessof the reactor

superheat channel tube is determined by the steam pressure and the

operating temperature. In fact, the allowable stress is very sensitive

to temperature in this range. The dip in the elongation curve for the

attractive tube materials, which is discussed below, favors limiting

the steam cycle temperature to about 900 C at the throttle.

The high organic flows mentioned before in connection with the

high pressure steam cycles cause difficulties inside the reactor

coolant channel tubes. The low organic temperature rise and high

flow gives rise to excessive velocities and quite high pressure drops.

Of course, this difficulty extends to the outside system as well as in

the reactor channels.

The conclusion is that the use of a nuclear superheat steam

cycle in the reactor is feasible in regard to neutron economy and the
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900 F, 850 psig cycle is tentatively recommended. A more extensive

parameter study will be required to actually optimize the selection of

a final steam cycle but it is believed that the most economical cycle

will be close to the tentative recommendation.

3. Superheat Reactor Fuel-Moderator Cells

The objective of the study of superheating lattice cells was to

determine if there was a favorable possibility of constructing a reactor

core which would provide nuclear superheat with a reasonable fuel

cycle cost and capital investment. The designs which were considered

for the lattice cell can be divided into three categories:

a) Once-through pressure tube which contains the fuel

element.

b) Use of low cross section material for the pressure tube

with special provision for maintaining the tube at low

temperature and/or provision for preventing contact of

the pressure tube with steam or other possible corrosive

materials.

c) Fuel outside of the pressure tube with heat conducted

through the pressure tube wall.

a. Once-Through Pressure Tube

Plate 4-4 shows an example of a lattice cell of type a where

a pressure tube of stainless steel is used. The pressure tube would

be welded into a header system at either end of the reactor to provide

saturated steam at one end of the tube and to collect the superheated

steam at the other end. This lattice cell has the following advantages

and disadvantages:

Advantages Disadvantages

1. Simplest header system of any 1. Heavy pressure tube

design considered. causes poor neutron

2. Fewest fabrication problems economy and requires

of any design considered. use of fuel with sub-

stantial enrichment.
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3. Simplest problems on

thermal expansion and

thermal stress of any

design considered.

4. Fuel rod bundle is simple and

of a type used in other

reactors.

5. Steam and organic piping

systems have the .maximum

separation in the region of

the reactor.

2. A break in the fuel

cladding will introduce

fission products into the

superheated steam.

It is necessary to reduce the neutron absorption in the

pressure tube to a minimum. The thickness, t, of the pressure tube

is given by

rP
t ="-

S

where r is the inner radius of the tube, P is the working pressure,

and S is the allowable stress. The cross sectional area, Asof

steel in the pressure tube is

A = Z7rrt = 27rr -P
st S

2
The cross sectional area, A ,pc of the process channel is7rr , and

the ratio of steel to process channel area is

A t __P

A ZS
pc

Thus, if the total area of the process channels in the reactor is fixed

by heat transfer considerations, then the amount of steel in the pres-

sure tubes is dependent only on the working pressure and the allowable

stress. For the initial studies, a working pressure of 1800 psi was

used and the maximum temperature of the tube wall for purposes of

selecting the allowable stress was assumed to be 100 F.
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Investigation of stainless steel for the pressure tube

material indicated that the maximum allowable working stress would

be about 12,500 psi. For a 4-inch diameter pressure tube as shown

in Plate 4-4, the wall thickness required is 0.288 inch.

A P3 transport theory calculation of the intra-cell thermal

neutron flux was performed for this lattice cell with the assumption

that the ratio of volume of graphite to volume of UO2 fuel was 25.

Figure 4-6 shows the calculated flux distribution with the uranium

enriched to 4 percent in the U235 isotope. The value of k for this

lattice cell was calculated to be 1.035, whereas it is expected that a

value of k for the cold, clean reactor of about 1.20 would be required

for a practical reactor design in order to supply leakage, override

poisons, and provide excess reactivity for 15, 000 mwd/t average

burnup.

A second order effect which leads to improved neutron

economy as the pressure tube diameter is decreased was also investi-

gated. A reduction in pressure-tube diameter will cause a reduction

in tube wall thickness, which in turn will result in a smaller flux dip

through the tube wall. Thus, although the amount of steel in the core

remains the same, the flux in the fuel will be increased relative to

the flux in the steel and the neutron economy should be improve.

Table 1-2 gives the results of a comparative calculation of the design

of Plate 4-4 with lattice cells which have reduced fuel areas and hence

thinner pressure tubes. The tube wall thickness was adjusted to give

a stress of 12,500 psi in the tube wall in each case. The thermal

neutron flux distributions were calculated by means of a transport

theory P3 analysis. A uranium enrichment of 4 percent and a stain-

less steel fuel cladding thickness of 0.008 inch with a 0.003-inch

radial gas gap between fuel and cladding was used for each case.
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TABLE 4-1-2

EFFECT OF VARYING THE PRESSURE TUBE DIAMETER

2.234 3 4
Pressure Tube ID Inches Inches Inches

Number of fuel rods per element 19 37 37

OD of fuel tubes, inch 0.375 0.375 0.500

Thickness of steel tube, inch 0.161 0.216 0.288

Thermal neutron utilization 0.713 0.677 0.632

- Resonance escape probability 0.812 0.824 0.842

k 1.125 1.090 1.035

Table 4-1-2 shows that there is an advantage to using small-

diameter pressure tubes from the viewpoint of neutron economy. How-

ever, this advantage is not as large as was hoped for and a more di=

rect solution to the neutron economy problem is required. A stainless-

steel pressure-tube appears to be practical only if the steam conditions

are lowered so that thinner-walled tubes can be used.

The analysis above indicates that the amount of steel in the

core is inversely proportional to the allowable stress. The relative

absorption in the process tube material will then be proportional to

a/S, where Xa is the macroscopic absorption cross section. The

optimum process tube material will have the lowest ratio of 2/S
at the working temperature. Without special provisions for cooling

the pressure tube, none of the known low-cross-section materials will

have an acceptable strength. The most promising method of reducing

2a/S is then the use of high strength materials such as A-286 or

Inconel X. These materials have allowable stresses approximately

three times that of the stainless steels and macroscopic cross sections

up to 50 percent greater than stainless steel. Plate 4-5 shows a

lattice cell with A-286 alloy for the process tube material. An allow-

able stress of 37, 500 was assumed which results in a wall thickness

of 0.096 inch compared to a thickness of 0.288 inch for stainless steel

with the same tube ID. The intra-cell thermal neutron flux distribution
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from a P3 transport theory calculation is shown in Figure 4-7.

Table 4-1-3 compares the nuclear characteristics of lattice cells with

the A-286 pressure tube and a stainless-steel pressure tube. A 37-

rod cluster, UO fuel element with 0.50-inch OD fuel rods and 4 per-

cent enriched uranium was assumed in each case.

TABLE 4-1-3

COMPARISON OF A-286 AND STAINLESS STEEL PRESSURE TUBES

A-286
Stainless Steel Tube Pressure Tube

Pressure tube ID, inches 4.000 4.000

Pressue tube thickness, inch 0.288 0.096

Thermal neutron utilization 0.632 0.811

kc 1.035 1.327

The results shown in Table 4-1-3 indicate that if A-286 alloy

can be used under the conditions assumed, then the required uranium

enrichment would be less than the 4 percent assumed for the calcula-

tions. Another calculation was performed on the lattice cell of

Plate 4-5 with a uranium enrichment of 3 percent. The thermal

neutron utilization was found to be 0.790 and k was 1.252. Thus, the

neutron economy is sufficiently favorable in this design to indicate that

a uranium enrichment below 3 percent is satisfactory. This design

provides the fewest problems outside of the reactor core and because

of its favorable characteristics it will be retained as a design which

will be considered for further study of nuclear superheating in a

graphite moderated reactor. There is, however, a large area of

uncertainty on the properties of the high strength materials which

would be used in this design. Further materials testing and develop-

ment work would be required before a reactor of this type could be

built with confidence. Of particular concern is the possibility of

radiation annealing of the A-286 or other alloys with a resulting large

decrease in strength or the possibility of further hardening at

operating temperature or under fast-neutron bombardment which
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might result in brittleness. An alternate pressure tube design as

shown in Plate 4-6 was considered in an attempt to improve the neu-

tron economy further. In this design, the steam pressure load is

transferred to the graphite moderator by using a relatively thin

stainless-steel tube for the steam flow through the reactor. Advan-

tages and disadvantages of the system are:

Advantages

1. The graphite is already in

the core as a moderator.

By using it to carry the

steam pressure load, the

structural material in the

core is reduced.

2. All of the other advantages

of the straight-through

pressure tube design apply,

such as least complicated

manifolding, although the

transition where the thin

steel tube leaves the graph-

ite will create new problems.

Disadvantages

1. It is not clear that the

graphite can be made to

take the desired load be-

cause of its brittle nature

and the thickness of the

graphite tube wall.

2. New problems are created

at the junction between

graphite blocks or in the

transition region at the edge

of the graphite.

3. A break in the fuel cladding

will introduce fission prod-

ucts into the superheated

steam.

The uncertainties and added complicity of this design were believed

to be sufficient justification to drop this design from further consider-

ation at this time. Special grades of graphite would be required to

provide the strength required.

b. Use of Low Cross Section Material in Pressure Tube

The possibility of using a low-cross-section material such

as SAP or zircaloy for the pressure tube has also been considered.

Either of these materials has an acceptable strength at the tempera-

ture of the saturated steam or the organic coolant, but not at the

temperature of the superheated steam. Thus, these materials, if
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used, must be isolated thermally from the superheated steam. One

proposed design utilizes SAP as the pressure tube material and has

organic cooling on the outer surface to maintain the SAP at a rela-

tively low temperature. Corrugated stainless steel foil is used inside

the pressure tube to provide regions of stagnant steam to serve as a

heat transfer barrier between the cool SAP tube and the hot super-

heated steam near the fuel element. Also, a liner of stainless steel

is provided inside of the SAP tube to prevent corrosion of the SAP by

the steam. This liner provides the most serious problem with this

design since the liner will have a different expansion coefficient from

the SAP tube and the liner must be in good contact with the SAP since

all of the steam pressure load must be transferred to the SAP tube.

Other advantages and disadvantages of this system are as follows:

Advantages

1. Neutron economy is good in rela-

tion to other designs which were

investigated.

Disadvantages

1. Manifolding is relatively

complex since both steam

and organic are used in each

process channel.

2. A leak in the pressure tube

will introduce superheated

steam into the organic

system.

3. A break in the fuel element

cladding will introduce

fission products into the

superheated steam.

A calculation of the thermal neutron flux distribution in the

lattice cell was performed assuming a fuel element which consists of

a 37-rod cluster of UO rods with the uranium enriched to 4 percent
2352

in U . The fuel rods are 3/8-inch OD with 0.008-inch thick

stainless-steel cladding and a 0.003-inch air gap between the cladding

and a 0.003-inch air gap between the cladding and the fuel. Figure 4-8

shows the calculated thermal neutron flux. The thermal neutron
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utilization for this lattice cell was found to be 0.813 and the k = 1.310.

These results indicate that the neutron economy for this design is not

significantly superior to that for the straight-through pressure tube

using A-286 or similar material.

No further work was done with the SAP pressure tube de-

sign because no practical method was discovered for lining the SAP

pressure tube. In order for this design to work satisfactorily, a

method must be found for protecting the SAP from corrosion by the

steam or a more corrosion resistant material must be used. One

such material which might be used is zircaloy, although in this case

the tube cannot be cooled with organic. Plate 4-7 indicates a possible

design which utilizes a Zircaloy-2 pressure thimble and uses the

incoming saturated steam to cool the thimble. The neutron economy

of the Zircaloy-2 thimble design is better than that for the SAP pres-

sure tube because less stainless steel is used and because of the

higher allowable stress and lower cross section of Zircaloy-2 com-

pared with SAP. An estimate was made of the neutron economy of

the thimble design with a 37-rod fuel element and 4 percent enriched

uranium. The thermal utilization was estimated to be 0.89 and

k = 1.46. This is a significantly higher value of thermal utilization

than the value of 0.81 obtained for the A-286 pressure tube.

Advantages and disadvantages of the zircaloy thimble design

are:

Advantages

1. Best neutron economy of any

system studied.

2. No organic piping needed in

the vicinity of the superheating

thimbles.

3. Fuel element is simple and of.

a type used in other reactors.

Disadvantages

1. Joining of the zircaloy

thimble to the header system

will create some problems.

2. Manifolding more complex

and pressure tube replace-

ment will be more difficult

than for straight through

pressure tube design.
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Disadvantages - cont'd

3. A break in the fuel cladding

will introduce fission prod-

ucts into the superheated

steam.

4. Higher steam pressure drop

because of two pass design.

5. Fuel elements can be han-

dled from one side of

reactor only.

The advantage of good neutron economy in the thimble

design may outweigh the added complexity, and, therefore, the design

should be retained for further study. As in the use of A-286 material,

there are uncertainties in the behavior of Zircaloy-2 under the con-

ditions proposed. Further investigation of this problem is needed.

c. Fuel Outside of Pressure Tube

A suggestion for improving the neutron economy of the

nuclear superheating reactor is to place the fuel outside of the pres-

sure tube so that the fuel will be in a higher average flux than the

pressure tube. If all of the fuel is outside of the tube, then all of the

heat used to superheat the steam must be conducted through the tube

wall. If an average heat flux from the tube wall of 50, 000 Btu/hr-ft 2

is assumed, then a total area of 19, 600 ft is required. If 4-inch

diameter by 20-foot-long channels are used, then 935 tubes would be

required to provide the heat transfer area required. This number of

superheating elements is too large for easy manifolding and would

cause a large amount of steel to be in the core. Thus, if large

diameter pressure tubes are used with fuel outside the tubes, it will

still be necessary to place fuel inside of the pressure tube and gen-

erate most of the heat for superheating the steam inside the tube.

Plate 4-8 shows a proposed lattice cell design for accomplishing this

objective. In this design, the pressure tube is a part of the fuel ele-

ment and must be replaced each time a fuel element is replaced.
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The element also provides considerable heat energy to the organic

coolant. Although the uranium enrichment required for this design

would be lower than for other designs considered, it must be realized

that this element would also replace some organic cooled fuel ele-

ments, and it is not likely that the average enrichment will be signi-

ficantly improved. Because of the complex manifolding problems,

thermal stress problems, and other disadvantages of this design

without any apparent advantage in overall neutron economy, no fur-

ther work was done with this element.

The heat-transfer surface area of the pressure tubes might

be increased by using a large number of small-diameter tubes, each

surrounded by fuel. The total amount of steel in the pressure tubes

will be decreased since the ratio of the cross sectional area of the

steel to the perimeter of the tube is rP/S.

A design which utilizes small diameter pressure tubes is

shown in Plate 4-9. This design might eliminate the need for fuel

material inside the pressure tube and decrease the possibility of

fission products entering the superheated steam. Advantages and

disadvantages with this design are:

Advantages .Disadvantages

1. All fuel is outside of pressure 1. Outside of fuel area must be

tube. cooled by organic.

2. Fabrication of fuel with

many holes is difficult.

3. Difficult fabrication of fuel

element. Many pressure

tight welds are required.

Plate 4-9 does not show the organic coolant which would be required

on the outside of the fuel element to maintain the outer surface of

the element at a reasonable temperature. Also, the plate does not

show a method of constructing the element to allow for differential

expansion in the tubes. Because of the difficulties in fabrication of
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the element and the probable high cost, no further work on this

element was done.

The possibility of fission products leaking into the super-

heated steam is considered to be a serious problem in the design of

a reactor with nuclear superheat. It will be difficult to decontaminate

the steam and direct maintenance on the turbine might no longer be

possible. Designs with a double barrier between the fuel and the

steam therefore considered. One such design which places the fuel

outside of the pressure tube is shown in Plate 4-10. Between the

fuel and steam, there is a ceramic fuel cladding material, graphite,

and the steel pressure tube. Advantages and disadvantages of this

system are:

Advantages

1. Multiple barrier between fuel

and steam so that there is a

minimum possibility of contam-

inating the steam with fission

products.

Disadvantages

1. Pressure tube is part of

fuel element and must be

replaced with the fuel.

2. Costly fabrication of fuel

element.

3. Problems on the differential

expansion of the concentric

regions in the fuel element.

4. A large number of steam

cooled elements would be

required and the mani-

folding would be complex.

5. Both organic and steam

cooling are required on the

same fuel ekment. This

makes the manifolding dif-

ficult and increases the

possibility of getting high

pressure steam in the

organic system.
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Disadvantages - cont'd

6. Stean- tube h:as large

diameter and therefore a

low heat transfer coefficient

to steam.

The problems involved in this design and fabrication of the fuel

assembly for this design were believed to be sufficiently difficult so

that it would not be profitable to carry this design into any further

detail at this .time.

d. Conclusions on Lattice Cell Design

For further evaluation of nuclear superheating, the

simplest design as shown in Plate 4-5 or the design with the best

neutron economy as shown in Plate 4-7 will be considered to have

the best potential. These designs will be referred to as the pres-

sure tube or thimble design, respectively. Heat transf,2r and cost

calculations will be performed only for the pressure tube design.
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4 Structural Considerations

a. General

Nuclear superheating of steam within the reactor imposes

stringent requirements on the high-temperature strength of materials.

Containment of high-pressure, high-temperature steam in a nuclear

reactor requires material with good high-temperature strength pro-

perties, low nuclear cross section and sufficient corrosion resistance

to ensure operating conditions for economic periods of time.

Various design concepts are proposed to meet the above

requirements directly or circumvent some requirements with design

innovation. Of the various concepts proposed three were investigated

for structural requirements: (1) Use of a structural material in the

high-temperature super-strength classification for process tubes

which would contain the high pressure in direct contact with the high-

temperature steam. (2) Use of material of low neutron cross section

in a heavy walled bayonet tube design where inlet steam is in contact

with the bayonet tube. Sufficient high-strength properties are required

to withstand the steam pressure at steam inlet temperature conditions.

(3) Use of the graphite moderator logs as primary structural material

or structural reinforcement for thin walled process tubes not capable

of containing the steam pressure without reinforcement. Where the

material is covered by the code, the allowable stress values for the

materials evaluated for each concept are taken from the ASME Code

for Unfired Pressure Vessels. Where the materials were not covered

by the code, the allowable stresses are established from basic

mechanical properties data using the code method of taking the least

value of the four following stresses for temperature ranges under

consideration:

a) One-fourth of the ultimate strength

b) Five-eighths of the 0.2% offset yield strength

*"Report on the Elevated Temperature Properties of Selected Super-

Strength Alloys,'" ASTM Special Technical Publication No. 160.
"The Mechanical Properties of Zirconium and Zircaloy 2,"
BMI- 1168
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c) 80% of the 100,000 hour rupture stress

d) 100% of the stress producing 1% creep in 100,000

hours.

The code requirements on ductility, minimum wall thickness, and

corrosion allowance were ignored for process tubes sections within

the core. With the suggested operating procedure of a complete

change of fuel at three-year intervals, the reactor can be designed to

facilitate retubing the reactor at this same interval of time, alleviating

any unforeseen metallurgical, corrosion, or erosion conditions.

b. Process Tube Design

Low-alloy steels, stainless steels, and super-strength alloy

were evaluated for use as process tubes. With the steam temperature

and allowable stress varying along the length of the tube, most effi-

cient use of material indicated that the wall thickness of the tube

should vary inversely with the allowable stress. Incorporating this

change of thickness into the tube design an average tube wall thickness

parameter,

L

L 1 ,

was computed for various throttle steam temperatures. Tube wall

temperature was taken as 100 F above throttle steam temperature.

The average wall thickness parameter multiplied by the neutron

absorption cross sections is shown on Figure 4-9 plotted against

throttle steam temperature. The dashed lines on Figure 4-9 indicate

the effect of sizing a uniformly thick tube wall by the allowable stress

at the hot end.

Figure 4-10 was derived by transforming the results of

several cell calculations where fuel enrichment, tube material, and

tube wall thickness of the process tube were varied. The transforma-

tion was based on the assumption that k was a function of the
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absorption of neutrons by the process tubes and that this was a

function of the product of absorptive cross section and wall thickness

(Xt), allowing X and t to be varied inversely to each other within the

range considered.

Figure 4-11 presents a guide for determination of the appli-

cability of three materials, Type 316 stainless steel, Inconel X and

A-286, to various steam cycles with a process tube design. Figure

4-11 was obtained for a constant value of k = 1.20 by substituting

corresponding values fromp Figures 4-9 and 4- 10 into the following

expression:

L

7,t =Prdx,

0 t

L

t = Pr x J +dx ,

or

P 2t

Z 1 d
r dx

L St

0

where

P = steam tube pressure in psi

r = radius of steam tubes in inches

t = steam tube wall thickness in inches

x, L = tube length

2= macroscopic absorption cross section

St = allowable stress as a function of temperature.
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The results indicate that the material A-286 could be used

in a reactor of reasonable enrichment (2- 1/2 to 3%) within the range

of steam conditions commonly used.

Developmental effort would be required before application

of A-286 to this reactor: (1) A- 86 is an age-hardening alloy, with

a possibility of over-aging at operating temperatures in a high super-

heat reactor. (2) It demonstrates severe loss of ductility at tempera-

tures between 1000 and 1400 F. (3) The effect of irradiation on the

tendency to overage or become brittle would have to be investigated.

(4) Corrosion and erosion characteristics in high-pressure, high-

temperature and high-velocity steam would have to be established.

c. Bayonet Tube Design

The primary feature of this design is that the pressure con-

taining member operates approximately at the temperature of the inlet

steam. This reduces the stringent high-temperature-materials-

properties requirements of the process tube design. Mat-erials of

low neutron cross section and intermediate high-temperature pro-

perties serve to advantage in this design. Zircaloy 2 and SAP

(M-257) were initially considered as bayonet tube material.

SAP was dropped from further consideration for the

following reasons:

1) Corrosion problems with the high-temperature steam

would require cladding for the SAP.

2) The melting point of SAP is below the operating tem-

perature of the adjacent graphite.

Zircaloy 2 is credited with following advantages:

1) Low neutron absorption cross section

2) Allowable stresses in the range of 15,000 psi at

600 F for seamless tube.

3) Ease of welding

* "The Mechanical Properties of Zirconium and Zircaloy 2, "
BMI- 1168
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4) Good resistance to corrosion by water or steam at

600 F

5) Established radiation stability

The following limitations would be encountered with the use of

Zircaloy 2 in a bayonet design:

1) High initial capital cost

2) Difficulty in devising leakproof connection between

Zircaloy bayonet tubes and the steel headers

3) Limitation on the saturation temperature and pressure

of the steam cycle due to rapidly increasing corrosion

rates above 600 F

4) Design of an insulating shroud to separate the inlet

steam from the outlet steam.

d. Graphite Reinforced Tube Design

This design was proposed with the intention of using the

high-temperature structural qualities of graphite as either the primary

pressure container with sufficient steel interior liner to prevent

erosion or use of graphite as reinforcement to the pressure-containing

steel liner.

The structural properties of graphite in this application are

questionable for the following reasons:

1) The maximum tensile stress would be circumferential

and transverse to the direction of extrusion. Graphite

displays its minimum strength t with the greatest

statistical variation of properties in this direction.

2) The lack of ductility of graphite at steam temperatures

would require a higher factor of safety on ultimate

strength than that used for ductil metals in the ASME

Code for Unfired Pressure Vessels. The recom-

mended safety factor may vary from 4 to 20. With

* Chemical Engineering, November 17, 1958, Corrosion Forum

t Reactor Handbook, Materials Section
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1500 psi as a representative value for the ultimate

strength in the transverse direction, the allowable

stress could range from 375 psi to 75 psi.

3) Analysis of the stresses in a graphite log as a thick

walled cylinder shows that the maximum circum-

ferential tensile stress can never be less than the

applied internal pressure.

In the case where the graphite log is to serve as the primary

pressure=containing member, the maximum stress would never be less

than the steam pressure. This obviously is well above any proposed

allowable stress and eliminates this design concept.

For the case where the graphite is expected to carry only

a portion of the steam pressure as reinforcement to the metal tube,

further analysis was necessary. Considering that creep of the metal

tube will redistribute the load over a period of time, the effect of this

redistribution on the graphite was studied.

The analytical method involved matching the rate of expan-

sion due to creep of a metal tube in contact with the graphite to the

expansion of the graphite log as its share of the load increased. At

all times, the combined radial pressures were made equal to the

steam pressure.

Metal tubes were assumed to creep in accordance with the

law

S=KS n
m m

where

e = rate of extension,
m

S = circumferential membrane stress in the metal tube,

K, n = experimentally determined constants.

* Theory of Elasticity, Timoshenko and Goodier.
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The graphite log would expand circumferentially at the

inner surface at the rate

.P aZ + bZ
e =4--9-vg
eg E b - aL gg

where

a = inner radiums,

b = outer radius,

E = Young 's modulus for graphite,

v = Poisson's ratio for graphite,

P. = radial pressure carried by graphite,

P = radial steam pressure inside the metal tube.

Equating the two rates of extension, setting

(P - P.)r
S = 0 1

s t

and integrating yields

n

1 P TLEK(n - 1) +1oI- )Pi= P - T+P (1-)
a + b

ba -- a

where

T = time in hours

Three specific cases were studied and the results are presented in

Figure 4-12. Parameters involved were:

P = 1800 psi steam pressure with 1100 F maximum metal

temperature
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1 1

(7500) 10
Type 304 Stainless Steel at 1100 F

n = 4.0

K = 1 x1

(75,000) 10 Inconel x at 1100 F

n = 8.0

r = 2 inches

E g= 1 x 106 psi

v = 0.2
g
a = 2.0 inches

b = 7.0 inches.

The following conclusions may be drawn from a study of these results:

1) A metal tube which needs the support of the graphite

would transfer an excessive share of the pressure to

the graphite within the system lifetime.

2) A metal tube which would protect the graphite from

excessive pressure could carry the pressure without

reinforcement.

3) The mechanical clearances necessary for fabrication

are an important factor in obtaining the support of the

graphite.

4) Creep of the metal tubes is a governing factor in this

problem and ro-evaluation would be necessary where

peak metal temperatures fall below the creep ranges.

The result of analysis of the three design concepts yields the following:

(1) Graphite should not be considered as a primary structural material

or reinforcing material for steam process tubes (2) From structural

considerations only, the favored concept should have A-286 process

tubes with the 900 F, 850 psi steam cycle. This system appears to

have the greatest potential while avoiding initially the over-aging, low
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ductility temperature range of A-286. If unforeseen problems were

to appear with A-286 at these steam cycle conditions, recourse could

be had to either the stainless-steel tube material with slightly higher

enrichment or to the Zircaloy-2 bayonet tube design. Higher steam

conditions would eliminate stainless steel and Zircaloy 2 as a possible

recourse.
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5. Safety and Operation

a. Safety

(1) Radiation Hazards

Other than direct core radiation, for which conventional

shielding is provided, radiological contamination is limited to the

induced steam and coolant activity and to the activated corrosion and

fission products released in both the steam and organic systems.

The induced activity in the organic coolant will be at

approximately the same levels as in the GOCR. Sustained corrosion

product buildup to levels requiring extensive process system shielding

will be prevented by continuous coolant clean up. The induced steam

activity is also low, and if a suitable long transit time around the

steam-feedwater loop is provided, the equilibrium activity level will

be low enough for operation as an unshielded system.

Corrosion product contamination is a serious problem

in the steam system in that deposition of activated particles in the

turbine or process equipment is very undesirable. In addition, sub-

stantial percentages of the particulate matter entering the condenser

is retained in the feedwater system, resulting in a gradually increas-

ing activity level. Fortunately simple approaches to both of these

problems are available. Turbine deposition may be controlled by

placing a centrifugal separator in the turbine steam line. It may be

possible to deposit particles which would normally adhere to the

turbine or process system elements on surfaces provided for this

purpose in the separator. However, further study of this problem is

needed and this may be one of the most serious difficulties to be

overcome in the GOCR-S design. The feedwater contamination can be

maintained at tolerable levels, by continuous feedwater processing to

remove undesirable corrosion products. Ion exchanger systems or

demineralizers of conventional design are available for this service

and have been used in other aqueous reactor systems for this purpose.
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Using these approaches, the equilibrium turbine and feedwater con-

tamination levels will not be greater than those considered tolerable in

other representative water-cooled reactor systems.

By far the most serious contamination problem is due to

fission product release upon failure of fuel element cladding. Should

the GOCR-S be required to operate continuously at high fission prod-

uct concentrations, both steam and coolant systems would need heavy

radiological shielding. However, since both steam and organic cool-

ant fuel elements may be changed with the reactor in operation,

fission product contamination can be eliminated by first replacing the

faulty fuel element. Then, natural decay plus the steam, feedwater,

and organic processing systems will gradually reduce the particulate

and gaseous activity. Non condensable radioactive gases in the steam

or feedwater would be removed by the condenser evacuation system

and processed by the radioactive waste control system. While tem-

porary high activity may exist occasionally, normal level should be

low enough to provide reasonable access to most of the process equip-

ment.

A detector system similar to that proposed for the OCR

will be used to locate faulty elements in both steam and fuel element

channels.

(2) Radiation Containment

As in the GOCR, triple containment of fission products

via fuel element cladding, process piping, and a vapor-tight secondary

enclosure is used in the GOCR-S. Since fission products will

occasionally reach the turbine and feedwater systems, these elements

will be enclosed, along with the reactor, in the vapor tight shell.

Thus, a double failure within the fuel and process system may occur

without releasing activity to the general plant area.

(3) Equipment Failures

Provisions for handling equipment failure in the organic

system are very similar to those used in the GOCR. Sectionalized
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headers plus multiple piping systems and duplicate process elements

provide a highly reliable system.

Piping failures other than in the reactor process area are

contained by sectionalizing valves. Within the reactor proper a system

for collection and recirculation of the organic coolant is provided.

This system is identical to that used in the GOCR for this purpose.

The principal difference between the organic GOCR and

GOCR-S systems is in the method by which core cooling is continued

upon loss of the turbine condenser. In the GOCR, steam is dumped

directly to atmosphere. However, since steam and feedwater con-

tamination may reasonably be assumed to exist in the GOCR-S, all

steam must be contained. To meet this requirement, core steam will

bediverted to the tube section of an atmospheric boiler before being

returned, as a liquid, to the condensate storage system. Sufficient

raw water for this service will be available from the plant stand pipe

and the emergency raw water system. Thus, a continuous supply of

organic core coolant and cooling capacity is assured under credible

emergency situations.

Equipment failures in the steam system are more

hazardous in the GOCR-S because of the higher operating temperature

and pressure. Failure of piping or header systei.is within the reactor

pose serious containment and cooling problems. These problems are

further complicated by different steam and organic system require-

ments.

The core condensate removal system must be able to

separate the steam and organic in the event of break in both systems

while limiting the core pressure rise to a safe value. A standpipe

located within the core area will accept the steam and exclude the

organic. Should some steam be entr -ped by the coolant, it will be

removed by the organic processing system. Pressure control will be

provided with a condensate water spray. As steam leaves the core

area through the standpipe, it is mixed with the condensate spray.
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Core pressure is controlled by varying the volume of condensate mixed

with the steam. The spray and steam condensate are recovered and

returned to the feedwater by a separate pumping facility provided for

this service. Non condensable gases are retained in the core process

chamber and gradually leak to the secondary containment area. Should

fission product activity be released during this operation, any seepage

will be contained by the plant vapor-tight shell. Thus, a continuous

flow of coolant steam through the reactor steam channels is assured

in the presence of major piping and header failures.

The vapor-tight process system enclosure will be main-

tained at a slight negative pressure to assure retention of the natural

atmosphere. Design pressures will be low. Excessive overpressuri-

zation would occur with steam release rates equivalent to one or more

steam generator failures, or a continued high-pressure leak in a core

steam line. One system for controlling shell pressure buildup uses a

spray system mounted within the dome to condense any unusual steam

release. All condensate would be channeled to dumps located about

the plant area. Sump pumps would remove the condensate for cooling

and recirculation. The dome spray system can also be used for fire

protection, as well as for washing down the process system area

following extensive contamination.

(4) Reactor Hazards

The addition of nuclear superheat will not materially

increase the hazards incident to reactor operation. Although prelimi-

nary calculations show the steam void reactivity coefficient to be

positive, its magnitude is such that complete loss of steam cannot make

the reactor prompt critical.

b. Operation

GOCR-S operating procedures have been developed for the

usual operating problems. These procedures are quite similar to

those developed for the GOCR system. Certain modifications have been
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necessary in view of the unique characteristics of the nuclear super-

heated system.

(1) Initial Startup

As in the GOCR plant, hot gas will be used to preheat the

core organic piping. In addition auxiliary plant steam will be circula-

ted through the dry steam generators, core steam channels, and

turbine bypass system. Condensate will be collected in the turbine

hot well and returned to the auxiliary steam plant for recirculation.

Simultaneous operation of both systems will shorten the core preheat-

ing period.

Following a suitable preheating period, the steam

generators will be filled with heated feedwater. Auxiliary steam lines

to the deaerator and feedwater heaters are provided for this purpose.

Also, when the organic system temperature reaches the organic

melting point, the hot gas heater can be shutdown and the coolant

system filled with organic. Coolant circulation is then established

and pumping losses used to gradually raise the steam generator

pressure. At some point, auxiliary steam service can be

discontinued. Throughout the operation, core steam will be piped to

the turbine condenser and ultimately returned as feedwater to the

steam generator.

Other than in the core preheating procedures, initial

plant startup is identical to that used in the GOCR system. The point

at which reactor operation can be initiated will be based upon an

acceptable set of superheater steam conditions. Steam quality must

be such that further drying will not cause large changes in core

reactivity.

(2) Normal Startup

Plant startup following turbine shutdown is simpler than

initial startup, in that core preheating is unnecessary. An example

of this operational situation is the usual turbine maintenance program
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where several weeks of plant shutdown are required. During this

period, core temperature will be maintained by afterglow heat or

coolant pumping losses. At least one steam generator must be kept

in service in order to provide coolant for the core steam channels,

since the turbine condenser will not be available. The core steam will

be condensed in-an atmospheric boiler and returned as liquid to the

plant condensate storage system. Raw water service to the atmos-

pheric boiler must be available during any plant shutdown.

Plant startup following turbine shutdown includes start

of turbine condenser services and sufficient pre-reactor operation to

provide acceptable core steam conditions. Operation after these

conditions have been fulfilled is identical to normal GOCR operation.

(3) Normal Shutdown

Scheduled plant shutdown follows the same general pro-

cedures used in the GOCR system. The principal differences are

due to the steam containment features. Should load be reduced at a

rate which overloads the steam bypass system, the excess steam will

be vented to the tube section of an atmospheric boiler before it is

returned to the turbine condenser. This provision differs from the

GOCR system in which excess steam is dumped directly to the

atmosphere. In addition, a source of steam is needed for steam

channel cooling during the decay heat removal period. Since steam

wi.l normally be generated by the decay heat transferred to the organic

system, the steam generators will be used to supply this service.

Except in the provisions for meeting these two features,

shutdown operation in both the 0CR and GOCR-S is identical.

(4) Emergency Shutdown

The GOCR-S provisions for suddenly reducing steam rate

are very similar to those used in the GOCR. The only differences

are in the services for steam containment and continuous steam flow
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through the core superheater channels. Normally, a sudden reduction

in turbine load will spill excess steam to both the turbine steam bypass

system and to the atmospheric boiler. As the steam rate is reduced

with reduction in reactor power level, the amount of steam passed to

the atmospheric boiler will gradually decrease and ultimately stop

when the steam rate falls within the capacity of the normal bypass

system. Should only a part of the turbine load be lost, both the

atmospheric boiler, and bypass systems will become inoperative as

the steam output matches the reduced turbine demand.

6.' System Design

a. Assumptions

The design of the GOCR-S system is based on the same

steam flow rate as the GOCR. The organic system is based on the

same organic outlet temperature and the same maximum fuel surface

temperature. 3ince the steam cycle which was selected for most

serious consideration allowed the pse of the same organic inlet tem-

perature as the GOCR, the organic cooled lattice cell used for the

GOCR was used for the GOCR-S also. It was assumed that all heat

removal by the organic system was used to produce saturated steam

and that all su-rheating would be done by steam cooled elements in

the reactor. S fety and containment provisions in the GOCR-S were

designed to be :onsistent with the GOCR.

b. Hea Transfer and Pressure Drop

Sup:-heated steam at 900 psi has many physical properties

that are chara' :eristic of gases, and for this reason, is usually

treated as a ga ; for most heat-transfer calculations. Its more

desirable prop< -ties include a low viscosity and a relatively high

specific heat. (s less desirable properties include low thermal con-

ductivity, and z density value which, while much larger than most

gases, is much mailer than those of liquids. As a whole, these

properties are ightly superior to those of organic liquids, and
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primarily because of this, higher heat transfer rates and lower

pumping power requirements can be obtained with the fuel elements

using steam as the coolant.

The magnitude of the steam heat flux obtainable is dependent

on the core arrangement used. A heat flux of 60,000 Btu/hr-ft2 can

be readily obtained with the steam elements. This value is primarily

limited by the overall peak-to-average power ratio. With a lower

ratio, a 10 to 20% increase in this heat flux can be expected. The

heat flux from the organic elements is about 50,000 Btu/hr-ft2 .

Significant improvements in this value probably would be difficult in

most instances. With the present arrangement, about one-fourth

of the core heat will be removed by the steam elements, while the

remaining three-fourths will be removed by the organic elements.

The method of heat removal is the same for both elements.

Coolant, either the organic or the steam, flowing through the process

tube, parallel to and between the fuel rods, removes the fission heat

generated in the fuel. In addition, the heat generated in the graphite

moderator and the process tube wall by fast-neutron and gamma

reactions is conducted to the inside wall of the process tube where

it is also removed by the coolant.

The only important differences between the two types of ele-

nents is the use of extended surfaces for the organic fuel rods, and

the different cladding and process tube materials of each element.

Other minor differences include the slightly different rod spacing and

process tube I.D. of each element. Because of the extra surface area

added by finning the fuel rods, the number of organic elements will be

only about 2.5 times that of the steam elements, de spite the much higher

heat load and lower heat flux of the organic cooled elements.

A summary of the more important heat transfer characteristics

of the GOCR-S core is given in Table IV4I-4.
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TABLE IV4I-4

FUEL ELEMENT CHARACTERISTICS FOR GOCR-S

Steam Elements

Heat rate

Average heat flux

Peak-to-average power

Number of fuel elements

Fuel element

Fuel pellets

Maximum surface tempera-
ture

Process tube

Pressure drop across fuel
element

Total pressure drop

Organic Elements

Heat rate

Average heat flux

Peak-to-average power

Number of fuel elements

Fuel element

Maximum surface tempera-
ture

Process tube

Pressure drop across fuel
element

Total pressure drop

8.68 x 108 Btu/hr (255 Mw)

60,000 Btu/hr-ft 2

4.5

116

61 fuel rods within a process time

0.365" U02 Cylinders, stainless
clad; active length = 20 feet

1100 F

4 in. I.D.

35 psi

50 psi

26.0 x 108 Btu/hr

50,000 Btu/hr-ft 2

4.0

250

61 fuel rods within a process tube
0.365" UO2 , jacketed with SAP
extended surface; active length
= 20 feet

850.F

4.69 in. I.D.

100 psi

150 psi
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About 70% of the fuel elements are used to heat the organic from

550 to 675 F; the remaining 30% are used to superheat the steam from

540 to 900 F.

The actual arrangement of the organic and steam elements

relative to each other depends on the combination of several factors,

including mechanical requirements, heat transfer, and pumping power

requirements. From a heat transfer viewpoint, the best arrangement

is to minimize the peak-to-average power value for each type of ele-

ment. Maximum thermal performance would be obtained from such

a core. Since the superheated steam is slightly better heat transfer

medium than the organic fluid, it would be advantageous to put the

steam fuel elements at or near the periphery of the core, while the

organic elements are placed near the center of the core. In this way,

the organic elements would be operating in the lower peak-to-average

power region. Significant reduction in the organic pumping power

may be achieved. The pumping power requirement of the steam

stream will increase somewhat by being heated in the higher peak-to-

average region, but the increase is substantially less than the

decrease in the organic pumping power.

c. Fuel Element Design Description

Two types of fuel elements are used in the conceptual design

of the GOCR-S. The first is identical to the fuel element used in the

GOCR (see plate 4-1;.and is located in the organic cooled regions of

the reactor. The second type is a modified GOCR element and is

located in the steam cooled region. The modified element consists

of a 61-rod cluster of UO 2 pellets jacketed by stainless steel tubing

with a wall thickness of 8 mills. End grids support and space the

individual rods within the horizontal process channel. Approximately

2350 organic cooled fuel elements and 790 steam-cooled fuel elements

are required for a reactor thermal output of 1010 mw. The ability

to operate the modified fuel elements cooled by steam at high surface

temperatures and relatively higher heat transfer coefficients than
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are obtained for the organic cooled elements, makes it unnecessary to

either add fins or increase the number of rods per element. Size

and length of the UO2 rods are the same for both fuel-element config-

urations.
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d. Core Physics Studies

After the selection of the two most promising lattice

cell configurations for the superheating portion of the reactor, further

reactor physics calculations were performed on these configurations

in order to obtain better estimates of the uranium enrichment requir-

ed and the conversion ratio. Figure 4-13 shows the variation of the

infinite multiplication constant with lattice spacing for various enrich-

ments of U235 in the uranium fuel for the design which utilizes a

straight through pressure tube of A-286 alloy. Figure 4-14 shows

sirriilar data for the design which utilizes a Zircaloy-2 thimble for

the superheating lattice cell. The fuel element assumed for these

studies was a 61-rod cluster similar to the organic cooled fuel ele-

ment except that steel cladding without fins is used on the fuel rods.

On the basis of estimates of long term burnup reactivity losses, it

was assumed that an infinite multiplication constant of about 1.20

would be required for the hot and clean lattice. A lattice spacing of

13.5 inches was selected to be consistent with the organic cooled lat-

tice although a slightly smaller spacing would probably decrease the

costs somewhat. The superheating lattice with A-286 process tubes

will require a uranium enrichment of about 2.5% U235 and the super-

heating lattice with Zircaloy thimbles will require a uranium enrich-

ment of about 2.0%.

e. Reactor Design

The general arrangement of the reactor and related

equipment is shown in Plate 4-11. These items are enclosed in a

containment vessel very similar to that proposed for the GOCR.

Two different preliminary layouts were made of the

reactor and header system. The first was based on 37-rod fuel ele-

ments in both the organic and steam cooled portions of the reactor

and is shown in Plate 4-12. The second layout is the preferred de-

sign and was based on 61 rod fuel elements. The latter layout is

Plate 4-13.
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with Zircaloy Thimbler
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In the design for the reactor with the 37-rod fuel ele-

ments, the core consists of 562 horizontal tubes. 412 are used for

organic and 150 tubes are used for steam, with the steam cooled

region located between an upper and a lower organic cooled section.

The desired 13.5 inch lattice spacing did not allow

sufficient room between tubes for the headers, and, therefore,

a rectangular lattice cell was used. All process tubes are on

12-inch centers in a horizontal direction and 15-inch centers in

a vertical direction.

The reactor core consists of graphite logs 12 by 15

inches in cross section. The core is surrounded by 2 feet of graph-

ite reflector. The overall size of the graphite stack is 32 feet 3

inches high by 30 feet wide and 24 feet deep. Surrounding the reflec-

tor is a 2 inch gas space followed by 1-1/2 inches of steel, 4 inches

of lead with cooling coils imbedded, 2 inches of steel, and 8 feet of

concrete. However, the faces through which the tubes protrude have

only 6 feet of concrete. The process tubes are positioned by the

outer steel plate and the cooling coils are arranged so that the ther-

mal expansion of this plate matches the thermal expansion of the

graphite, thereby preventing high bending stresses on the process

tubes.

(1) Organic Headers

There are 16 inlet headers. Each header is a 10.75-

inch OD schedule 30 seamless carbon steel pipe. There are twenty-

six 5.563-inch OD schedule XXS seamless carbon steel pipes attached

to each header. Fuel loading and removal and tube replacement are

accomplished through the header and these 5-inch pipes. The 5-inch

pipes are attached to the concrete face of the core and are provided

with expansion joints as required to minimize stresses due to header

thermal growth.

The 16 headers are divided into two groups of 8

headers each. The ends of the 10 inch headers are attached to drums,
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48 inches in diameter and approximately 12 feet high. These drums

are fed by 30-inch OD pipes from the organic pumps. Support for

the inlet system is not detailed but would have to be designed to pro

vide proper support for weight and expansion. End reactions on

drums and pumps would also come into the calculations.

(2)Steam Headers

The inlet steam header system consists of two groups

of 6 headers. Due to high thermal expansion, these headers termin-

ate at the innermost tube connection in a 6-inch tee. The headers

are 8.625-inch OD schedule 140, 2-1/4% chrome-molybdenum steel

pipe. There are thirteen 5.563-inch OD schedule 160 pipes attached

to each header. Fuel loading and removal and tube replacement are

made through the header and these 5-inch pipes. The 5-inch pipes

are anchored at the face of the reactor shield. Due to high tempera-

ture and pressure, no expansion joints are used in this system.

An alternate and preferred reactor design based on

a 61 rod cluster fuel element is shown in Plate 4-13. In this de-

sign, the core is also divided into three horizontal layers. Steam

cools the central region and organic cools the top and bottom regions.

The graphite stack is made of 13.5-inch square logs with holes down

the center for the process tubes. The process tubes for the steam

cooled portion are 4.00 -inch ID with 0.061-inch wall thickness and

the process tubes for the organic cooled portion are 4.69-inch ID

with a 0.030-inch wall. Material for the steam cooled tubes is A-286

alloy and for the organic cooled tubes is a low alloy steel.

The process tubes are arranged in a 13.5-inch

square lattice 19 rows high and 20 rows wide. There is an inlet and

outlet header for each half of a horizontal row (10 process tubes).

The central five rows are steam tubes. They are manifolded by two

drums at the inlet end and two drums at the outlet end of the reactor.

The upper and lower seven rows of tubes are organic cooled and

their headers are manifolded by four drums at each end of the reac-

tor. The process tubes form a cross-connection with the headers.
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The end of the cross-connection opposite the core has a plug through

which fuel is inserted at one face of the core and removed at the

other. Block-valves in the headers between the process tube and the

manifold provide means for isolating any row of ten tubes. The head-

er and manifolding dimensions are given in Table 41-5.

TABLE 41-5

Steam Side Organic Stytem

Inlet j Outlet Inlet Outlet

Header ID, inches 6.80 8.90 8.25 8.25

Header Wall, inches 0.247 0.300 0.054 0.054

Manifold ID, inches 14.00 18.5 22.0 27.0

A thin-wall process tube is used through the active

part of the core. This tube is welded to the barrels coming off the

headers. In the event it becomes necessary to replace a process

tube, a rotating cutter is inserted into the process tube to remove

the weld-bead at each end. The tube can then be withdrawn and a

new tube inserted. The new weld is made from the inside with a tube-

welder.

Refueling and spent fuel removal is done with pres-

surized fueling machines that couple to the threaded ends of the pro-

cess tubes. The machines contain a rotating cylinder with *10 posi-

tions for the 10 fuel elements of a process tube. Any number of fuel

elements from I to 10 can be replaced or a fuel channel can be empti-

ed with one trip of the machines. The. spent fuel machine is gimbal

mounted so that it can turn and pass the spent fuel into the storage

facility.

The support structure for the graphite stack and the

thermal shield and biological shield design are the same as discuss-

ed above for the GOCR.
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7. Summary of GOCR-S Characteristics

Characteristics of a reference design for the GOCR-S which

was used for comparative fuel cycle cost estimates are given in

Table 41-6. A steam cycle using 850 psig, 900 F steam was chosen

to permit the use of high-strength, high-temperature steel alloys for

the steam-cooled process tubes. The net cycle efficiency with these

steam conditions is 35.3% compared to a net efficiency of 29.6% for

the graphite moderated reactor without superheat.

TABLE 4I-6

GOrR-S CHARACTERISTICS

Reactor power

Average fuel burnup

Maximum-to-average
burnup ratio''

Plant factor

Gross electrical power

Organic pumping power

Feedwater pumping power

Condenser water pumps

Other power loads

Net electrical power

Lattice spacing

Moderator/fuel ratio

Initial enrichment

Fuel element type

1010 mwt

15,000 mwd/mt

2.68

0.80

378 mw

7 emw

3 emw

8 emw

3 emw

357 mw

organic cooled
region

13.5 inches

27

2.2%

0.365 inch dia.

UC, fuel pins
clad with ex-
tended surface
SAP in 61 rod
cluster

steam cooled
region

13.5 inches

25.4

2.5%

0.365 inch dia.

UO2 fuel pins
clad with
stainless steel
in 61 rod
cluster
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TABLE 41-6 (continued)

organic cooled steam cooled
region region

No. of fuel elements 2350 790

Process tube ID 4.67 inches 4 inches

Process tube material steel A-286

Process tube wall thickness,
inches 0.030 0.061

ICR 0.63 0.50

8. Fuel Cycle Cost Estimates

A fuel cycle cost estimate was made for the GOCR-S refer-

ence design in order to determine whether there is a significant fuel

cycle cost advantage in the use of nuclear superheat in this reactor.

Fuel cycle data used for the cost estimates are given in Table 41-7.

Fuel cycle costs have been divided into the costs chargeable to the

steam cooled region and the cost chargeable to the organic cooled

region as shown in Table 41-8. A net fuel cycle cost saving of 0.41

mill/kwh is indicated for the nuclear superheating system compared

with the organic cooled, graphite moderated system without nuclear

superheating. This fuel cycle cost saving is equivalent in power

cost to a capital investment of $7,700,000 based on a 14% per year

capital charge.

TABLE 41-7

FUEL CYCLE DATA FOR GOCR-S

Item Organic Cooled Steam Cooled
Region Region

Spent Fuel enrich-
ment

Total Pu Concentra-
tion in spent fuel

% Pu 240 in. Pu

Uranium throughout

0.94%

7.3 gm/kg U

18

14.75 x 10 kg/yr

1.10%

5.66 gm/kg U

17.5

4.92 x 103 kg/yr
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Item

UF 6 to finished ele-
ment

Burnup Charge

Shipping Charge

Insurance Charge

Chemical Processing

Nitrates to UF 6

Losses

In core inventory

Excore inventory

Pu credit

Value of new fuel

Value of spent fuel

TABLE 41-7 (continued)
Organic Cooled Steam Cooled

Region Region

$83/kg U

$168/kg U

$5/kg U

$2.44/kg U

$23.60/kg U

$5.60/kg U

$0.68/kg U

49,900 kg U

22,100 kg U

$76.60/kg U

$251.00 /kg U

$67.75/kg U

$75/kg U

$209/kg U

$5/kg U

$2.74/kg U

$30.60/kg U

$5.60/kg U

$0.88/kg U

16,700 kg U

7,400 kg U

$59.40/kg U

$297.00 /kg U

$88.00 /kg U

TABLE 41-8

FUEL CYCLE COST FOR GOCR-S

Item Organic Cooled Steam Cooled
Region Region

Fuel element fabrica-
tion 0.490 0.145

Burnup 0.991 0.403

Shipping 0.030 0.010

Insurance 0.014 0.005

Reprocessing to nitrates
including losses .0.143 0.061

Nitrates to UF 6  0.033 0.011

Inventory 0.289 0.115

Subtoatal 1.990 0.750

Pu credit -0.452 -0.114

Net fuel cost 1.538 0.636

Total Fuel Cycle Cost 2.174 mill/kwh
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9. Discussion and Recommendations

The graphite moderated, organic cooled reactor appears to

have a definite potential for lower power costs by providing nuclear

superheating in the reactor. Construction of a superheating reactor

has been shown to be feasible with regard to the properties of materi-

als, the neutron economy, and the structural problems involved. Use

of nuclear superheating is estimated to save about 0.4 mill/kwh in the

fuel cycle cost without appreciably changing the capital cost of the

plant per kw of electric capacity. Thus, there is an incentive for

further investigating the superheating concept. Thi-s incentive is also

strengthened by the favorable results obtained in the comparison of

the graphite moderated, organic cooled reactor with other organic

cooled reactor types.

The GOCR -S could not be recommended for immediate design

and construction because further evaluation and development work

should first be done on certain problems associated with the nuclear

superheating portion of the reactor. These problems can be put into

two R and D projects which it is recommended be added to the GOCR

program.

a) The possibility of gaseous and particulate fission product

contamination in the superheated steam coming out of the reactor in

case there is a rupture of fuel element cladding in the superheating

section is considered to be a serious problem. A very brief look was

taken at mechanical separation such as a cyclone separator and

electrostatic means of removing the fission particles from the super-

heated steam before they reach the turbine. The particle size and

concentration in the steam is not known. Also, the required decon-

tanaination factor is not known, i.e., does it have to be 105 or 10 or

woui'd 103 decontamination be sufficient? Actually, it could possibly

prove out that contaminated steam flowing through the turbine can be

tolerated and that filtering and ion exchange cleanup of the condensate

from t.he condenser hot well would be sufficient. A liquid scrubber

technique of decontamination was considered but a feasible scheme
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was not found. It should be noted that this problem is inherent with

any reactor which superheats steam in the active core. Even if a

fuel design is devised which makes it nearly-.impossible for fission

particles and gasses to get irnot the superheated steam, the radioactive

corrosion products may still give the same problem to a lesser

degree.

b) The preferred design of a steam tube through the reactor is

one which utilizes materials such as A-286 or Inconel X which are

heat treated to give a high allowable stress value. The effect of long

time irradiation at operating temperatures has not been definitely

established for these materials and further experimental work is

needed. Two undesirable things might occur: The radiation might

anneal out the high strangth of the tube material or the radiation and

the operating temperature may cause the material to harden more

until the brittle fracture range is reached. In order to provide a

backup design, the properties of Zircaloy-2 and methods of joining

zircaloy thimbles to the header system should also be investigated.

One approach to meeting the Rand D objectives for the

GOCR-S would be to build a graphite moderated, organic cooled

reactor experiment with provisions for adding several steam cooled

process tubes to the core. These steam cooled tubes would act as

in-pile loops and would enable different process tube designs to be

tested as well as answer the questions discussed above.

Further evaluation of highly-enriched uranium fuel for the

superheating fuel elements would be desirable. These elements

could be made from a UO-stainless steel mixture clad with stainless

steel to form an element which would release relatively low quantities

of fission products to the steam. Such an element might be used for

initial operation of a superheating reactor if further development of

other more economical fuel elements for this service was necessary.
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0.478" DIA U0 2 FUEL
4.00" I D x 0.288 WALL STAINLESS STEEL

PROCESS TUBE 0.003"gGAS GAP

0.008 STAINLESS STEEL
FUEL CLADDING

GRAPHITE

DESIGN CONDITIONS
PRESSURE 1800 pslg
MAX. TUBE WALL TEMP. 1100F
ALLOWABLE HOOP STRESS 12500 psi

Plate 4-4 Stainless Steel Tube



0.003 " GAS GAP4.00" 10 x 0.00" WALL PROCESS TUBE A-286
0.478 "DIA U02 FUEL

0.0081 FUEL CLADDING
STAINLESS STEEL

GRAPHITE

Plate 4-5 Steam Channel Alternate
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Plate 4-6 Stressed Graphite Alternate



0.008" STAINLESS STEEL SLEEVE

0.008" STAINLESS STEEL FUEL CLADDING

0 0.000A

0.478" DIA. U02 FUEL

_5.00 I.D. X 0.375" WALL ZIRC II PROCESS THIMBLE

INLET, SATURATED STEAM

OUTLET, SUPERHEATED STEAM

Plate 4-7 Two Pass Zircaloy Thimble Alternate
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GRAPHITE TUBE

URANIUM CARBIDE

ORGANIC COOLANT

SiC COA TING

STEAM

1.25"

SAP CLAD

GRAPHITE SAP TUBE
MODERATOR LINER IN GRAPHITE

FULL SIZE

Plate 4-10 Double Barrier Between Uranium and Steam
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APPENDIX A

EXTRACT: CONTRACT BETWEEIT BECHTEL CORPORATION AND THE U. S. ATOMIC

ENERGY COMMISSION

The Chicago Operations Office of the United States Atomic Energy

Commission awarded Contract Number AT(ll-1)-708 to Bechtel Corporation

effective December 4, 1958 for an organic cooled power engineering

study. Bechtel Corporation awarded a subcontract to Atomics Inter-

national for the nuclear design. An extract of this contract follows:

"PURPOSE - In accordance with legislative authority, and as part of its
civilian power reactor program, the Commission intends to explore what
would constitute the most economical nuclear power stations over the
next five to ten years, consistent with (1) present status. of reactor
technology (2) projected power requirements, (3) characteristics of
available generating equipment, and (4) possibility of initiation of
construction by a private or public organization of a reactor of each
type in July 1960 in the United States or abroad.

"It is the purpose of this contract to provide the terms and conditions
under which the Contractor will furnish engineering and design services
to make a design study of an optimum sized electric power station utili-
zing an organic cooled nuclear reactor.

"It is recognized that the Contractor has prime responsibility for the
work under this contract, but that such work will be a joint effort be-
tween the Contractor and Atomics International, a division of North
American Aviation, Inc. (called "Atomics International"), and that the
work to be carried on by Atomics International will be under a subcon-
tract to be entered into between the Contractor and Atomics International.

"ARTICLE II - SCOPE OF WORK

"l.a. The objective of the design study which is the subject matter of
this contract is to prepare a preliminary design and cost esti-
mate (including capital cost and estimated cost of power) for the
most promising design variation of an organic cooled reactor and
associated electrical generating plant. This 'most promising de-
sign' must be consistent with a schedule calling for the start of
construction in July 1960. In selecting the 'most promising
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design' consideration must be given to the compatibility of the
power capacity of individual units with utility practice and
projected utility system growth. The study should also provide
estimates of additional cost reduction which might be achieved
through design and construction of multiple units of the same
type in a nuclear power station.

"b. For the purpose of this study the following assumptions are to
be used.

(1) The design study shall be based upon utility practice and
projected utility system growth in the United States.

(2) The selected design must not incorporate any unique fea-
tures which cannot be adequately demonstrated consistent
with a schedule to construct the reactor starting in
July 1960.

(3) With the exception of facilities for fuel preparation, fab-

rication, and reprocessing, all things necessary for the
continued operation and maintenance of-the station shall be
included in the designs and cost estimates.

(4) Only minimum but necessary laboratory and administrative
facilities shall be provided.

(5) Site data necessary to carry out the required studies will
be furnished at the appropriate time by the Commission.

(6) The economic analysis factors are:

(a) Plant load factor 80%.
(b) Annual fixed charges - 14% of plant investment.
(c) Fissionable material costs and buy-back prices, and

spent fuel processing costs to be estimated using
Commission price data (plutonium to be credited at
$12/g less $1.50/g for conversion of plutonium
nitrate to metal).

(d) Fuel use charge - 4% per annum.
(e) Reactor fuel elements not be capitalized as part of

plant and equipment.

(7) The Commission may modify these assumptions or furnish
additional assumptions without the execution of a formal
supplement to this contract.

"c. The work under this contract shall be performed by the Contractor

in two phases as described in Sections 2. and 3. of this article.
Upon completion of Phase I, as described in Section 2., the Com-
mission shall determine whether or not Phase II, as described in
Section 3., is to be carried on by the Contractor. The Contractor
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shall not perform any of the work descr:.bed in Section 3. until
given notice to proceed by the Contracting Officer. In the event
the Commission decides not to proceed with Phase II of the work,
the Contracting Officer shall so notify the Contractor and this
contract shall expire in accordance with its terms, and such
notice shall not constitute a termination within the meaning of
Article XXVI - Termination. In the event the Commission deter-
mines to have Phase II carried on by the Contractor, the parties
shall by mutual agreement establish a time schedule for the com-
pletion of such work and the fixed fee to be paid by the Govern-
ment to the Contractor for carrying on such work.

"2. Phase I will consist of the following:

a". Evaluate various design possibilities and concept variations of
basic concept including parameters within each variation to
determine the specific reactor concept and size most likely to
result in the most economic reactor that can be built starting
construction in July 1960.

b". Prepare a conceptual design of the most promising concept in suf-
ficient detail to estimate:

(1) Capital costs.

(2) Fuel cycle costs.

(3) Operating costs.

(4) Research and development work required including cost and
schedule for performance.

(5) Operating characteristics and safety.

(6) Schedule and cost for Phase II.

c". Evaluate the variations in cost as a function of unit size.

d". Evaluate the reductions in ultimate costs that might be achieved
by design and construction of a nuclear power station of multiple
units of the same type. The units would be added to the station
on a schedule consistent with normal utility system growth.

"e. The results of the Phase I study shall be incorporated in a re-
port to the commission prior to March 23, 1959. This report
shall include but not necessarily be limited to the following:

(1) Nuclear design of proposed unit (including fuel elements,
control rods, reactor parameters, etc.). Designs and speci-
fications on unique components and systems shall be detailed
to the extent necessary to establish cost estimates.
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(2) Methods, assumptions, and results of optimization studies.

(3) Plant layout and equipment design specifications.

(4) Estimates of capital costs (Form to be furnished by the
AEC).

(5) Estimates of operating costs (Form to be furnished by the
AEC).

(6) A time schedule for completion of design and plant construc-
tion (Form to be furnished by the AEC).

(7) An outline of a recommended development program, its sched-
ule and cost estimate for each principal phase.

"3. Phase II will consist of the following:

"a. Undertake the preparation of a preliminary design of the "most
promising" first unit reactor plant. This preliminary design
should be carried through what is normally considered Title I
design except that it should be consistent with the fact that
the site used for the purpose of the study is fictitious.

"b. Prepare a preliminary hazards evaLuation of the reactor.

"c. Evaluate the potential for further cost reductions of the re-
actor based upon development improvements and added features;
i.e., (i) advantage of further development work that might delay
starting of construction of the first unit, and (ii) pertaining
only to a second unit.

"d. The results of Phase II study shall be incorporated in a report.
This report shall include but not necessarily be limited to the
following:

(1) The same type of information as included in the report des-
cribed in subsection 2.e. of this article, but reflecting
the additional work.

(2) A preliminary hazards evaluation report."

A summary of the assumptions furnished by the AEC including later

modifications and the site data and Forms referred to in this contract

are included as "Appendix C".



APPENDIX B

1. SUMMARY OF DESIGN CRITERIA FURNISHED BY THE AEC

For the O.C.R. study, the Atomic Energy Commission established cer-
tain conditions and assumptions. Pertinent portions are summarized in
part as follows :

General:

1. The design study shall be based upon utility practice and

projected utility system growth in the United States.

2. Three additional units of the same size will be built at the
same site.

3. Productivity of labor is the same as in Western Massachusetts.

4. For data not provided, values consistent with those. for Western
Massachusetts shall be assumed, if this procedure does not lead -o con-
flict with information supplied elsewhere.

Disposition of Maximum Power Output:

1. Plant load factor 80%.

2. The site is located within the general distribution area of
the hypothetical Central Edison System. The system voltage is 230 kv.
A 5-mile transmission line is required to connect the plant to the
system but the cost of this line is not included in this study. Based
on projections of load growth, the system will absorb the entire station
output as it becomes available.

3. Use power demand as follows:

Hours

4500
2190
1730
340

8760

% Rate

100

75
50
0

~8~0

Product

4500
16145
865
0

7010

Economic Analysis Factors:

1. Interest during construction is computed at 6% per year on

the expenditures required to meet the construction schedule and is

included in the plant cost. Annual fixed charges are equal to 14% of
plant investment with the following breakdown:
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Cost of money 6.0%
Income tax 4.6%
Loca.. taxes and insurance (not

including third party liability) 2.1%
Depreciation (sinking fund for 30 years) 1.3%

17.0%

2. Percent escalation for cost estimating shall be 4%/year for
construction of the first unit in 1960-1963. Construction costs for
additional units will be built at the same'unit cost as the first unit.

3. With the exception of facilities for fuel preparation, fabri-
cation, and reprocessing, all things necessary for the continued opera-
tion and maintenance of the station are included in the designs and
cost estimates.

4. Land valuation for cost estimating shall be $300/acre. Land
is generally available surrounding the site at the same cost. There is
no land easement charge.

Fuel Charges:

1. Reactor fuel elements are not to be capitalized as a part of
plant and equipment.

2. The first core is not to be capitalized.

3. Fuel use charge is 4% per annum.

4. For estimating reprocessing costs, fuel elements are assumed
to be processed at Hanford in accordance with Federal Register Notice
of March 12, 1957, and supporting document Wash 743 Summary Report
"AEC reference fuel processing plant."

5. Selected fuel is assumed to be compatible with available
processes.

6. Shipment to spent fuel and casks should be assumed to be
provided commercially. Shipments and casks meet AEC processing site
and proposed licensing requirements.
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